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speak of the grosser elements,is altogeth- Lying, Profanity, USAR. “Sabbath: tion. We possess for. the first ‘time absothe Meeting,” reads like a romance. It ap- ment of that great convocation in saying:
‘| 1ate liberty of speech, and the right to as—
peared full twenty years ago, I think, and “ We do not assemble in any spirit of -er too impalpable to be gathered up in. a breaking and Evil-speaking.
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a
Baptist
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removed: - there is nothing to 7 tocer our
there
to
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heavenly
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for.
them
in
the fature. progress but our own indolence and cowIndian topics, is a History of Protestant the great Protestant Church as fellow-la.") !
Rev. I. D. STEWART, Publisher,
uy 7
s of Missions in. India,” a work of rare ability
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"We must organize our Home MisContend manfully, early and late, ‘against ardice.
To whom all letters on business, remittance
borers in the same missions Wey pert to ing of the great athering ?
sions
on
a
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and
courageous
scale.
money, &o., should he addressed, at Dover, N. H.
Addresses, insrélation to the paper of | all uncleanness, but against * other de- God himself has opened the way, and he
research, which was ‘them our heartyand pledge them our: fel‘designed for publication ‘and remarkable
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THEN AND Now.
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the Mildmay Conférence of 1878, where or by ecclesiastical pressure; but by the
verts. Now there are 1,650,000. Then $810,
* Thursday was devoted to the hearing delight in? What if some: of them Keep, 000 was the yearly contribution to. Foreign.
he read an interesting paper, giving much
power of warm Christian affection.
Missions. Now they amount to $6,250,000. At
| statistical information.
We hail every movement of this kind as of reports.of committees on the various down among the lowlands upon th river that time there were 70 Protestant ‘missionary SL
water schools. To-day there are 12,000; wich 400,000
The name of Dr: “Wenger is Seis to in har mony. with the Saviour’s loving missions of the Board, and addresses ‘by banks because ‘‘thefe is. much
scholars. At the beginning of the century there
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many of your readers. It is chiefly iden prayer at the last ‘Supper, his life- and Mseveral distinguished gentlemen followed. there,” and others pitch their tents upon prs 50 translations of the Bible, and some °
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of
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iniative of the latter-day glory of the
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To thee a star divine
-the Palace Church at Antananarivo, an eles theory and dogma, with a fall conseOn time's dark shore.
he very. rapidly acquired the Bengali and cration of heart and life to vital Christian- were re-elected, and by recommendation enemy, one by one, while others ‘ march gant stone building, the foundation of which
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the Satiserit, the twa: “languages iin which
his life work: wasdone. There was never

+ Till now thy soul has been .
At grief to- day! 1

| inturning off was a wonder to”His friends.
‘Oftentimes he foiled on when he should

No shade has come betw een.
‘Thee and the sun;

:

Like some long childlegs dream
“Thy life has run:

“| have rested, and pushed a jaded brain and
faiting eyes beyond their ability. With a

But now the stréam has aid

‘beautiful and hearty consecration
our
dear departed brother clung to his work
till the Master came to bid him rest. No
missionary ever enjoyed york more, OT
did It better.
Beginning “Bible ‘ranslation as Dr.
Yates’ assistant, he brought out his first
edition of the Bengali Scriptures in 1845.
Between 1825 and 1874 he took through
“| the press four new editions of the entire
Bible -itr---Bengali; -revised-- the whole...
Bibl&’in Sanscrit, and published six edi-

A dark, deep sea,
And sorrow, dim and crowned
“Is waiting thee.

Each of God's soldiers bears:
A sword divine:
Stretch out thy trembling hands

To-day for thine!

°

To egch anointed priest
God’s summons came :
—-Qr-aottly-he-speaks
40-day,
And calls thy name.

.

rn

Then, with slow, reverent
* And beating heart,
From out thy joyous days

tions of the Bengali New Testament,
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books

of

the . Last;

This

has often been sought in other ages, and
often * with questionable results. But the
spirit of the late movements for, harmony of action and concentration of gospel
labor, now so common, is so like ‘Christ
himself, in appreciation of the vast work
to be done, and the true method of the
world’s renovation, that it 'mustbe regarded as most auspicious. Let it go on, till
every heart, every church, exery denomi-

result is not uncertain or distant.
i
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of

idea of the great meeting. of the American
Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions; which

‘was

holden

last

week

we are-able to devote to a report; of its
|
proceedings.
In the first place; the committee of —ur-

rangements provided homes for no less
than 2500 guests, and hosts of people
were entertained by friends living in
Lowell, whose names did not appear on

our native workers.

he

vocation, will accommodate 2300

people ;

health of its editor, has again appeared. . could complete the Notes on the Epistles
The July number is a very valuable one, and the Revelation. He was just finishing
full of fresh: and vigorous reading on his Notes on Thessalonians when we” Jag
topics relating directly to the missionary enjoyed the pleasure of an interview with
SRIsEa, The present editor is’ the him, only a few weeks ago, It was al. Macdonald, M. A, Princip ways a pleasure to meet this Christian
Rev.
"of the ig Church Institution in Calcutta. seholar, and talking. with. him upon misits career in sionary topics was. very profitable’as well
1
This quarterly review-began
- 1873 at Madras and w 48 800n after re- as pleasant. His marked modesty crowning such rich scholarship threw an addimoved -to Bombay, w here the editor retional
- charm over all his attainments.
of
nuniber
first
the
issues
Now it
sided.
The
humble,
devout, earnest Christian
of
capital
the
from
volume
seventh
its

it was filled to repletion at every

session,

Review,

the’

owing

to the

failing

British India, where it is hoped it may
This publication has already
long abide.

accomplished

much

for

Christian

mis-

sions, abd new triumphs are before it.

It

becomes-my sad duty

this mouth to

chronicle the death of , two of our most
missionaries.
honored and successful

India has perhaps never been so deeply

bereaved in the course-of a single month
as during the current month in the death

of the Rev. M.A. Sherring,M. A. LL. B.,

.of the London Missionary Society,

and of

the Rev. John Wenger, D.-b.;of the Baptist Missionary Society. Both of the mis-

work that Soule

arn

unabated

We

had hoped

and one or two overflow

raeetingls

in progress

in

every

day

were

neighboring

churches, to which hundreds and thousands flocked. At least 5000 people were
in attendance upon the various meetings
of the Board at some of the sessions.
These statistics may help to give an inadequate conception of the fhrongs of men

was laid in

the

re

ner of our great Commander, ¢‘ Love thy
neighbor as thyself” and consider, ¢ who
art thou that judges another man’s ser-

July,

1869.

The

queen,

prime

and many of the higher officers and:

noon the‘great convocation was

thee, between brethren for the unconvert-

falleth. ”

dissolved

and the throngs began to turn their faces
homeward.
Thursday morning a i
was holdeff, unfler the auspices of the Woman's
‘Board; in one of the churches, which

Mrs.

J. EF. Behrends, of Providence,
Dennen,

of New

Haven,

Rev.. Dr.

Rev. Dr.

Patton,

I pray

simple ‘member of the Palace

I will show you the very Bible by which she :
was led to believe.” He then took froma the
‘table a book in front of the queen a not Tih,
cléan Rovy of the Bible printed by the Brite
and Foreign Bible Society in 1865, and,
ing it up, proceeded to-narrate how its perusal

still dwell

: gelica
_-

of

The Freewill Baptist mission

many

others,

whose

names

even

can

not

be mentioned for lack of space.
Perhaps the deepest interest was aw ak-

ested, give

little,

and

that

reluctantly.

How cad®hat interest be. increased?

which they have doue for the denomination and the cause of God is indisputably large and excellent. From the first,

We

had occasion to say, not long ago, that our

people are generally. willing to give with,
x

at least, a fair

liberality

when

they

that the object is worthy and

the

each of them has found

see

need

If this is so, it will frequently be
found of advantage to give them information concerning our missioffield, that the

|

great.

condition of the people

i

‘there may

be known.
- We venture to: suggest: that almost

any

congregation may

half

be interested

in

a

the

heathen.
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BY PROF. J. J. BUTLER.

possibly far Within the mark to say that LET BROTHERLY

®

no such. array of learning and wealth and

BY

LfLOVE

RESSIDD
IE BARTON.

CONTINUE,

it convenient,

many of its powers, and to entrust the de-

tails of its work, to a body of men known
as the Executive Committee, or, #s they

are quite econimonlyecalled, the. Beard,
| These Boards have rightfully the charge"
of many intricate

and

delicate

which require much labor and

hour’s talk by the pastor, or some other per-

tience.

son upon topics relating to the Empire of In-

have been, as a rule, catefully

travel, cyclopedias, magadides. and newspapers, material may be gathered, and ° this
work must be carried on for some time be-

forebits results can be properly presented.
This general preparation may then be supplemented

by a careful

study

of

our

and if ‘the work is done

with

own

‘reasonable

if

not even absolutely necessary, to deputize

‘enbd by the remarkably simple, eloquent | work in the special fleld to which we have
-andl powerful addfess of Rey. Naryan Shes- devoted ourselves. Out of this preparahadri, the converted Brahmin, Mr. Sheshadri tion one may draw from time to time, as
was a high caste Brahmin and had been occasion requires or opportunity offers,
worshiped as a god among

societies,

Home and Foreign, have been in “éxist"Missions; and because
they are not inter | ence from forty to fifty years. The work
our churches are not interested in Foreign

President of Howard University, Wash ‘di4,in the midst of which our mission field is
ington, D. C., Rev. W. W. Scudder, for- located. Of course this pre-supposes diligent
merly aapissionary in India, Rev.Dr.Bald- and careful preparation on the part of the
win, a missionary of the Methodist Epis-|. speaker. From works of history, books of
copal church in China, Rev. Mr. Constantine, a native of .Athens} Greece, and

her

Christianity. —Kvan-

RTE
OUR MISSION BOARDS.

ONE'WAY.

members

to

Christendom.

Wc

G. c. WATERMAN,

"It is often said that many

:

Said the speaker, * that the queen first became
of
ti
‘|.a Christian, but through the -itifluen
word of God, blessed by the Holy Spirit; and

ajesty’s conversion

CONDUCTED BY REV.

“a

Church.’ “It

instrumentality,”

had been blessed by the Spirit of God: to

was

Ferguson and Miss Murray, of South Af‘rica, and Miss Gulick, of Spain. These
meetings were full. of thrilling. interest
and showed conclusively that the women
are not losing their love for the work.
At other meetings than -those already
speeified; addresses ‘were-made by- Rev:
Reuen Thomas, of Brookline,Rev. Dr. A

strife,

ed? ¢ Canaanite and Perizaite’
in the land.’

Bombay, Miss Nellie“Parsons, of Constantinople, Mrs. Snow, of Micronesia,

Let there be no

himself said, in his official gApachy, but as
was not through any human

His relation of the manner in which he | faithfulness, the people who hear will be
had been emptied of Hindooism and filled interested and will soon come. to see the
and women ‘who came up
to ‘this great
with the gospel of Christ’ stirred every necessity of sending the gospel to India
feast of the church.
.
:
{
:
heart, and awakened .profound gratitude | and of maintaining
the work begun there.
- The character of he great meeting can
for the great work which has been ac- We invite a trial of the plan and a report
not be outlined i in a word.
Such “men as
man, the laborious and sigeessful misMark Hopkins, D.D, Li.-D, Pres. WW. complished by the missionaries of the of its results. ;
sionary, the dear and loving friend and
GIVING -¥
:
E. Merriman; D. D., Pres. Geo. F.. Ma- gospel.’
etnsclior.
how. we
shall miss him in
May the influences,of this ‘great’ meet- I: Is there any Dletsedness inf Srving? That
goun, D. D., Pres. J. H. Seelye, D. D.,
Calcutta, in all Bengal, even throughout
India !May heaven send us more such men | Pres. Geo. Washburn D>. D.. VW. E. ing‘long be felt throughout the,_land and depends. If one gives unwillingly, grudg-Dodge, Esq.; Joseph I. Ropes, Esq., Hon. the world ; and let us all pray and labor ingly, wishing they could avoid it, and hopas Dr. John Wenger and Mr. Sherring.
The call comes home to our rising’ min- E. 8. Tobey, Prof. W. M. Barbour,D. D;,’ that the good work may go on, till the ing to hear no.more calls,there will be small
istry, now in the colleges and seminaries Prof. W. J. Tucker, D. D.,—and a host earth is filled Wish the knowledge of the satisfaction in it and small blessing from it.|
If one gives only what he can part with
Lord, as the waters cover the sea.
of others of equal eminence in the church
of America and Europe.
J. Ls P. .
as not, he may, indeed, expeAo x,
RAYMOND.
and world were present and added their |.
Ob-O
0-0
cious delight of soul
in. the
weighty utterancesto the great volume
*+ Do
of 00 sciousness of helping a worthy olject,
of intense, throbbing, living speech. It is

The men

who

matters,

great pa-’

constitute

the

selected.

The manner ir which the affairs of the so- |
cieties have been conducted since thew,
came into existence speaks emphatically
in behalf of their judgment, piety and
love for the ¢ausé of the Redeemer.
The presumption is that the Home
Board is deeply interested in church sustainiwg and church extension, and that it
ng.pains to promote these
would spare
objects. Co
grant an. appropri-ation to a church, or, what would be especially painful, withhold ové, it would
be for what

and

seemed

sufficient reason.

wel

to

it ‘an

intelligent

It mizht not

wise or best that. this

reason

albe.

given in all its details. It is often that
the. ¢ause of God would be best subserved, and the party

best shielded,

affected

by withholding

would

be

it.

.In-

-

deed, ought it not to be sufiicient to know

that good und true men have acted

intel-

ligently and conscientiously, in the decis- fon'? Any other course but to rest content with such decision would seem fo

ender nugatory the object for which
B

the

d, and even the sogiéty whose: ser-

vant it is, has an existence,
The same principle applies to the Foreign Board as tq the Home. The work,

however, of the Foreign Board i$ in somé
bu probably, the luxury of giving is only
particulars mere \trying and perpléxing
reached when it is at the cost of sacrifice,
than that of the llome. Its objective
| when one has to deny himself of some-point iis in India, and it has fo receive
thing he needs for his own comfort and.

culture and piety has been found anyThe meeting of this council, composed
where
in the world, except at a similar What would have been thought, if,
many facts on the testimony~of others. '
of representatiy es of nearly all the Presenjoyment, or to enable him to do his own
during the late war with Mexico, the
It seeks to exercise great care. Such a
bytegian bodies throughout the world, is meeting of the American Board.
work more easily, in order that he may
had received an
The meeting convened on Tuesday, Oct. governor of Michigan
thing has been known as its spending
another
indication
of
the
progress
of
the
the
fill
to
hard
help
those
more
needy
than
himself.,
Dobe
lamented. It will
5, at three o'clock in the afternoon. The earnest, piteous appeal from "the -colonel ing this he is sure to find that it is of a two or three years over a single question
vacant places of such men. The London true Christian spirit. Many years since
of the Michigan regiment, saying, ¢‘ Send
eMission Society, after losing: Dr: Mullens we attended for a day a session of. the venerable Dr. Mark Hopkins, whe has more Michigan men immediately, for truth ¢¢ more blessed to give than to re- affecting the harmony of the mission
been
the
Presidetit
“of
the
Board
since
:
|
fore
the
final
decision
was
reached.
After
Presbyterian
General
Assembly,
in
Philceive.”
:
in London, could ill afford to spare Mr.
1857, presided. Secretary Alden read Michigan soldiers have a hard time of
such etre has been exercised, would it
4
PROTESTANTISM IN FRANCE.
~~ N Sherting in India. And the Baptist Mis- adelphia. ‘The time was spent in discusthe report of the Prudential "committee it here. They have to contend with all
not be better that an individual-be disapsing
the
validity
‘of
infant
baptism
when
It
seems
evident
to
those
having
the
sion Society will ook long for the ‘lineal
the regiments from the other States, with
and
Secretary
Clark
read.
the
annual
pyinted and even sufier, than ‘that ithe
administered
by
Catholics.
The
subjects
successor of Carey »Yates and Wenger in.
the Mexican army and with the malaria best opportunity to know that the time
utvey
of
missions,
a
paper
of
great
and
considered
in
the
resent
assembly
at
will
Lord
has
come
when
Protestant
Christianity
is
|
the
_ Bengal. But we hope *“
hrilling interest. Rev. Jacob M. Man- and reptiles of this dreadful country”?
i it be’ isiroyed? ar =
Philadelphia are such as the following:
not only to have a foothold in France, but that confidence in
provide.”
“ Something wrong here,” "the governing,
D.
Dg,
pastor
of
the
Old
South
‘the
‘existence
of
‘a ‘hundred years, it
“The
Ceremonial,
the
Moral,
and
the
Emo‘is'to make rapid advances among the peor
strc
Mr. Sherring was*~ soltmly
nor would say—** contending witht regiChurch,
Boston,
preached
the”
annual
would’
seem
hardly
wise thit the denomWorship,”
and
Life
Christian
ple
of
that
country.
The
free,
democratic
in
at
tional
inst.,
“down by cholera, on the 10th"
sermon, a discourse rich in learning and ments from all the other States! Are our spirit which has taken full possession of ination relapse into a chaotic state, the
“Modern
Theological
Thought,”
‘Re
faborea.
long
had
he
Benares, where
eloduence and Selivgred with remarkable soldiers fighting each other! IL. must the hearts of the people finds no sympathy’ watch word of which, is—¢ Every gan
EY © His
term of service covers ‘twenty-eight ‘ligion in cicular Affairs,” and Matifestanotify the authorities at Washington and from Catholicism, nor hag it much to hope for himself.” On the other hand, unity.
and Interpretation of ‘power.
years. A man of rare ability, of great | tion, Authenticity,
thé
matter must be investigated. We for from the free-thinking element of of spirit and co-operation in action are: =~ ©
Wednesday
morning,
Secretary
Alden
the.|.
of
n
,” *‘ The Applicatio
devotedness, he delighted, in his work,and the Scriptures
can never be victorious: when ‘the regi-, French society. Earnest and thoughtful foundation stones of the Christian church,
read
a
special
paper,
showing
careful
"reGospel
to
Employers
and
Employed,”
did it with u zest that’ everywhere marks
the Kriend of the Warping search, regarding the supply of mission- ments of our army are pointing their men are beginning to find that Protestant- and they are essential to all successful
“the true missionary of the cross. Mi: ~«Christianity
ism is the true friend of liberty, ‘and ‘has
its aries, and Secretary Clark read a special cannon towards each other.”
“Revealed Religion sin.
work in it.
Sherring was a graduate of the London Classes,”
A like amazement and alarm fills oe
ever
been its guardian
and
supporter
fig
So
paper,
remarkable
for
its’
concise
stateand
Science
to
LRelatiops
In the light of this subject, one
«
of the:
University, and -studied theology at Cop- |
« How! to xleal with Young Men Trained | ment of facts and arguments, relative to heart when I read in the Star of Sept. 29, Dr. de Pressgnse, in speaking on this wubutterances of the recent General Confer-. A natural scholar, & modcord college.
in Science in this age of unsettled Opin- the contrasts presented between early the pitiful appeal: *¢ Come and help us. ject recently, said :e
ence is particularly pointed and refreshest and industrious toiler; by his > quiet
“¢¢ Our nation has been prepared for, the
ions.”
Subjects relating to internal poli- missionary undertakings and those of to- The Free Baptists of Arkansas are scarceing. It is this,—¢¢ That we express our.
conspicuous
his
piety,
unassuming
and
tq gospel, moreover, by the discipline of suf- hearty sympathy withthe Foreign Board
ty were also presented, but appear to day. These special papers of the Secre- ly. holding their own. They have
nature
good
ng
aboundi
his
ify,
fering.
There
are
furrows
in
the
gospel
catholic
wa’
in view “Of their great responsibility and
have occupied
Tite
a surbordinate taries, as is usual, struck the key-fote of contend with all other dencminatiofis, the
fleld made by the plough which, in God's our confidence in their integrity, wisdem
‘and ample ‘helpfulness be” endeared himworld, the flesh and the devil. no
!
nok
the
meeting.
The
one
burning
thought,
place.
providence, has been allowed to cut deep
self to all hid associates.
and ability as manifest in their'policy and
¢¢ All other denominatiops!” And what
The opening sermon iy Rev. Dr. Pes- that was echoed gnd re-echoed, that was’
‘into our light soil. And yet the atheism
decisions.”
Such words, against which
Mr. Sherring[was one of our more
aré
*
all
other
denomingtions”
but
differthe
“was
re-emphasized;
which lends fresh strength to the shpersti § not a voice was raised, should oarry
prominent. _edifcatlo dal , and | literary ‘ton, set forth as characteristics of he emphasized and
need of more men... Addresses of: great ent regiments in the army of the Lord tions of Romanism is; more busy than ever weight and silence complaints...
His. chief anh ‘at Benares was Presbytefians, though not as a distinction
workers,
From our denominational work es. 4
eloquence and power ons ~the ‘paper by trying to soonest this land for Ring in its work of destruction. It is indefatiPerthe
to
in the Anglo-vernacs)ar school of the peculiar to them: 1. Loyalty
pt cially, there needs to be eliminated the
Secretary Alden were delivered by Dr. A. Jesus?
'
|
gable
in
its
‘propagandism,
not
only
among
gon
of
Jesus
Christ;
2.
Their
character
mission, which he greatly “improved, adadvantage.
The
There.is something wrongg here, broth- the cultivated ‘classes, but among the igno- element of personal
3. Catholicity. “We H. Plumb, Pres. J, H, Seelye, Prof. Geo.
as witness- said
individual should be lost as far as possi-.
dihyg a college department.
|'er.
fThe
strongholds
of
sin
in
Ar
kansas
Let this be'to us. only.
rant and the poor.
| T. Todd, Prof. W. J. Tuckér, Prof. W.
ble in the cause. That spirit of Moses
Throughout India, as also in England,
will never be taken while the F. Baptists a fresh reason for putting forth all our en
Sheshadri,
which led him to utter the self-renouncNaryan
Rev.
and
Barbour
M.
Jesus
“of
Church
he was well known asa graceful and in- of the prod Universal
or==amy ergy ; for the triumph of atheism would ing words, “If not, biot me I pray thee . |
. To one who was are contending with “all”
Brahmin.
converted
a
Who.
,
‘members
many
has.
wich
o
Christ;
structive writer and his _contributiong+t
out of thy book which thon hast Written,”
ne 1 be infallibly the ruin of France.
con- present at the throngedmeeting and heard ¢ other denominations.”
shoud be revived and be universally
" the’ periodical press will bo: greatly. miss- pear many Hames; M ‘4. Ultimate
“
«
There
is
one
more,
influence
at
work
n
+
Wheel
your
batteries
about
and
pour
addresses the “foregoing sentence
munitest. sLet self be
abased, if the: i
ed. He wrote several ‘valuable books, nection with civil fiberty ;15. E Jducation- these
will:seem very tame indeed. But the fine your hot shot and deadly shell into the|' our favor. Weare enjoying a new, and, cause of God can be. honored thereby.
which are highly prized in all’ missionary | al Character ; 6. Missionary Character.
+
4
JUSTITIA,, i
al forts, ‘and camps of Injustice, Selfishness, in France, an unexampled, freedom. of acThe ‘speaker evidently voiced the senti-’ quintessence of such a meeting, i
His ** The Native Church during
sionaries had been long in India, both had
“achieved remarkable success, each in his
own department, and both will be long

o*

in

-Eowell, Mass., in the limited space which

of Lowell on account of this great meeting. Huntington Hall,she place of con-

for neirly a year,

in solid, dignified phalanx upon

venerable and revered president of the
‘Board, made an address, and eloquent
addresses were delivered by Dr. Hanna,
of London, and others. Friday morning,
a farewell meeting was, holden, - and at

Mrs. Dr. Wardlaw, of London, Mrs. Willcox, of Chicago, Mrs. Mills, of California,
Mrs. Rice; of Persia, Mrs. Harding, of

.

Dr. Wenger's
Annotated Gospels and
Acts” in Bengali is greutly prized hy

Evangelical

of the Prudential committee a third Sec-

so crowded with ladies that an overflow.
meeting was organized iin another church,
very" nearly filled.
Adnation, the whole Christian - world, shall and that was
dresses
at
the
meetings
were
made
by
be- ‘inspired-by the divine Spirit, and the |

the committee’ list. Altogether,
more than
3000 strangers were gathered in the city

- publication of which had been suspended

-

detached
the Star in

or of the whole- nominal church.

through

It gives me great pleasure to announce

vw

and

forty years.”

that the Indian

We

of

and new translations

by

testified

Midnapore, Aug. 28, 1880.

a

Says

fore us.a long list, showing the revisions

tht God his given

T hy soul to-day!
Adelaide Anwa

ed

strife,

It #s not the fact that we have greats alliances of “distinctive
religious bodies,

be-

be borne iin niind
ie statement em| braces. only the ork Sw
i
asa'|
labor of love fer the Calcutta: - Auxiliary:
Bible Society. 1%. Ww enger's main Work
was done in connection with the Bible
Translation Society. We have lying be-

Raise up thine eyes—be strong,
Nor cast away
|

INDIA

internal

« Immense as this labor ‘seems; if shetild:&7 It is impossible to give an adequate

And, leaving all behind,
Come forth alone, . =’
To join the chosen band

"THeTerow

reprints

the Bible.

Tho must depart,

Around the throne.

ity ; to clifé<drom

Pr. John O. Means |strongholds of the enemy to take and b eir families, were among the congregation.
L combine for the common cause against retary was elecied,
Perhaps the most interesting feature of the
ee
possess them? What is that to . thee?" proceedings was the reading by the primea more industrious GF piThstaking schol-- every fbe and hindrance, that is full of being chosen to that office.
“minister
of a narrative of “ the origin of prayThursday evening, Dr. Hopkins, the Read often the inscription upon the. banar, and the amount of work he succeeded
bright promsie.
ing and of the queen’s conver sion,” not, as he

All glad’ and gay:

ml dered
y
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History. . Jacob

JACOB'S

!

:

:

a

When

WORK. -

rd

=

. °

the Israelites saw

a,

:s

[oi

“ Minor: If Jesms gives us i
clusion: Heis God.

BYREV,T: —— WATERMAN,
NO.
Se

a

the new

Con-|

pr

i.

Sih

i

;

ness? God is my Fa
) consoling thought. Wha:

food

:

; This is a ba e chosen, fie seed or Ab
brah,
ry see all'things: | fr Fad ”

carthly prong to deciy, when 1

see

our

This is

shown
i

promises which were made

those we love, and by those upon whom we

also

These

but

only in heart,” but

)

feglect duty,

in

life.

‘Some

is, a separ ate existence from this carnal life ;

ard not ouly, give

from a

spiritual

will | say the Jews.

up, or|

life,

but

John

in

.

6: 815 i—*¢

from heaven,”

4

:

|

blessings.

Fle gave

asthe gleam of sunshine upon the face of | bless them

them bread

[the darkest cloud.

Psa, 75: 24, In the Psalm

not a orphan,

Then

I

know

I am

serves

PREVAILING PRAYER,

|looked’after with admonition and prayer; | thé-eorn of heaven.”

VWhen God'has
a new thing of a spititual | in the spirit of Christian’ lote,
mature: to bitilg inte the siperience of may be the extent of the Yoho

principles or foundations of faith

and

that

required.

Ordinarily.

he

does

this

that coniribute to, the

by

in God | to be

plotting with his mother Tor the blessing,

have ac-

ther’s gods in her tent.

Jacob

clings

to

Jehovah,

the God

Abraham and

of

*

Isaac.

:

.
¥

3. At the time Laban and his sons were
growing envious of . Jacob’s’ prosperity,
Jehovah said unto him ¢ return,” &c.
The object of this plea)vast to remind God

« Which

fi

ofhis

of

saidst unio Me.”

covenant,

an act not

Gen. 31:

necessary

so

“far as God is concerned, but is necessary
so far

as .the

faith

of

goncernal.

the

suppligns

is

2. iheidng

~S-L-am-notworthy—The-language-o

‘humility and trath. > “sind of all the
truth.” Shown by God in keeping his
“promises to Jacob. Su ever in prayer
h
our faith is strengthened
by I recalling the
. promises which “God has made - and falfilled to us:
“ For: with my staff I passed over. »
~That is,when on the way from

Beersheba

to Haran, as he fled from Esau.

o

claim to his glorious inheritance?

producing

questions disturb

Thus

whonf the offender

has the

most confi- | tO enter his school.

of

:

the

quiet

For, like the ass, whose

and patiently hear his explanation, or |cicrunicised.”
Christ's
reasoning
is
from Esauon his return. He relied, indeed, | defence, and candidly and kindly endeav- | this:
:
on God,as was demonstratedin many of his | or to win him back to Christ. But if{
Mgses gave a law to keep the Sabwords snd deeds; But

thee prominént fea- neither of these ways succeed, and it be-| bath.,
ture of his charagter’ was a stféng and firm | comes necessary to bring it before the |
2. Dut one of the

reliance on himself. But the practical self- | church, it should be done in ® manner
reliance; though naturally springihg up .and inlanguage calculated to conciliate,as
much as possible, the wrocg-doer; then,
in the ew man and highly commendable
in‘itsél? was not yetin Jacob duly sub- the responsibility rests upon the gharch.
The pastor should endeavor to. guide
ordinated to that absolute reliance which
ought to be:placed in thé Author, of our. them toa spiritual course, but should not
being and our salvation.
Henée “he had endeavor to force the church to adopt his
and appeal to the Q. M.,
been. betrayed into intrusive, dubious, and views by :threats
ily
even sinister, cohrses, which inthe retrib- | orto

resign

his

pastoral

care

¢| utive providence of God had brought, | church. le should try to secure
and were yet to bring him, into
many | investigation, and

one,
of a

the]

impartial

but the responsibility of action rests upon
the chugch and they shoutd willingly accept it, and not throw such a burden upon
.
| the pasfor.

troubles and perplexities. The hazard of
his present situation arose. chiefly from
hisd former
unjustifiable practices towards
z
his'brothier. Ie is! now to2 learn the les.
son
A

of

>

particulars

ne

—

hn

de

hapdof

J
i
Esau.” Esau had said, * the days of
mourning for my father are at hand, then

will 1 slaymy brother Jacob.”
anger.

Ie Was.mow

near

Jacob

was strong. He had been a taker by the | friend, or where the church is divided, in

four hundred armed men. Notice that

“prayer.
i
. was answered.
;
satdst™
“Jacobs pleads on

God’s

yromise,

always

faith.
“And took his two
women servants.”
Leah

this

thou
‘And
the basis of

a sure

basis for

wives

and

(wo

and Rachel, Zil-

_ pah, Leah's maid, and BilBah,
maid.

Rachel's
This. was before

.‘* Eleven sons.”

the birth of Benjamin.
*/ Theford Jabbok.”
ed into ‘the
ho

2

The Jabbok flow-

Jordan,

on

the

and success} single with adversatiet, And
when he, the stranger, saw {iat he prevailed not over him. Jacob, true to Lis
character, struggles gvhile life remains,

his: 2

with

east

side,

He touched the

of his thigh, so that it was

edout of joint.

| ber, the pastor's work is. peculiarly
trying. He should stand as a dagsiuen
| between the individuals or parties; he
| should not espouse
either
side. He
| should endeavor to show each one his

These

moments

Sabbath day to comply,

i.

¢.,

&

reasons:
the

(1)

ous wrestler has wrested from
.one touch, all his miglhit,

longer stand alone.
port

whatever,

incident.

(2)

It is a similar ‘ex-

perience to that at Bethel.

(3) “It isin

: harmony with the Scriptural style of describing the revelations of God.
(4)
Jacob immediately after shows no sign of
‘.Jameness.
(5) Some parts of the ac-

count cat not be taken literally. (6) It
is the more elevated view. For the liter-

Bre wine

and he

him, by,
can no

Without

any sup-

from himself,

he hangs

tion uf-meat to every one in

dislocated Still clung’ Lk the sagt who
could bless him.

«J will not let thee - go." In ‘our pray-

“ers we have need often

to say, in effect,

he,

the Mighty

Stranger,

practices, he should avoid

Weare not to get the’ impression

said,

or

he; Jacob, seid, I will not let thee

to

“No more’
means.

duced, bul Foracl.”
lanter.”
Israel

due

:
: But, Christ infers

personalities,

convince

the

transgressor

of his

better to take no motice

of

personal

in-

that

this

power, who can disable

and enable, who

of each one of the lessons, with an-eye

to

both preview and review,as it is taken up

during. the quarter. The time to begin
preparation for a good quarterly;review is
at the Dpening. of the quarter, and the plan
of review ought to be kept.in mind
the quarter's beginning te its end.

yung

ol 0018

with

al bring ofit before their

jeuneines fwweek by week,
y

better—they
some practical
cried
howe wish
0 foachers.
ot

-

of

Seley

is 2
:

thee,

I wil]

and

curse’

thee.” ' And

again, -

g

seest/ to

seed’ for.
were re-

to

to

spiritual

Abra,

blessings.

had

refer-

Thas

it is

I have’ quoted,
families of the
this promise is
the

Statement,

in the epistle to the Hebrews that in the
promises given to . him, Abraham saw
something beyond this world, + For he |

.

looked fora city which hath foundations,
whose builder and miker is God.”
The next thing we see in the history

ingots

of Abraham is the

impartiality

of Serip-

.

blind Bt my servant?

8

:

:
TRF

ht,

”

Iv maust-then be counfed

both good and bad are brought before us;
and we learn that Abraham, good as he

or

Si lsvas.
and on this account admitted to peappar|’

the plain

Ctfiar intercourse with God, - was ‘still a

the ne-

man like ourselves,

and

not

only

ex.

‘

posed
temptation, but linble to fall unHe was ‘the Sent\of God to the chil] der its toinfluence.
Thus he is brought indren of earth. In just what sense he was } © # closer connection ‘with us, and. we
the Son of God it is not the
rar
so

this article to
comprehend

purpose:

discuss.
We
can hard]
grand a truth.
Ile a

of | >°° that he Is an example'we should fol.
low ds far as he did right;
while we
should be careful to avoid

not

only

the

net 1g any ther

Much more
) beneficial for him,
n
who is
lord of the Sabbath, to make a man every
whit Lnwhole.
The parenthetical,
*¢ Not

irrisistible a fortiors force.

ol a. |-8150 remember that we are
from other sources, and

tion, reveal to us the will of the Father.
The Sentof the Father took the form of

watch and pray lest we fall

:
:
:
man.. He associated
with
men:
and
taught, most clearly, the great doctrine:
of man’s brotherhood, He saw amd felt
the infirmities and sufferings of common
humanity. In this relation, he could
bringus near the heart of our heavenly
Father. Aliens could become citizens, |

in

should

danger

learn

into

to

tempta-

tion.

eo
i
oo
Againwe learn the importance of faith
and obedience being joined together, that
is,

of

our.

faith

being'

by

shown

our

works.
** Abraham believed God and it
was counted unto him for righteousnesy.™.

But he proved that he believed "God, by
find their | doing what God told him to do. And so

and wandering children could

= ay to the hospitality of a Father's house. we are © justified by faith,” and

* have

| to me,”
Isa. 55: 1. The latter $ays, |The Jost Eden > kl be restored, slaves peace with God through
our“Lord Jesus
‘“Ho, every one that thirsteth, come ye to sin could become frees, As children in | Christ.”
But we ean only know our| to the w gterss” The invitation points | pe trackless wilderness, as pilgrims who | Selves, and prove to others, tht eur faith
| directly to Christ and the gospel, and | 4 mistaken the homeward — vm
is genuine, as we abey God, and live .ho| takes its significance from the ceremonies a el in da kh 585 i Christ i) me i ly and consistent lives. Is not the negJohn

7:

39:—¢Of

;

the

Spirit—they

Bett lowilll

Vv
thy seed, find my
pour my. Spirit un
blessing
upon
.
thine
offspring.”
Pri-|
LE
this
rofirs to the Blase
be

maryy,

this reler

10

DIESSIE

stowed upon the Jews after

from captivity, and
Pentecostal gift,
John 7:

their

secondarily

42:—« Christ

by ie h ane

oad

sm to | Ject of this one great

yo ponerse will be revealed
man ?
. t.
cient.

to

miany Christians live

of the

seed of David and out of
Bethlehem where David

of man could.not properly

And

interpret

necessities and

$0

mortal | they might be¢ light in the Lord?”

.

that

2

for much\ of the ,
upon
( bristigs!

Christianity
And finally, from the example

of Abra-

ham, we should learn not only to dev the
will of God on earth, and enjoy the temporal and spiritual blessings which God
places within our reach; but We should
constantly look with expectation to our

language. It needed a personal’ mediator. Man needed an associate who could
.enter into the

why

when

.
+ | lisis not thisi also the 2 cans
cause
jnsuflispeaks
speaks || repros
; ach thst is thrown

The voice of nature wt ag
Although
her.
Although
her language
language

reason

in darkness,

BE: 1 plainly of the Great Creator, yet the heayt | 20d

return

to the
:

cometh

fake a

he golden city of li lt. : iow elo coil

sufferings

the town of
of humanity.
The message could be con:
was?” Psa. _veyed in no other w ay. -An angel could
132: 11—Mich..j.remembering
in our
not bear it. All that the angel could do home in heaven;
In Psams, «The Youd hath sworn in was to herald forth the advent of Man's" Sorrows that that will
counterbalance
truth unto-David ; he will not turn from it ; Divine Brother. * He became flesh and them ; and in our joys that there is Soe
Of the fruit of thy body will I set upon
dwelt among men.”
Man had a cause at thing there which is far better.
thy throne.”
Ci og ove
"the court of |heaven,—a cause in which
The Hebrews say, Of the fruit of thy his all was at stake. * It wits the question
Ip
“
IT BE POSSIBLE. 4
belly,” meaning thy posterity. Mich. 5:
of eternal life—the question of man’s per- /~ We discover, as years come on, -that

whose goings: forth

have been

from

of

old, from evertasting.”
The Hebrew reads, ‘Art thou little
among the thousands of Judah?” A negative answer seems to be expected implying that though little she might be
considered great on ficcount of her chiet

sonal salvation.

Condemne)l

sciousiiess of guilt,

by

oppressed

by

a

con-

dark-

ness and night, awed by the purity of the

the ApostoK¢ exhortation

tof live

peage-

ably with all mex up to the very-verge of
possibility, has a high and holy meaning.

The love of dispute; “of personal - encounter,
of the warfare that nettles and makes
cure absolution, every son of earth looked.
for an advocate,—for a’ deliverer. The others unhappy—the love of these things
mission was too great for mortal man, for their own sakes is a moral distemper.
He knew his own. need, to. be sure; he ‘Barély excusable in the impetuosity. of
saw his owns condition, but his limited hot-blooded youth, it is reprehensible in
vision could not reach the glory of the matare life; it is pififal in old age.
grand tribunal before which¢ he felt con- Could we ‘discharge faithfully all the dudemned.
Christ kvew full well man’s ties of our office and yet never pring: a
necessities,and he cawe from the¢glory of word . that gave another pain, we should .
the Father. .fle knew God's will and | obey the, Apostolic Irjusction not Sup
Great Judge, and not knowing how to se-

:

or deaf as my

duty, but as a relief from that which is
The word yet” isi not in the "Hebrew man’s woe. He could plead at the court | a8 ‘sorrow
to ourselves. We grow to
of heaven, and he was the only “accreditand is not required if read interrogatively.
he that is perfect, and blind as the Lord’s 4
ad advocate there. By his life; by his loathe any contention which we are led
. This prophecy can be applied to mo
p spirit and by his doctrine, he taught man to deem wanton, We grow to loathe any
servant? Seeing many things but thou
other than the Messiaf. “ From everthe way back to hisJost Eden. Whatever ‘companionship that, hiings us into con
observeth not, opening the ears, but he
lasting” should be translated ‘from the
heareth not.”
4-may he.the peculiar notions of, men in tact with contentious spirits. We’ crave
days of eternity,” This implies an attriThe pastor should be an example to
regard to the technical office and the spe- | duties the discharge of which can ruffle
bute belonging to Messiah which John cial
mission of our Saviour, all agree up- no one. We crave the social relationship
lis flock. Raul’s letters to Timothy are 4
very good manual for- every minister. plainly declares was Christ's, when he on one grand and radica) doctrine. To that moves only the gentler and Hie= hu:
says,’ *“ And the Word was God". . . And
:
Though addressed to a young minister,
imitate his life, to imbibe his_spiri{ and maner sympathies.
the Word was made flesli’ and dwelt
they are good for all: *‘Letno man deto follow his teachings will lead us safe- | But alas for thiit" “Which inspired the
among us.”
spise thy youth (or old age), but be thou
ly and surely to the bright and essential, clause, “ If it be possible”! He that wrote
Inspiration ® of the™ prophetic Tacily’
an example of the believers, in word, in
glory, of heaven. Therefore for the pul-.| jt, also wrote the sixth chapter of. the
conversation,in charity, in spirit, in faith, could alone account for this correspond- pit to, ‘repudiate “mediation” is| mgqst fla- Ephesians. He that wrote it, also summons us to the fight of faith, And how
in purity.” In every condition, in all gjr- ence, and a like elevation may be, attri- grant, Beresy..
?
inevitably
the war for principles involves
cumstances of life, exhibit the spirit of buted to John. 0-0-0
En
- it —
a war with persons, can have no better
Christ, be and do’ as you would wish
ABRAHAM, *
illustration than in the career of one who
your people to be and. do. If they conFY,
BY REV, W.H.
fought the beasts at Ephesus. There. is
fide in you as a.pastor, they will be much |
BY J, W. BARKER.
influenced by your example, till their
The first thing that strikes us in the no escaping the duty that is unpleasant—
.
NO. 4.
history of Abrahant~is the great honor the unmasking of hypocrisy, the laying
confidence in your piety is shaken. Then
7
,
44
What
shall
a
man
give in exchange that God conferred 6n him.
|-your influence iis gone.
He admit- bare the evil intents of men who lie in
for his soul?”
ted
him
to
special
intercourse
, - speaking ‘wait to deceive, the publishing in their
Bah dn gn oo
The one great question that concerns
=
to him on various occasions, as when he true light the ; Satans who clothe them(§ COMPARISON OF SOME REFERENmortals, is the question of human life. | told him to leave his country, and go into selves in the habiliaments of the angels
messenger that I sent? who is

blind

as

a

TEE PULPIT AND THE PEW.

;

:

’

- | The

Christian Letder
P present and future interest of the | another land;
land; and and when he ‘mh nade, known | of f light.—
light.—Christia
:
soul is the one parumount interest of hii- | to him his intentions with reference to
:
ry

OES IN 8ST JOHN.
int Vy
OREY.

its

~~
rif
manity. "We cannot evade _this, if we | Sodom, and accepted his intercession on | It is a very common thing for Chrisfoc
_ | would. This’
question stands before the | its behalf. In these matters he. treated tians to pray that the Lord: will ‘add his:
Jghn 6: 31:—“Our fathers did gat man
t.

/

2

sue
1s.
mind everywhere
whatever « ‘quéstion, | pin as a friend ; and in speaking to vhe ‘blessings
to their work ; as-ifyen,
olars| | na”—Ex.
This is 16:
another dhotation ffom th : pertaining
to physical or mental, scieuce, Israelites
by ihe prophet Isaiah, he spoke | head and the Lord followed py
filter Co

Jacob | from every lesson, they call those’ ‘points
megs ‘into prominence by judicious: questions

wi

-

bless

curseth

promises made

cessity and fact of the mediation of Christ.

circumcis-

cept thou bless me. Despairing now of ‘them, . Christ was frequently reproached
his own strength, he is Jaceb still: he and persecuted, but he’did not say much born, and so Matthew understands it,
declares
his . determination
to cling about it, even ‘to his disciples, ‘and it is saying, ‘‘And thou Bethlehem, in the Iand
|p until his conqueror bless him. He | well to imitate his ‘example. To such | ¢ Judah, art not the least among the
now knows he is in the hand of a higher | cases Isa. 42% 19 may apply:
«Who is prinees of Jadsh
:
®

net

go

athier thin

Ia

n

the. Totter. "and.
x
:

55 th

démands our. attention ; however . the | of him by this title, saying, ‘* But thou, Christia’s daily prayer should be tha
© | mysteries of nature mystify )human sense, Israel; art m servant Jacob whom 1|may know what the Lord would: have

a
with od.”
big
ud illustrations, and so make ready for | Statement of a simple fact for the purpose
+f prin
:
their re-emphasis on review Sunday. | of drawing a conclusion, which reduced
_* Prevailed.” Gained thy request. This Fie a preview ; nexta digeétview
v
; final- to a ih
is:
:
shows that
eventwas
of pres Sim
y a dag-achiol
review. That
is thewh way
in all wise
hh
i -the yor.
( o typical.
yp
teaching;
8.8Times
Pi
Only God
8 gives’ manna.

‘ :

blessing, and

that

+I ion is performed
on the Sabbath,.in abro- | o~~ God: He "became the brother —of | Pecial sin into which he fell, but-should-.
gation of the law, because-it is beneficial. | “pt oo

season.

sults, neither to talk nor think much about

go ex

out of his hands; but we need to struggle | ics they want fastened in‘mind, they have |
£
tate of mind in
i which we can re. those recited by all the school at the close
or 3.8
of the lesson hour. ‘But if—which is far

The struggle really

that

of ence
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est heresy for the pulpit-to deny.

bath day ?

counsel|

errors. Do what he may, he will sometimes give offence, and, perhaps, be
shamefully abused.
Usually it will be

the very poinbyon which they wish helt
here that God is: reluctantto bless: us. | scholars
to be familiar in review. Ifit is |.
He does not need to have blessings wrung | the mere titles and goldep texts and top-

ceive
blessings.
+738 withhisbarselves.

ent.

life for 4 crime whieh you are all liable
to commit,
i” : e., 2)the breaking of the Sab-

for that would be likely to prevent suc- ¢ And thou Bethlehem Ephratah, Lig
cess. Nothingis gained by holding up thou be little among the thous#ads of
an jndividual to public reproach. Better Judah, yet out of thee shall he come
seek first a private interview and endeav- | forth unto me that is to be Ruler in Israel,

grasp of the now disabled Jacob, but only.
calls upon him to relax his grasp. And

«I will not¥et thee Zo except thou bless | SU

me.”

and

He should have no hobby to ride, tothe
exclusion of other. important subjects.

ean’ curse and’ dlso’ bless. He knows
himself also to bg now utterly helpless
“al view we have the direct impression of without the healing, quickening, protectthe narrative.
In either. case, the mean- ing power ofhis yictor; and, though he
ing of the ‘incident is the same, viz., .to die ini the effort, he will not let, him go
symbolize earnest pleading, and holding without receiving this blessing. Jacob's
on to God in prayer. The man was an’ sense of total debility and utter defeat is
now the secret of his power with his
angel. Hosea 12: 45.
friendly
vanquisher. He can overthrow |
« Until the breaking of. the day.” It
all the prowess of the self-reliant, but he
was a protracted struggle and thus a can not resist th&earnest entreaty of the
symbol of continued, importunate prayer. helpless. —Murphy, on Genesis.
“
4 The hollow of his thigh.”
The
an1
- gel thus shows that he only, seemed to
PLANNING FOR A REVIEW.
Whoever:
resist Jacob. At any moment he could wduld have a good review for a series of.
have wrested himself from him. God lessons at the close of" the* quartet, must
haye a preview of those lessons at the be«often seems to resist our cries, when, in ginning of the quarter, -and a clear view

reality, he resists our unbelief.
Let me go.” Jacob with his limb

Side,

upon the conqueror, and in that condition | He should be doctrinal, experimental and:
learns by experience the practice of sole practical. The great meral questions of
reliance on. ghe mightier than himself; the day should recieve proper attention,
This is the turning-point in this strange and the work of the denomination be fredrama. Henceforth Jacob now feels him- “quently presented, if he would build-up
self strong, not’ in himself, but in the a strong church. In dealing with wicked
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It coflsistently explains

other

The pastor, should sidenvor to know
his people, so as to adapt his ‘discourses
to their wants, that he may give a’ por-

with Joi "There |
‘Let me go, for the dawn ariseth. The
“are two views of this incident:
one, that
time for other avocations is come: let me
it is the narration of a dreatn or vision; go. He does not shake off the clinging
actual occurence.

with
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| general law requiresa breaking “of the

own faults and the extenuating circum- | of the feast of ingathering,,

wrench. | stances on

,about h alf way from the Sea of Galilee to
the Dead Sea. *‘Across the brook.” This
was not to go away from Esau, but towards him. Jacob had already sent on
Lord, and in the power of his might.
Esau several detachments of men, bear‘What follows is merely the explication
ing valuable “presents of jgoats, camels, and the consequence of this bodily consheep and asses. Jacob, combined works flict.
“ Wrestled
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to

wh 2 i
have been likely to have given us only
ing in the resplendence ti
his virtues, and have passed over his fail,
obediones to ment and spiritual” Taw, | 108%
“But in the Scripture -marrative

|
that it is-of Moses, but of the fathers,’
of unresefved reliance on God. *
When there is.a difficulty between two shows that they were breaking the Sabman appeared to him in his loneliness ; members of the church, especially prom- bath not by command of God in circum=
having the er form and. substance inent members who have family connec- cising but in obedience to the custom of %
man,
wrestled with him ,—encounttions and personal friends who may, and the fathers incorporated by Moses in his.
him in 1 {hEivegy point in ‘which he, frequently do, espouse the cause of their code, and gives to Christ's reasoning, an.

The lapse | opp, 4s new combatant.

of twenty years had not extinguished
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wealth Is brightest and best

of that

God had fulfilled the promise to Jacob | oo) from his) ith (25,16), and’his sub- | relation to the guilt-of un accused mem--| - John 7 87 s=Ifany man dhirst=cotue
which w e studied last Sabbath.™ Gén. 28: sequent life had been a ‘constant
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called

munity shall be of persons taught of Ged. not buy one rational comfort, ‘when the {*<And in thy seed shail all the nations,’ io*
No one will be his except by receiving his | human mind is disturbed by the dread | the earth be blessed.” And in the _epis-, *

for securing a welcoitic
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Now Iam became two bands.”
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nature.
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ture biography. Abraham was a -good
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man,
and he is set before us in thig light.
Weapons, and even now taking the most | to be'the one to see the erring brother, | day the flesh of his foreskine shall be
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fa-
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is his | thee will I give it, and to thy
please
ever.” ¢And these praises

gold remove the mortal hour?
on the stave of spontaneous action. He | probably will, be best to converse with after having heard the teaching, consents |
In Aife, can love be bought with gold?
had that ig ward feelin of spiritual power the deacon or some, judicious brother | t© receive it in his heart comes to me” | Are friendship’ s pleasures to be sold?

could ge very words of Jacobs prayer
be know.
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was an
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earth's
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Esau, who arms four-hundred men and which prompted the apostle to say,
and get him fo look after ‘the case and | (Godet),.andall that
do, thus, come are Puio 2) ig North a wl 5 thous) i
comes out to meet him. Jacob infear |
4°. things.” Hence we find im talk with the transgressor. In doing [his children and all bis children ~are | Ful virtue gives unbri
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calls upon God.
dealing indbsan for the birthright, | this care should be taken to send one in “taught of the Lord” because they choose | «yr thou art rich, thea art poor;
And Jacob said.” Oaly by revelation
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|my

successful in reclaiming the erring instruction. This appears to be a proph- uncertainty of human happiness. Gold is | tle’to_ the
Galatians, the apostle’ Paul’
and repentance towards him, which gave | one, and clearing the cause of God from [cy bearing directly upon Christ and the not feal
wealth.
takes up (his promise, and says the seed
a characterto the history of his grand- | reproach. If it be a public transgression, gospel
Nor does this seen | (my. purchase’ lieaven bas gold the power? - | spoken of is Christ.” And we are told
father and father, and to have entered up- | read and known of all men, it may, and |t@ implydispensation.
predestination.
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though he
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"Then | ash again Who is | + For oll the land which thou
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what
of Christ.
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| for the first time #hey said one to another, Tearthlyy homes ‘desolat¢d and deserted by
| man ht, Whatis ¢¢t?
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we

Christ st aid, «Iti posh, i that | Man hu, or manna, hoc ume the name of the certain assurance that 1 have a kind
leave his country, he promised,” «1 win
Father in heaven comes to my heart like make of thee a great
the new food, * Our fathers did eat manna
offences will come,”
Luke 17; 1, and
ation, and 1. wil
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.
‘the pastox.will find thut this is still * true. inthe wilderness,” and we are in the
the whispers of softest music in midst of ‘bless thee, and make thy
name great
There has always been backsliding, not wilderness. Feed us and it is sufficient, -a-strange-confusionof earthly sounds; or | and thou shalt be a
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nan, he begins with the senses. "Hetakes | In relation to open transgression no in- | Corn.
“a
of man. * And the world itself | added to the first profaise
John %: 45:— They shall be all. every.soul
variable rule can be given. The nature
would be a poor exchange for a cfrtain.| « ¢ And in thee shall all
man on the gronnd on which he. finds him,
and leads him through the senses to the of the transgressions, the temperament of taught of God,” Isa. 54: 13, Isaiah here answer tothese questions. Gold is not earth be blessed.” And
the individual
an& various other circum- declares thatthe entire MesSianic ‘com- the touchstone of human greatness. Itean made more definite in
higher things of reason, conscenice, and

en. 32: 9~123 20-30.
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so

therefore advise

that” no

church proceéd to such ordination, but that it shall request a
Quarterly Meeting or Association to take the. steps provided for

it were

by our usage, in case of ordination;

that

.a

without. the

ap-

‘a judicious council of

oroval of the Quarterly Meeting througlf

not less than three members no person shall hereafter be tonsid-

read; as we do, in a daily journal, the
ered an ordained minister in the Freewill Baptist denomination.
profound observation—'‘a moderate in(2% “A church.may recognize the ability and call of one of
harmless
itself
in
is
religion
in
© "dulgence
members by giving him a certificate of approval and comits
positively
times
at
. and respectable, if not
‘mendation as a lay preacher, but this certificate is not the same
Yes; take it moderately,
beneficinl.”
as, nor equivalent to, a Quarterly. Meeting license ;, and before
and ouly * at times,” and it will do you
any one can be recognized as a regularly licensed minister, and

good!

Observer.
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entered as such in the Register, he must have been regularly exEi
amined and licensed by-his Quarterly. Meeting.
Quarterly Meetings are requested to proceed with the
(3)

BR

No man can ask honestly or hopefully

“to be delivered from temptation, unless.
he has himself honesty and firmly determined to do_the besthe can to keep out
of it.—Ruskin.

ordinationof no brother to the ministry who does not give sat-,
sfactory evidence of good moral character, piety, and a divine
sall, and who has not received at least a common school educa

(ion and is not able to pads an examination in Butler's Theology
or its equivalent, and in Church History, satisfactory to a Quarterly Meeting Committee which shall be appointed for such examination.
(4) We recommend that Quarterly. Meetings be requested
to ordain no man to the ministry who,is-addicted to the use ol
tobacco and will not signify his firial abandonmentof the habit.”
(5) While we do not find it advisable for this Conference to
|. ‘establish any tribunal before which ministers’ charged with im-
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(8) We fufther recommend that in the raising of this ¢ Cen
tenary, Fund” every member of our denomination be earnestly

requested

to

contribute

something,

however

small

the

offering

may be; that we approve the arrangementof the Treasurer of
the Fund, Bev. I. D. Stewart, in having a book known as the
+¢ Record of Centenary Offerings,” in which

the names

of every

person contributing to this fund is written, with the'aniount giv--en and object for which the donation.is made,»
»
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That in the Opinion this Conference the act

of the Ontarip Assuciation of Free
Baptists gn restoring the
Townsend Center church is in keeping with the usages of the
denomination.
y

(10)

We recommend

(11)

We present-the names of the following persons

that the Report

of the Committee

‘thé Union of Free Communion Baptist bodies be adopted.

on

S
SAS CITY 3)

as the

' %y A

Conference Board for the ensuing three'years:
<
W. H.. Bowen, G. C. Waterman, E. W. Porter, J. L. Higbee.
J. D. Patch,C. B. Mills, O. E. Baker.
CAGE

C.F: PENNEY,

to abrogate the Sabbath of the Bible, therefore, Resoledy "That
ave, as, a Christian denomination, will use every means. withis,“§

.

:

ron,

(3) Resolved, That we recommendto our people, everywhere, the formation of Sabbath societies in which, imitating
the spirit of the fathers in their struggle against slayery, we also
struggle againsg, the desecration of God's Sabbath ;—struggle
towers railroad, engine-room and office shall be silent da the
Sabbath ; until every toiling bperator shall have the Lord's day
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all diverging
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Fi W. KC R. Ras

nounce that this Company runs Pullman Palace
Sleeping Cars for sleeping purposes, and Palace
FULLMA N PALACE
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COUNCIL
BLUFFS,
KANSAS CITY,
n
ickets via this L
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FOLLOWS:

At ROCK ISLAND; with .*

purposes (and the im
86.
p
ger
busi
of this line warranting it), we are pleased to an-
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pid

Lad A

Dining Cars for eating purposesonly. Oneother
great eature of our
Palace Cars is a SMOKING, #
ALOON where you can enjoy your ¥Havana®
at all hours of the day.
Magnificent Iron Bridges Span the Mississipbt
and Missouri rivers gt all P
ts crossed by this
line, and transfers are avoided at Council
Bluffs,
Kansas ad Leavenworth, and -Avelisor ¢on*
nectionsbeing made in Union
Depots.
_
B
‘THE PRINCIPAL
R. R. CONNECTIONS OF"
‘THIS GREAT THROUGH
LINE
ARLE AS:

City;

traek is laid with steel rails.
*
What will please you mast will be the pleasure
of enjoying your meals, while
passing over the
beautiful prairies of Illinoisand_lowa, in one of
our Iuagniiicent Dining Cars that accompany all
Tlirough Express Trainsg..
You get an entire
meal, as good as is served in any first-class hotel,
ents.
i :
forseventy-tive cen
Appreciating the fact thatla majority of the’
people prefer separate apartments tor different

the’ memory of the honored dead, who early. put our denomination in the front rank of that fierce conflict and held. its positior

;

Kansas

COUNCIL BLUFFS,” LEAVENWORTH and ATCHISON. Through cars arealsorun between Milwaukee and Kansas City, via the “Milwaukee and
RockIsland Short Line,”
ei
>
The “Great Rock Island” ‘is magnificently

vedt, the sacrificing, heroic and triumphant struggle agains:
slavery; that we thank the noble men still living, and cherist

:

and

man Palace Cars attachud, ayerun each way daily
between CHICAGO and PRORIA, KANSAS CITY,

for wohip with his family ; and until even théanimals shall no
longer be robbed of the rest which God in his Decalogue has
(4)

Leavenwerth, ichison,

Washington to Sig rney, Oskaloosa, and
Knoxville; Keokuk to
aftaifiton; Bonaparte, Bentonsport, Independent, Eldon, Ottumwa, Eddyville, Oskaloosa, Pella, Monroe, and: Des Moines;
Newton to Monroe; Des Moines to Indianola and
Winterset; Atlantic to Lewis and Audubon; and
Avoca to
Harlan. This is positively the onl
Railroad, which owns, and operates a throug!
line from Chicago into ¢he State of Kansas.
~
Through Express Pasranger I'rains, with Pull-

:

commanded us to give them.

ally

‘Its main line runs: from Chicaga to- Council- Bluffs, passing through Joliet, Ottawa, La Salle,
Geneseo, Moline, Rock Island, Davenport, West
. "Liberty, Iow
y. Marengo, Brooklyn, Grinnell,
‘Des Moines (the capital of Iowa), Stuart, Atlantic, and Avoca;
with branches from Bureau
Junction to Peoria; Wilton Junction to Musca“tine,” Washington, Fairfield, Eldon,
Belknap,
Centreville, Princeton, Trenton, Gallatin, Came-

Jur power to resist this tendency.
il
(2) Resolved, That weiearnestly recommend to our wunis- |
‘ers to preach faithfully and plainly on this-subject; and to our
churches to make persistent Sabbath-breaking a cause for church
discipline and exclusion.
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27.. (1) Whereas, There is a gtowing tendency in all partk
of our country, on the part of both corporations and individuals,
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there till we are now permitted to.record our gratitude’ tg A!
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for its abolition, - though it went down ‘in a ¢ ot
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od. God
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shall appear,

do. most

earnestly request Quarterly Meetings to faithfully maintain gos-
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is the best emollient |
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various departments of denominational
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ence us

CAUTION.

tion of the last General Conference in reference to raising the.
sum

of

(1) - We believe it to be neither wise nor safe, for one

srdination of one of its members;

possible to find'any amusement in such.a
. theme, it would be exceedingly fundy to

J

(7)

Chairman.

~_MINISTRY.
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him by the Board.

communica-

fA. D. WiLLiams,

ers who have

Our Olntmeny
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dollars, a gift for service rendered in visiting the General Baptist Association, England, in 1879, recommended to be paid

act-

church atone to be the adviser and director in the matter of the

uch peace of mind; and therefore health

religion.

the

that

recommend

and

“bethe calledxernct
in for ba theheed. Fall
majority diroetiont
of femal sesembiny

'®)
We advise the adoption of the Report of the Conferense
Board with its recommendations.
We make special mention of
the generous refusal of Dr. Cheney to accept the sum of fifty

but is

from

for closet

Female Complaints.

As itis especially desirable that the hiswory az war de-

laity. -

¥

The truth is, that

that

we, therefore,

:

little mental disturbance and promotes:8o

ind happiness, as

to

reject

Won with non-resident members at least once in each year, and
shat the churches urge such non-resident members to contrib
wate, regularly, through the churches to which they belong. -

books, or trade, because ‘excitement some-there is no one matter

refuse

and

Fas to include also such as are droppéd or erased.
| (14) We urge our churches to continue their

getting

their wits by
and. we know

that several presidents of
mentally rained by one year
but we have never known a
‘to warn its readers against
times upsets-the mind.

and

case,

:olumn of ** excluded” be changed to * excluded or erased,” so

ais

To.

losing
study,

in the

Paper

(5)- We do not recommend any increase in the present ratio fof delegates composing the General Conference and advise that
it be left, as at present, optional with «the Yearly Meetings to,
send representatives as they may choose, from the, ministry or

+ Added by letter” be changed to ** Added otherwise,” so-as. to
include those added<both by letter and profession, and that the.

better
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~~erazy, and of men
close attention to

evidence,
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ship.
until
der discipline, or one excluded from felfow

church in settling or dismissing a pastor.
(12)
Persons under the Watch and Care of a.chutch have.
uo right to vote, or to hold any office in the “thurch. (13)
Inasmuch as our churches rbceive members “by profession,” and sometimes drop or erase members without exclusion, and, as there is not room in the-ARegister for additionai

Let us
talking,

place for it than in the ordinary home cir-

. wecle.—S,
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Extract

SAME

use, isa preventive against Chafing and
Pies. . Ou Our.
Ointment is of great service where the Temoval
of clothing i3 inconvenient.

so that
at no other period has the prospectof an educated

frain-from accepting or regeiving to membership
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the

It is the greatest known remedy : ra;
idly curing when other medicives have failed.
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and soreness

used according

Bleeding,
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THE LIVER,
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%
and the KIDNEYS
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Eyes.

inflammation

When

Blind,

Piles,

ministry for the churches been so bright and encouraging as
now.
The general harmony which prevails in all portions of our Zion, the settlement of questions which a few years since pravoked not only hot discussion, but threatened serious disruption, the’general agreement in doctrine and practice, are all
grounds for gratitude and hope.
;
Although our increase in numbers during the last three years.
is not large, still we are assured that the spiritual interests of

‘

Sore

all

Faceache:

are now connected with our schools and colleges, who ‘are preparing for the gospel ministry, than at any other time in our his-

tory;

or

.. tions, its effect is simply wonderful.

brethren in the ministry.
of

4THAT

Earache, Toothache and

“have passed from labor to reward during the last three years, it
is most gratifying to note that a larger number

;
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canbe used without the slightest fear of harm,

quickly allayin|
th dt pain. =

tions that they have sufficient confidence in their brethren to re-
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kind, for
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. ready forusein case of Acudents,
A Lith oF
our Ointment will 2id in healing and prevent

ning of a new era of assured success in our mission in the prepa-~
_ration it will afford to native preachers and teachers.

. (¥)

‘ng or voting when present.
(11) When practicable, a council shouldbe called to aid a-

more neglected in ordinary family intercourse thun anywhere else’; for some people who ure brilliant talkers in society,
also ret
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rule fo admit. hearsay

have not been
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Perbaps the duty of giving out, in timely conversation,our hoarded knowledge is
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The astonishing success of this Elixir, ana
the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of
its superiority over sll other remedies of the

Ulcers, Wounds;

nomination be fully and accurately preserved, we recommend
that this Conference make choice of some person who shall be

sometimes admissible:
Positive evidence, if bearing on the
point in hand; should not be excluded. *
y
(10)
Church mémbers absent for a year or more, but who

GLEANINGS.
i

.

nee?
ANSWER (—Hearsay evidence is not the best evidence,

promiseof the Mayor that the” city ordiances concerning saloons should” be .enforced.
— Signal. -

to

nesses
testify
what;
:
:

meetings.

secured

Y

And other Lung Affections,

Burns
and Scalds. Eo, saving
it is unrivaled, and should be kept in every
famil

readiness of the people to hear and be influenckd by the gosPel.
The establishment of the India Bible School is the begin-

fows:

ity of the case.
~
(9)
QuesmoN:—=Is it in harfnony with the usages of the
der®dmination for a Quarterly Meeting Committee, with its chairs
7
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to meef rerious cases,.contains all the curative
Prosar of the Extract ; our Nasal Syriu
nvaluable for nde in catarrhal affections, i3 simp!
and unexpAnsive.
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have sought informatign from; and learned the action of, the
Ministers’ CoRference, or Association disciplining or
church,
such an act?
oes
a brother or minister.
excluding
ANSWER :—As stated, No,
But.the members present may aci |
We are not agreed to recommend a change in our de(3)
as the church, at a regular adjourned, or properly called, meeting
nominational name at this time, but re-affirm the Section of the
of the church, the others absenting themselves, and they may
General Conferdnce on.this question at its twentieth ‘session, in
act on the cases of such absentees, and it is not necessary that
1868, found on page 129 of the published Minutes, wherein it is
hey be notified beforehand of the precise form of such action
that each religious body is left at liberty to use either
affirmed
But no one, within reach, can be suspended or. expelled without
“Free” or ** Freewill” as may be preferred. , :
Lay
srevious notification that his case is to be on trial. An adjournWe recommend that each Conference decide for itself at
(4)
nent while a case is on trial; would, however, be sufficient notithe time, what portions of the Yearly Meeting letters shall be
fication. That a member is “influential” does not alter the eq-

where a cup of coffee und a generoussized sandwich can. be obtained at the
priceof a glass of beer; or coffee and pie,

oF
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lay is dangerous.
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now orthodoxy, |
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gards the number and efficiency of our missionaries, and in the
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upon \ new method of temperance effort.
Atthe political meetings held in the
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Dleeding from the
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ing, and many churches, once the beneficiaries of the Home
- Mission Society, have become self-supporting and able to contribute to the funds of the Society. The work in our Foreign

;

any jurisdiction,

a

:
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cents) for use when removal of clothingis inconveniens, is a great help in relieving inflammatory

(

‘¢ Come over and help us,” which can not be answered, still it is
true that in the larger towns and Cities our’ cause is strengthen-

”

3.

H

ORRHAGES.

Pains in

While it is too true ‘that many once flourishing chtirches in
rural portions of the country are languishing for needed aid, and
many doors of opportunity are closed for want of means and

+
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A NEW. METHOD.
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ized than

Have the Yearly Meetings any jurisdiction, advisory or.
otherwise, over ungenerous and unchristian Quarterly Meeting:
“acts towards its members?
>
.

now

=

IB

supported in part by home missionary Tunds
| khown as Historical Secretary; whose duty it shall be to colotherwise, over its.churches?
:
:
might
become wholly self-supporting,
2
lact all- matters of history important to be preserved, and report
.
~
and thus release a large sum
ot “money
the same to thé Printing Establishment.
ANSWER
:—Each
of
the
bodies
named
has
the
right
to
discifor the planting of new. churches in remote
(2) We regard the order and harmony of all our religious oronline
any
of
its
constituent
bodies,
for'cause,
and.if
it
deems
the
settlements or: for frontier work.— New
ganizations as of prinmary importance; and earnestly recomx cause sufficient, to expel such body from its membership.
Bs York Evangelist.
Ga
mend to all our churches, ministers, Conferences, and Associa(8) Question: —Is it in harmony with the usages of this
v

:

papers

gratifying and encouraging.

and trustworthy men.

transcend-

action

mm

No other
preparation has cured so many cases of
these
complaints as the Exuract. Our
Plaster. 8 invaluable in these diseases, Li

The various departmgpts of our benevolent work—FHome
and Foreign Missions and ¥ducation—were never betfer organ-

right

in the older anc

the

The facts revealed by the Historical

ciency.

{7) QUESTIONS :—1. Has the General Conference any ju-risdiction, advisory or otherwise, over the Yearly Meetings?

pursuits

churches

But

al

Rheumatism, Neuralgia

cration and zeal of the fathers are reproduced and manifest in
rs
.
:
church, in approval or rejections———
—.~._
HEE
; . their children.
We recognize the encouraging fact that our principles, doc(6) QUESTION :—Has a Quarterly Meeting any authority to
trines and usages are commending themselves to others -and
license or ordain a man to the ministry, without a request from
gaining favor wiherever known; that what was ug «heresy -is
any hugh?
:
3
jp,
:

and pleasures.
In this way many feeble
churches, usually vacant
or depending
on occasional sunplies, might secire per=

purposes.

re

:

Committee is only advisoty, and is subject to the action of the

life is

to the

obnox-

The work our fathers a
upon, and to which they conse- crated their lives, and which has been transmitted to us, an .inheritance more preciousithan silver and gold, was never more
highly prized than now, or prosecuted with more zeal and efi-

izing churches laid down in the Treatise should be pursued.
(3)
The organization of a church against the known or ap

interpret
his writoe

3

PAIN DESTROYER
and SPECIFIC FOR|
INFLAMMATION AND HEM- i

That it is a necessity and a duty for the

Conference have been most

cares and pulpit labors. It will also en- prehended judgment of a Ministers’ Conference, cognizant of the
facts in.the case, is a Very questionable procedure.
«able him to
advise and sympathize with
(4)
Itisa well. established! principle in Freewill Baptist pol+
his people in the affuirs of their every-day
ity that the action of any church or Ministérs’ Conference, in
++
life, which he can not do without gctive
disciplining members, is entitled to respect and. recognition in
© © ' participation in the same.
Xs
all parts of the denomination, and that the member disgiplined®
. Formerly it was thought that any-peror expelled can properly.seek for reconciliation or restoration,
son of ordinary capacity could manage a
only through thé body disciplining or expelling, unless a comfarm, but now that agriculture has bepetent council, after investigation; has decided its action to be
:
come a science,
the conditions of success
=
demand a larger capacity of mind -and‘a | wrong, and if refuses toreconsider......
(5) Question :—Can churches, suffering, or liable to suffer,
* better education. There is no business
trials, constitute a Board of Ruling Elders, or
in which a man can utilize so wide a from chur
Committee, to whom all complaints shall be made, and before
range of knowledge, especially ‘of the
whom all church trials and candidates for membership shall be
sciences, as agriculture. And to spend a
brought for counsel, as an advisory body, thus relieving the pasportion of his time in this pursuit will entor from becoming involved in the parties and factions of the
able a minister to apply practically that
church, which often cripple his usefulness, and drive him from °
knowledge of natural -forces and their
is pastorate?
.
:
:
;
laws which he has acquired in’ his collead
ANSWER :—Some of our larger“churches have a Committee,
giate educatic
By thus keeping his eye
prepared to read aright and
that other revelation of God
ten word.

oy
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. THE DENOMINATION.

more fully settled portions of the country, the method of organ-

will take him fora partof the day into
tke open air and green fields, and divert
jo his mind from his more serious pastoral

-

The Extract is the only specific

Has a Ministers’ Conference any ec-

may. think it unwise

.

THE GREAT VEGET
SHLE
DY

responsibility to the Quarterly Meeting bringing the trial, and he
may be tried the same as if he had not removed from it.

ing their power, and deserving, to say the least,
of sharp rebuke:
ANSWERS :— (1) Generally, any organized body has a right
to discipline its own members; and there is no. question but
that a Ministers’ Conference has a right to take cognizance oi
the ministerial conduct as well as the moral and Christian cha.
acter of its members.
Ii

needs. . It

Resolved,

-

,

:

) : or dl
have suffered, and who become

:

imme

To

;

churches to encourage'lay preaching, subject to their approval.
(13) . Resolyed,
That whenever a minister under trial in one
Quarterly Meeting shali‘remove to another, he does not escape

CHURCH.

tives, and shall exercise such

be ad-

work can be done at trifling expense,
leaving to the pastor only the lighter labors und the work of general superinten
dence. 'I'his will give him only that re-

Nb

(12)

or authority to prefer charges, and attempt to try such council.
when no Christian or moral principle is involved or violated?
(3) If a Ministers” Conference shall claim such preroga-

With modern appliances ali the heavy

:
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basis of'lifé in’ His

ded in his modest salary.

po Se

ey
denomination,
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:

to. the disci line

the

are still suffering, from a class of ministers

-are outside of our dencminatiom, or persons» to ‘whom letters
have been voted by one of our churches?
4
y
~ (2) If a competent council of our ministers shall organize a
church, when the persons so organized are.sound in Free Baptist doctrines, though, from some local feelings, the Ministers’

maintenarce.

glebe, ull other needful things can

b
.

a

20 to 40 acres of good land, with suitable
~-bifildings for a parsonage. From such
an acreage of good land any man who has
©.
brains enough to censtitute a genuine call
to the ministry has a sufficient surplus,
*
when directed tothe cultivation of the

i

&

lesiastical authority to dictate to a minister, or a council of
ministers, who may be called to examiie,
agd; if in their judgment they think proper,to organize into gf§fhurch persons that

churches,

cas, which, although not able
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.» small in membership and weuk in resour-
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The National Council of Unitarians; The New Hampshire
Baptist State Conaention ; and New Hampshire Methodist

“tin the Holy Ghost.”"—Coagregationalist.
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"deem the nts of thesTreatise Ch
(11) Whereas, We ‘as a a
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(9) ‘A minister
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Kentucky Yearly Meetings asking for admission ; and Letters | foo
pon field of Inbar, and seek another Aid and, otter vier
tims ;. therefore,
0
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:
from Ohio and Towa Yearly Meetings asking for the next
“ request
Resolved, That this Conference wrgentl
y all our
employ
or.
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as
minister
nd
admit
they
churches that
General Conference.
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. him as pastor who does not bring letters of commendation from
(12)
To the Committee on Correspondence : The
some Ministers’ Conference, or Quarterly
- Meeting or Association and church to which he belongs, duly signed by proper and
Letters from the General Baptists, England ; Nova Scotia
"0TH
Free Baptists ;* The National Councilof Congregationidlists ; . responsible parties, =.

isn't the meaning of the commands fo
« pray always,” and to ‘“ pray without
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back in time. Don't try to get everything into one prayer; you. will most
‘likely have another chance: * Don’t pray

-

s

TA

So

=

CY

ot
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:

scolded think you are telling the( Lord | peden on Temperance ; D. W. C. Durgin ‘on Temperance ; |'and order of that.chutch >
=’ | (10) In respect to ministers leaving
P
:
:
y
‘that about them which you do not dhre to |°

:
g

.
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er ont it neti dose loss wood than
| E- Carr
on Wines
and thegeLighter 5Drinks; 2 S. B. Young on |
than | “*
*
:
8 ON |
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:

MINUTES OF : THE TWENTY-FOURTH
that Quarterly
Meetings appoint a committee
to whom |
(To be continued.) GEN, OONFERENCE. +| Smploy,
i
apply Rordutoretion gud
advice.
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| ing scientists, while-the great interests of
| humanity, and the cultivation of old-time
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an

‘MOSHER,

faith and piety, take a second place?
Let us bring the question home to our
own. schools. “Where. are.the missionaries

Editor.

A@~ All communications designed for publication

on business, remittances of money, &¢., should

be

i
i

!

reaching out aftera- univers

the season.
The New England atmos5 phere’ has been almost. sensibly charged

to go out from these

with its spirit during ahd since the meeting.; Thousands of people have again
listened:to the recital

of - its

history,

its

institutions,

&reatness,
&

another stamp. - It would not seem to

joining

be

the select but nobfée army of heroes and
martyrs, and bearing the’ light of life to

‘so much a striving after an* ideal with
him as a necessity of his nature to. know

the darkness of heathenism?

oiily one thing, to be versed only in one.

Fathers and

mothers, are you consecrating ‘the chil- branch. As a college student he neglectplans, and itsgappeals,. and are stirred to
dren to this service, as did the parents of ed all other studies, bi¥ took rank in
renewed service in the field which is the”
those who have borne the most lustrous mathematics, and his ‘whole life was preworld.
names among the alumni of Aniherst. and eminently
devoted
‘to - mathematical
— What
a history, fas come from the work
Williams and Andover? -Do our faculties ‘studies, his * Linear Algebra” having the
of this organization.
During the past
of instruction press this great business of reputation of being a system of mathemat, Seventy years,since those students-of Wil-

-of this great

enterprise

in

upon the minds of their pupils

their souls,

more important than the achievements

We

have only barely begunto make mission-|
ary history at these sources of instruction
among us. Let us enter into it, heart
and mind and soul, teaching faith and
piety-and Christian consecration as the

welfare of the human race, of the work of

this company of Christian men, in heroic
fidelity to the Master’s order, * Go ye inprawh the

as. faith--

Aullyas itis their privilege to do?

of

. all diplomacy, of all commerce and of all
science, has been the effect, upoh the best

to all the world, and
to every creature.”-

from home and college there may go
a blesséd and

ever

sessions

of

the

American

|

widening influence,

“ ROBBIE BURNS."

dead nearly a century,
. Edinburgh workmen going home from their work begged

to look upon a new statue of the Ayrshire
plowman
for the love and’ honor ‘they
chief of living educators in New England
bore to Robbie
Burns.”
That same
_. and.still the President of the Board, and statue was unveiled the other day in New
of the men.who in the centers of culture
York, and in his oration on the occasion,
in this country have made Christian in- ' George William Curtis uttered = the
struction synonymous with all that is heart#ruth that ‘¢ England does not lovg
grand, and , abiding, and true,—all this Shakespeare, nor Italy Dante, nor Ger-becomes a part of the retrospect and ef many Goethe, with the passionate grdor.
the present influence of its meetings, im- with which Scotland loves Burns.”

r

him.

Perhaps,

no

American could appreciate the solitude of

genius more keenly than Prof. Pierce.
men ‘as regards

in the work; of Nott, and Judson and
Gordon Hall, the heroic missionaries; of

who rightly attend them.
¢
We can not here enter into particulars.

understanding

out | gives quite a’Jecture to

It is related that, when Bursis had been

parting something of their spirit to--all-|

of

Christian , Union

Board. ; The career of Mills, the pioneer
the sainted Dr. Anderson, for years: the
_ devoted Secretary; of Mark Hopkins, the

thought was of such a nature that there
| are but specialists here and there SAPSOIS

——A WRITER in—the

highest «nd noblest form”of life, so that

gpd

Doubtless no gathering of ts size in
seeking to gather the world. within its
this country represents more culture,abilcircle and sweep it towards the Kingdom.
ity and devotion than find expression at |
A
on ono
these annual

ics *‘ so remarkable that no scholar dares
to limit.jts possibilities.” Much of his

preaching Christ in the lands of idolatry,

skims college first felt the divine moving

Jn-his-recent-biography-—of -Seotland’sfavorite son, Principal Shairp finds that
“During the. eighty years which ‘have
passed since his death, men’s interest in

that paper
that * in the east of Ireland the: farms are
generally large, and the tenants
are
secured by leases... But neither in the
east mor in the west of Ireland do the

landlords invest a single shilling in the
Freclamation or improvement of, the soil,or
in building farm-houges or farm build-

and his achievements i in the attainment of
comparative youth®ef ‘our. colleges and. av tried culture from the record of a marTHE GREAT MISSIONARY MEETING. seminaries should be taken into thé acs velous life.’ “Professor Benjamin Pierce,of
The meeting of the American Board in
count.
But is it not time to be raising" Harvard, who died last week at the age |
Lowell last week was one of the events of ‘the inquiry, who are the men and Womerf of 71 years, was a man altogether of

. addressed 49 the Publisher, Dover, N. H., ~ °

.

as we understand the
matter, the Freewill Baptists were the wronged, party, gnd
not the party in the wrong.
rt
Sy
CURRENT TOPICS.
|

——GoETHE'S life- -aim soerned tos
al

dmong ‘their alumni?
We know
the
names of the faithful few w ho- -have already entered that service, and that the

should be addressed to’ the Editor, and all letters

have made the statement that he did, but Font of the Inter- Ocean, writes

ings, or in fencing, or in sub-draining the
farm. * There are exceptions to’ this rule,
but they are far between and few. All
everything— i done at the sole expense
of the tenant, and at the expiration of
every
lease the rent is raised.” It does
fiot require moré than a modicum of
common sense to realize
nent, or for that matter,

that no permamuch transient,

prosperity can overtake Ireland Ww hile the
present conditions continue.
0

BRIEF

NOTES.

Tokio, Japan, witnesses

the establishment of

a Preshyterian Theological Seminary.
Lane Theological
Seminary contains two
Chinese students who purpose fitting then
selves to preach the gospel to their countr,
-men.

Temperance has at least one organ in China.
The teetotalers of Shanghai publish a: weekly.

newspaper devoted’ to the
cause.
a
Missionary zeal isi yet

advocacy of their

found ‘thong

young

We hope maby prayers will

be offered

up

for’ the Inter-seminary ‘Missionary Convention to be held at New Brunswick, N. J., Oet.
21—24,
The object of the convention is to
awaken
a greater
enthusiasm on ‘the subject

of missions among the students of the

theolo-

gical seminaries,
Dr. William M. Taylor. will
deliver the opening address.
pi
' There is by idently one man in Penosyly ania,
who believes in rendering thank-offerings unto the Lord according ashe has been pyospered. Fornearly fifty years the Baptist church
at Bradford, Pa., has ‘worshiped the best it

could without any meeting-house.

As oil has

may have the prayerful sympathy
of the
friends of education and godliness
where‘ever his circumstances are known.
How little those who ‘have an, iy

place,” with. abundance of
financial aid,
realize the toil, care, and Some
times,

want of the ¢ builders” in Zion

burden

ang the

bearers” for Jerusalem's sake !

It was an occasion of special gladness
to find so many good and true men and
women in this part of West Va., on ‘the
Lord's side, and in sympathy with our de-

been discov ered on the grounds of one of its ‘nomination in all her progressive
members, the church is to have a house of ures for the enlightenment

meas.
and elevation
worship, principally tlhirough his libérality,” of all the people, ** without
distinction of
‘the building and lot costing about§20,000,
Trace or color.”
How hopeful and cheer, The
United Presbyterven’ ‘rebukes the ing for the
worldly custom which

is creeping

into

future, to

some

churches. It says: ‘If a set of Christians
give themselves up to social visiting and festivity on: the Lord’s day, no matter if they do
pay the “church the compliment of their
presence at the "hour of worship, tthey will
shrivel into a spiritual nothingness and live as
4 sad example of loss resulting from their own

misdoing.”

>

During the recent Presbyterian Ceuneil in
Philadelphia, the presiding officer: frequently
checked the applause with the words: - * Remember
that this is the house of God.”

York

7%¥mes remarks:

* The parquet, the .private
tiers of galleries; the triple

boxes, the three
curtains hanging

Whereupon the

New

over the” stage froin the gilded

converse

with

go

many there who rejoice in the freedom of
all men in our beloved country; and,

who so cordially’ commend a system
education that reaches

the

masses,

of

year have aggregated almost three hun«dred and fifty thousand dollars, -the debt
«is only about fourteen thousand, and -the
..séal of the divine approval is set at all
points ou the work.
The sugg@stions that were

made

ably ‘advocatéd by way of increasing
> efficiency

of #the

work

were

and

the

sensible

and timely. The time has passed, saig
~ pne speaker, when anybody will do for a
Foreign missionafy. Only the best available men—Dbest
1
in bgdy and ‘mind and.
"2 soul—sboeuld be entrusted withthe most

vertinig them into intelligent and usefi]
citizens. May God’ encourage. and pros-

per the West Va..

Association, ‘and the

Institution of learning at its, center,
I left the hospitable. home of Bro. Es, 8.
Shackelford ;on"Monday,the 28th inst, It
might have been somewhat amusing to

‘my friends; who have an-eye anda relish
forthe ludicroiis, to witness my dopa .
ure on horse-back down the _ragge

columns, and

stony road, two miles to “Irontown"
depot; especially ‘When to. complete the
the much mooted woman question. *<All
picture, you imagine a Tmitler's bag five
men,” says this contributor, ¢ ought to go
feet in length, with my valise tn one
Newspapers have rather a hard time of it in
to the woods, and religiously do their own’ Vienna. A majority of the evening papers of
The Springfield Republican confains a list end and
good things to-eat in the other,
washing and general work—such as séw- that city have just been confiscated by the of pardonable gossip in regard. to Boston's faall suspended over the saddle and the
mous
preacher,
the
Rev.
Phijlips Brooks,of
ing, cooking, house-keeping, and dish- government for. publishing the, manifesto of
it says-that
m
**-he-—is- getting ready to docile, “ sure footed animal" on—which——
|- washing. The work of women i$ not | the constitutional party.
J who
move into his new parsonage, the gorgeous’ your humblé servant took passage. But
spoken of sensibly by men till they have? " The Baptist Weekly holds on to ts faith: palace of the Back-Bay,
all ended “well ; and ‘through “the storm
of unique architecture,
: ¢ Meanness, selfishness and falsehood can not
done it themselves.” _ We quote further:
big ard broad enough for the biggest of parand dense darkness of the night we dash‘escape
detection, and pretensions, however
A sympathetic My
having wash- strongly made, are sure to be discovered in all sons’ families. . Mr. Brooks goes in a lonely ed forward and homeward,
on the Baltibachelor, but there are flying rumors that his
ed two dozen pieces, will not" ‘change ‘his
their paltriness.”
méte & Ohio track at the rate of 41 1.0
bachelor days
are numbered,
shirt again without a glow of reverence
and | that the’
"Mr. George Bancroft has been laboring for
Italmost shortens one’s”
bride when she comes will come: Arom Phila- ‘miles per hour!
and gratitude. She did this. A similar
a century on _his ‘ History of the
breath, even now,to remember the groanand salutary consciousness will come to over half
delphia.”?
ings, of the steel rails and the lurchings |
him who darns his own socks, patches his United States,” the Ji 1st volume of which is an- - Foreign divisions in China receive
a new |
trousers,
splites’ his suspenders and nounced to be re: ady before the end of the impetus in the new departure of
the China In- “of the coachesas we rushed argpnd
the
.
washes dishes. Look not every man up- year.
land Mission.
This undenominatoinal English
numerous curves along the mountain
on his own things, but every. man -also | There is at tenst one heathen industry which
Society is sending Europeafi women into the
sides, or beside the deep ravines! ‘With
upon the work of women.
Such an ex: India can affordto see declining, ‘and that-is
Western Provinces which foreigii missionaries
health somewhat improved, and Precious
perience in the, woods will go far toward the manufacture of idols. We wish also that
They are fesettling the woman question, by teaching {we could. see one‘ Christian” -ihdustry—de-- have scarcely visited as yet.
memories that may often be reealled, itceived very cordiatly
by the native wonius that We are all menrbers.one of anothis
pleasant to be found again at the post
clining in that country—the opium traflic.
en, - who
crowd
around
them every itirhe’
er, and there nrust be'rio Schism.
g
men.

At the late session

off the Wesleyan

Methodist Conference,
nineteen
offered themselves for Africa.

young
>

men

scenes retreating behind” the
the painted
speaker
and the distinguished members that
sat about him seemed to make fhe reminder
“necessary.”
.

There is a root principle in all this talk
that is very apt to be over-looked. It is {hat
the man himself and their estimate of. his it willtake more than house-keeping and
genius, have been, steadily increasing
dish-washing on the part of men to bring
‘each decade since he died has produced | the millennium. The much talked of

‘sect.

Hence in united

Cowlesville and

efforts for the saly ation
a
>
affairs-of America is brought about by ' verse.”
of men, persons who are eminent, wealthy,
the decision of Professor Francis L. Pat- * The Baptists of Great Britain have a work or prominent, must be put forward, though
ton to resign his chair in the ‘Chicago befoxe them in devising some successful meth- they may know no more about the work in
sin and misfortune :
od of bringing together pastorless churches “hand than a cow does about catching
theological seminary and the ‘pulpit 0
mice.”
and churchless pastors.
Statistics show that
The key of Fares Tite is the struggle.
The New York Watch-Tower will soon-enthe
Jefferson
Park
Presbyterian
church;
fo
there are at present. in. .the British Isles 371
of a shrinking will tossed between great
accept the new professorship of the Baptist ministers without pastorales and 291 ter upon its fourth year, enlarged and improyextremes, between poetic ‘genius and
ed. ‘We congratulate this paper in its ability
;
sensibility, /intellectual force, tenderRelatioft of Philosophy and Science to the churches without pastors.
to say that ¢ the fourfold growth of The paper
ness, conscience,and generous sympathies
Christian Religion in Princeton college.
Rev. Geo. C. Lorimer,:D.D., of Chicago,
on one side and tremendous passions upon R. L. Stuart, of New York, gave $100,- commences this month a series of Sermons on-| from what it was two years since under a single handed management, and in the face of sethe, othér.
We can not, indeed, know
000 to endow this professersliip,” proyid- ¢ Isms, New and Old.” “The discussion will’ rious disadvantages and - difficulties, has been
the power of the temptation.
We can
embrace Materialism, Idealism, Spiritualism,
remarkable.
The enlargement last November
not pretend to deterruine the limits of ing Professor Patton would accept it, Socialism, Mormonism, etc.
We
should

der affection which
reverences the
supreme beauty -as-it is sometimes mysteriously mingled" io Jan lives with

of responsibility ‘for infirmity of will.

We

which he has done,

upon

the unanimous

think that Dr. Lorimer wauld. have

his

hands

has enabled

us to realize some decided

Attica

churches.

Their

riched our treasury by Some $40.
The Warsaw church

in the

M.Zsituated about three ‘miles

Genesee

from

Q.'

the

village—has been for some time without a
pastor, and as a consequence is very much

run down.

The parish embraces a territo-

ry of from three to five miles in each direc—

tion.
Itis a good farming~ district fa
the people arg well to do. They have,
comfbrtable meeting- house and a i

advan-

age that coulitbeé made comfortable with
little expense, For their present condition no one in particular seems to be to
blame.
Tt is simply the result of unforeseen and unfavorabie circumstances.
Three miles fr m, this place; on a good
road, there is a v illage of from four to five
hundred inhabitants with no Protestant
church.
There are Free Baptists in ‘the

village.

Benominational Hetos.

VRE 1

rr

aia
=

pa

Rev. J. C. Steele and the writpr

generation showed, “Tet us Globe Tavern, and the reckless life at
began a series of meetings with the War“The newspaper of to-day chronicles the 1 writes “that the work at Leeds continues withit with the question whether the Mauchline and, Mossgiel® that endeared| movements of thought as well as the out abatement, "The excitement is spreading
saw church, but a succession of storms
Robert Burns “to mankind. Just there
and mothers have consecrated and | is the mournful tragedy of his story. Just: movements of men and nations. It re- all over the town, aand extefiding among all
coming on, together with dark wights and
Home Again,
[3
their children to that service with there lies its pathetic appeal. The young cords for its readers the triumphs of classés.”
| bad roads Prevented many from attending.
There
must
be something of discofirage- |
like that which characterized the mati who would gild his dissipation with science, and of aft. It lectures to them
= On the 28th and 20th inst. os: d es our If some 1ive, Birnest, devated young man’
the celestial glamour of Burns’s name upon the new literature and learning. It ment to the English Wesleyans in the fact church at
> parents from seventy to a hundred years
Fairview, Taylor Co., in relig- could come to the. Warsaw church and
beco
omegthe
people’s
unjversity.
In
its
that they have lost 40,000 . members during
ago. There is no true pulpit but keeps snatches the glory of a star to light him columds, as in lecture halls, is taught the the past year, and especially, as “an. investiga-. ious services." ‘Nine years before, 1 was from there workup an interest in the vilto destruction.
lage referred to, two good churches might
latest: history, gthe newest politics and
ringing out the command, “ Go ye into
* The beauty of truth, the - greatness state craft. The freshest discoveries and tion revgals that only 3,000 are accounted for there. At that timo this was one’of the be sustained where now we have practical
all the world!” This spirit of missions,
of humility, the supremacy of self-sur- theories in‘science, the latest triumphs of by death, leaving the remaining 87,000 to be most active churchey in the Association. ly none. The man for Warsaw must, come
accounted for By removals and backslidings.
:
* said one of "the Secretaries,
. must first
‘But, death and removals Iifive thinned the
render, all unite in sympathy with this invention in the arts, the last decisions in
without, a * call” and visit from house to
Christianize Qe church, before the church’
There must be some earnest studying done
ranks of the faithful ones and some have
law, the problems of political _economy,
other sentence from the lips of the same
house, talk with, pray with, and encourage
in
thé
evening
high
school
of
Boston,
as
most
can Christianize the world.
Would that
speaker; ‘ A thopsand times wistfully the investigations of medical science, the of its five hundred pupils are adults of both fallento the rear. Still'itis a matter of the people. Tltere dre some earnest,devot-most advanced thought in
sociology,
evgry pulpit and every home and every
walching this fascinating human figure philosophy and theology, the: great move- sexey, These evening schools ‘are a precious .rejoiting that others ‘stand fast in. the ed Christians yet in the church, ATT
oy were a center of. just such Chrisamid the sharp vicissjtudes of his life; ‘ments in commerce, agriculture and mans blessing to many, and we wish they could he liberty wherewith Christ made” them church has not come to its present conditianizing influence as that!
ufasture in arts, the movements of popula- multiplied, especially in all our larger towns free. - That there are better days for this tion through poverty. They néed a. man
from Nansie Poosie’s ale-house in MauchThe feature of the home Secretary's
;
“
church in the near future it is not reason- of good health and with a warm heart and
line to the stately drawing-room of Gor- tion, the growth of cities, the changes in- and cities.
governments and all that belongs to the
survey that most impressed us was that
able to doubt. ,
full of faith; a man who for the present
We hope that our Sovernmen will accept
don Castle, with all his royal manhood
progress of man or of mind, find place in
which reviewed the missionary ‘record of
The Laurel Run church, is in prosper- ‘can live on-a .small salary. Such a® man
the
invitation
to'send
a
representative.
to
the
and magnificent capability entangled and these perpetual schools and text books of.
the leading educational | institutions.
ous circumstances, although Bro, Powell, will build up the church and will -have Inter-national Sanitary Conference to be held
the-heart longs, but longs irr popular and life long learning.
¥From Harvard, during these seventy? confused,
in Ilondon next August; and that the reprethe pastor, can be with them only once a something to show for his time spent, at
vain,
to hear’ the.one exulting and tri- |: We are apt to hear something like this |
sentative selected will’ be something more
years, with .the dedication ‘to Christ
They own a comfortable house the end of the year.
umphant cry of the. strong man coming ‘quite oftén, and so should be, careful’ not than an honorary delegate, that he will be a” month.
-and the- Church” chiseled into its walls; to himself, * Twill arise.’”’
of
worship,
support « Sabbath-school,
. The Minutes
of thé Annugl Meeting gre
;
‘
to confound the Words above with cheap well-revised specialist in sanitary ‘matters.
there have gone only four foreign missionevery Sabbath,and hold religious services,
in the hands of the publisher. and will
talk on the same subject. The.newsThe Western Christian Advocate puts in
17%"WE publish
the
article,
‘Let
“aries; . while from the college at Beloit,
day in the absence of their. pas- '|-be. ready to mail to the churches in a few
paper is an institution - which will
yet a plea fox.an old custom: 4“"'he true posture on Lord's,
"
Brotherly
Love
Continue,”
because
on
founded less than thirty-three years ago,
days. They will contain much more readprbve "itself more and more one of the | ‘in prayer is either kneeling or_standing. All tor. This example i18 worthy, of imitathere have already gone twelve. Of all ‘general principles it sets forth very: two or three great molding forces in the Aethodists formerly kneeled. Can there not be tion by others -in similar circumstances. ing matter than formerly. - The Treasurwholesome teaching.
But we do not
a general return to that custom?
Is not the
the missionaries sent out from the colI spent Sabbath the 28th inst. with this er’s report including the Association’ expresent and future history of the world.
old custom better than the new?’ leges during the existence of the Board, think it fs strictly applicable to the case
chutch
An excellent spirit was with the penses ‘will be of interest to those who
i BR
forty per cent. have gone from Ambherst in point. Why did our_, correspondent
A college valedictorian, ‘who died in New “people of the Lord, many present being, wish to know what becomes of their mdnYork on the 2d inst., has left a worthysrecord
* and Williams, and 20 per cent. from the say that Freewill Baptists in, Arkansas —THr distress which, prevailed,
of gther denominations. A 06 sugges- ey. The Corresponding Secretary’s re- i
behind hime Rev. Dr. William "A. Hallock
Ireland
a
few,
nionths
since
and
—
liave
t0
contend
against
*¢
other
denomi. young colleges in'the-West. fhe prohdtion. was made by the. pastor, viz, that port is a review of the work of the year.
was un native of Pluinfield, Mass., and took! the:
-which-much
was
said
and
heard,
even
on
There istlso a very interesting report’ Of
nations’?
Because
*
other
denominawes
that
record
west and most signifigant
valedictory at Williims «in 1818. He was the the members hold meetings. from” house
this
side
of
the
Atlantic,is
not,
unhappily,
the work done in Indiaby the Association’
tions”
-are
persistently
misrepresenting
showing
that
was
mind,
our
in
God's
of
revival
the
for
pray
and
house
|.to
presented,
founder of the American Tract i
This
&
‘missionaries.
The Minutes will contain a
all
ended.
The
Trish
“famine
”
was
the‘grand missionary roll of Andover the- them and reducing their strength. We apsimple fact of itself isa vufficient eulogy.
Di.
\
10g
'work.
corrected
T
repgrt
of the meeting, including
~ Bro. Powell is doing far too much for
How.it' thrilled andg} prehend. that éven one of those’ regiments ohly ad episode in’ the” outcropping of -a Hallock reached the ripe old gze of 86 years,
ological seminary.
synopses
of
the
sermons,
essays, and also
Perennial indigence and discontent. ‘As
- George. A. Jarvis, of Brooklyn, has given .one man to lon endure.
Ile now has,
- assured the listener, to ‘think ‘of that list in Mexico would have resisted attempts
much of the business ‘transacted, by the
‘310
000,88
:
an
endewment
of
an
annue
al
course
a
rule
the
landlords
seem
to
have
po
love
|
the caré of five churches, with the responof cultured, ‘devoted, heroic young nen. on the part of other regiments” in the
‘Board of Trustees: + The Increase in the
res ‘in connection with the .General
giving a full manhood that: obsclire but same army to destroy its ‘discipline. It for the soil of the Emerald Isle; but simply
‘sibilities of the * West Va. college” to reading matter of * them: Minutes will of
ical
Semin: ary of
the, * Protestant
most glorious and ennobling ‘service. Is iis lamentable, and a shame: on Chris- | extrac all that they can in the shape. of Ipiscy hatehureh, to be known a3 the ** Bighop- |.carry! He Hind Hi family occupy rooms course increase the price of. publication.
that ioll nearly: compl tod? Are our tianity, that there shouldshave been occa- reventte from their estates. James Red- Paddbek Lectureship Fund, » We like to xé-.{. obi college building 5 “and board some The churches are requested upon receiv
«leading ‘seminaries to be pat on
¢ the’ de- | sion for our Arkanens soptospontien; to path, Ww¥ hy |ix nQw the special correspond. -cord seh item’ sa this,
toi tients. Aisis to: be hoped ththat he | nig the Miartes, to. SE
the former

°

visits greatly strengthened the interest in
the mission at Harper's Ferry and alsp en-

only know that however supreme and re- | call of the Board of Princeton college.
tages; but these have come to ‘be inadequate
full)
%
* impatant work under the sun.
In the’ sigtless the genius of a man may be it does
to meet the demards now pressing for a& more
The work is still going én of giving the complete and gomprehen
ihome, and the ‘church, and the school, not absolve him- from the moral obligasive
eekly newspas-|
B—TaE following sentences are a com- Bible to all peoples, and to each people in its per, that shall take confessed w rank
“tion
that
Binds
us
all.
It
would
not
ave
with other
“there is needed a revival of that consecra- comforted Jeannie Deans as she heldt
prehensive statement of the position to own tongue. The English church missionary - first-class journals, It has accordingly been
tion that prevailed iin the early history of sorrowing Effie to her heart to’ know that
in Kashmir, Rev. T. R, Wade, has jHist comwhich the newspaper has already advanc~decided, after much pains-taking . deliberation,
pleted the translation of the New Testament.
the foreign missionary cause, “fyhen men the * fause lover” who ‘‘ staw ” her rose
“to undertake the new departure indicated.
ed.
Itis
from
a
paper
read
before
the
|
into
the
difficult
and
‘the
little
Joan
KashNor
and women of culture and heroism and was named Shakespeare or Burns.
This will be done on a basis of assured and
Social Science
Association at its last miri language.
—<-w~fa1 were devoted to the work. When #4s there any.baser pfrostitution than that
ample capital, to ensure the ends contemplawhich would grace self-indulgence, with meetingin Saratoga, by Dr. J. M. GregRev. J. 8. Inskip, who is regarded as the
a
:
. we complain that she young men of to- an immortal name.
.
1t is not ory, of 1ll., and published in the Boston| leading advocateof a+** holiness” movement in | ted.”
‘|
day do not show the missionary spirit that the reveling at Nansie Poosies I
the NIraveller: . *
this country, is making a tour of England, and
couple
fathers
trained
dey

NE

cQn-

they appedr on the streets and buy books of of duty at our chosen
The Christian Leader
calls attention to
Harper's Ferry
them.
The people of the Western Provinces
the fact that in recent years most of the school
home,—the central point of “our sehool
are said to be more accessible than those bf the
and college text-books issued from the press
and mission Of the Shenandoah Valley.
the home and foreign Secretaries, were
coast Provinces.
:
>
are by authors west of New
England.
Formodels of ability and completeness. The
A. H. MoRreLL.
There are churches which with a little varimerl¥ our text-books were either from New
+
Harper
's
Ferry,
Sept.
experiences of the Board are much like
30, 1880.
“Tation’in the lakguage could with profit. heed
England or New York authors.
2
those that we meet in the prosecution of at least two biographies. of him.”
the words of the Bates Student:
So
oo ©
SERRE
Members
The
Methodist
church-south
hss
wofiderfulsubjection of woman and the tyranny of |:
our own benevolent work. Their very
Greatness is altogether too cold a word man are the results of selfish hearts, and ly opened its eyes to the glorious work of for- of ’81, where is our class prayer- meeting?
It
Central Association Notes:
success has brought them into straitened with which to characterize ¢¢ Robbie”.
4
missions. Ten years ago this religious was, but we find it not. Must we conclude,
as long as selfishness reigns .in human eigh
then, that it has expired; that it was only usebody
had
but
two
missionaries
and
their
wives
circumstances. Openings and calls for Burns. His influence over mankind is
ful'to break for a moment the monefony of? ~ The Thompson ehureh in ‘Pennsylvania.
lives it'will exercise a tyranny which no in the foreign field. Now it has thirty.
work abroad are presented faster than more subtile and pervasive than that of
is prospering under the labors of Rev. D.
college life, and sp has died with the dying
laws can restrain. Seek ye. first
the king~
If
it-iswhat
it
is
claimed
to
be;
then
China
théy can be supplied. Tuto the great greatness. “But, alas! it is not truth and
of novelty? This we can not, will not believe. D: “Brown, who became
pastor of the
dom of God and his righteousness. There owes a debt of national gratitude to a missionfield opened -by Livingstone and Stanley tenderness in Burns's life; but tenderness
Of a truth we found
church last spring.
They have already
is no other than this slow way ofimaking ary at Canton who has compiled a new Chi- and * a handful of goodit helpful to a better life,
life is worth “a Ruste
paid one hundred : dollars of the
ten times as many persons 3re pressing, and truth, and for want ‘of placing truth
church
the world better. Men are selfish—and nese alphabet of 33 letters by which all the of learning.” Let it then be revived, support. debt and
have
nearly * another
. in'the interests of conimerce and science,
hundred
first we have the unspeakable tale of re- women are selfish.. Taken all in all, per- words which now require thousands of sym- ed, cherished
, that by it our lives may be
inraised.
The original debt was something
as in the interests of Christianity. West- morseful woe and reckless -profanation
bols can be written.
haps to-day, the one sex averages about
. riched, ‘and. other lives blessed.”
over four hundred dollars.
This ‘church is
ern India, northern China and central
Nothing more clearly bripgs to light the
combined with the tenderest sympathy- as much selfishnessin it as the other.
The Christian, of Bosten, points out the sectsituated in a thriving village and is word
ephemeral
policy
of
Lord
Beaconsfield
than
|
Africa are open’to missionary work, but for the poor, the wretched and the lowly.’] ‘The one'lasting work is to work for huarian tendency of unsectarianism:
* One
of thy of sympatliy and assistances
the fact that the English government has althe men and the means to supply it are ‘On this point we give an extract from
“rian souls, those who come within our ready-practically decided to abandon Cyprus, the difficulties in the management of unsectaA colored church has recently been ornot equal to the demand.
Kive less’ mis- * Mr. Curtis’s oration, which eration not
| rian enterprises is that all sects must be pacreach, and not shut our eyes to eyery one
public works having been stopped and a svar
ganized in Elmira, N.Y.
ified,
répresented
, and kept quiet, and all the
¢sionaries are in the field or on their way only merits a place among the best liter- around us unless our special Work, our vessel withdrawn.
.
Miss EttafLovett and Miss Brasiett visto
;
it, now, than was the case a year ago. ary efforts of this generation,.and which peculiar hobby, includes them i'sa list of | Bishop Herzog has in view what might ne prominent mel in all the different sects must ited some
cSe in western New York
forward without specbrought
and
honored
be
" How ]lige the difficulties _that beset our shows that the speaker possesses the in- those whom we have chosen as the ob- quite properly * denominated = a vast under:
after the anual. meeting of the Central Asial regard 46 heir fitness for the work, lest
own foreign work.
._
%
taking.
It is stated that the Bishop has oft members
imitable balan
f character that dis-- jects of our helpiiness,
sociation, rémaining about two weeks.
3
of 6ne sect should be Jealous of ‘the
Switzerland for the United States; ¢* with the
But the discouragements are not to be cerns with.a
kefn.insight the stern truth
ascendency of those who ‘are more ‘thoroughly
They spent Sunday, Sept. 19, at Baffalo,
object of promoting a scheme for the federafitted for the work, hit who belong to anether
thought of” The contributions the past "of duty, aad yet does not fail in that tenand Sept. 26, at Pike. "They also visited
tion of all Christian
churches in the uni——A NOTABLE event in, the ‘teioglon]

, The two reports, or surveys, presented by
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Western Farm Mortgages

Fullonton, for his address; and vegigsted z
An Era in Sunday-School Music.
copy for publication.
Several churches reported revivals Two liberal collections were
taken for benovolent work.
Remarks were fn
:
Quarterly Meeting Notices. :
be a misapprehension in the minds of some
made by Dr. Fullonton and A. Libby on the
NEW DURHAM Q. M.,En 2d Strafford church,
incregard to the collection for the Minimportance of a larger
circulaton
of the
Strafiord or ner, uct. 2
Send 25 cents to Scribner & Co., 743 ‘Broadsubmited 16 the p ple to give it our support Morning Star. Rev. J. ‘Mariner made perE. Wg RICKER, Clerk.
utes.
It, was thought that the Associaway, New York, for a specimen copy of this
1 tinent and forcible remarks upon the subject | SANDWICH Q.‘M., with the ‘Jackson e&hurch,
and vote.
new Sunday-school hymn and tune book, by
"tion desigued to sell the Minutes. This is
of Missions.
Mrs, C.F. Penney conducted a commencing Tuesday, Oct. 26, at 1, P. M.
That we form a Free ‘Baptist Temperance
. Rev, Dr. Robinson and Dar. WW. F. Sherwin,
J. W. SCRIBNER, ClerI.
mot the intention.” They will be mailéd League in connection with our. churches, to service in the interest of the Female Mission
containing 200 quarto pagés, beautifully bound
Jar Q. M.,, with Sent Creek church, Oct.
spread and teach the principles” of Total Ab- Society. Most of the ministers and delegates 16—17;
in red cloth with cover linings. Issued inJuly
free of cost, to every church in the ‘Associbeginning at 10 1-2, A.°M., Saturday.
stinence from-all intoxicating liquors, and the, remained till the ¢lose of thie meéting, and then
last; secong edition (805 ,000) now ready. 4 Tt
AM. SIMONTON, Clerk.
‘ation und no one need pay anything unless
separated in joyful anticipation of a_ glorious
prohibition of the liquor traffic.
°
MIDDLE CANEY
an) Q. M., with the Caney
has been
sflid of it that “Tt marks the “high
reunion in the * better land.’ | Rev. Gi. Ww.
Phat we endorse and sustain .the pastorate
church on Friday
before the first Sunday in “tide of refictionfrom the Mother Goose era of
they choose.
We simply request the pasGould was appointed to preach thé opening
November. This isa change from the ordinary
system and recommend further improvement
Sunday-fchool
hymnologys?
]
tors after distributing the Minutes to all to the Quarterly Meetings.
sermon at the next session with Rev. E. M.
time of holding the meeting.
‘
_
The Morning Star
;
|
N."A. BREWSTER, Clerk.
Manson as alternate,
who will accept them, to take a collection
Thata substantial testimonial be presented
York Co. Q./M. will be held with the Holiis
Next session with the Pine
St. church,
says: ‘ We do not hesitate to pronounce it,
«in order to give. those an opportunity to to Rev.J. I. Porter, Clerk of Conference, for Lewiston,
church,
Nov.
3,
1.
Churches
will
please
send
the third Tuesday in - Dee.
“in our judgment, the best book for use in Sun:
his long and eflicient, services, and that the
their assessment of ten cents
per resident. memcontribute towards the expense who may
day-schools that has yet been issued.”
:
=A, LIBBY, Clerk Pro tem,
ministers be a Committee to look after it.
er.
. SmIirH, Clerk.
WHEELOCKQ. M., with the Wheelock Hollow
féel willing to do so.
.Orficers elected for 1880-1: Moderator, -Rev.
The Examiner and Chronicle
Han8ock & QUINCY Q. M.—Held its last
church,
Wheelock ‘Hollow,
Vt.,
commencing
"The little church at Holmesville has met
S. N. Royal; Clerk, Rev.” J. I. Porter; Asst. session with the Wheatland church of Terre
suggests that “any school about to adopt a new
Friday, Oct. 29, 1.30p. M., and continging over
book would make a mistake not to examine it.
the Sabbath.
Haute, Aug. 27—20. Rev,J. S. Dinsmore was
with some reverses during the past few Clerk, Rev. T. H. Siddall.
The hymns are of the highest order, and the
(2t41)
C. 8. FROST, Clerk.
Hosen chairman.
The clefk being absent,
_
Foreign
Mission
Society:
President,
Rev.
years, but is still struggling for life. This |
tunes are worthy of them.” a
CATTARAUGUS Q. M. will be held with the AshBro. M, McKim was chosen clerk pro tem.
ford church, commencing ‘Friday, Nov. 5, at3, ®.
F.
Babcodk
;
Secretary;
Rev,
T.
H.
Siddall.
* would be an excellent field: for the right}
Rev. J. H. Vincent D.
Delegate from Franklin, F. N. Thayer; from
M.. A general attendance is desired..
Education Society : President, Rev. B. Min- Wheatland, E. ‘Beal, ‘Wm. Sloan and Sirah
. GC. MCKOON, Clerk.
“TIT com-'
the. celpbrated S. S. worker, says:
man.
ner
:
SANALAC Q. M.; with the North Branch’ church,
ard; Secretary and Treasurer, Wilson Sims, Mathews. Letters from Paloma, Frafdklin.and
his new singing book wit out hesitation
men
The Cattaraugus Q. M. is alfnost ‘wholly ‘Esq,
commencing on Friday, Nov."12, at 2, P.M.
We
Wheatland.
Committees on supply - of pulpity
138
serve toll Sen
.
or
the Wheatland delegates; on focating next Q. hope.to sée a fill delegation present and as many
destitute of pastors.
Two or three stirHome Mission Society: President, Rev. F. ¥
visiting brethren as can aig) with us.
Brethren F. N. Thayer, M. Mckim and
SWAILES, Clerk.
ring men could find employment in that Q. Babcock; Secretary and Troapueens Rev. T. H.
M. Hibbard.
Bro. Dinsmore
presented |* LOONEY
SPRING
Q.
M.
with
Macedonia
wil of railroad fare $8.80, which:was granted.
. M. The next session of that Q. M. will be “Siddall.
:
church, near Pomonia, Ill., on the C & St. Louis
/I'reasurer
ordered
to
pay
same
with
the
first
R.R,
beginning
on
Friday,
at
2,
Pp.
M.,
before-the
"held the, first Saturday and Sunday in NoMinisters’ Relief Fund: President, Rev. 'W.
fifth Sabbath in October.
_money in the treasury. At 11 A. M., preaching
G, A. GORDON,
Clerk,
vember. The brethren there would be C. Weston; ‘Secretary and Treasurer, Rev. J. by Eld. Dinsmore;~2.30, P. M., social meeting,
. M,, with the Canton church, the
‘OTISFIELD
: conducted by Elder D. Hada spiritual inter- first
“greatly encouraged if some Of -the minis- 1. Porter.
; and
Tau
in November.
Wednesda
Sabbath-school Convention : President, Rev. course, all making a report of their spiritual
Business vii
A Wednesday, 8, A. M.: ew:
ters from other Quarterly Meetings wanld
feelings. After meeting, the. Conference was
eeting at 9; Sermon at 10.30 by Rev.
S. N. Royal ; Secretary, Rev. J. F. Smith.
‘called to order. No business being presented,
Fo ter; Subject for discussion, Thursday,
fe at
visit them at that time.
Free Baptist Temperance League: -Presi-4 Bro. Dinsmore introduced . Bro,
Christian,
10 o’clock: The standard of self-denial, liberality
J. H. DURKEE, Cor. Sec.
and
Christian
work,
for
the
support
of
the
GosSorfesponding
messenger
from
Prairie
City
dent,N. D, McGray, Esq., M. P. Pj Secretary,
2
0
The above well-known Pianos are uncqualled in
el, followed by a sermon on the same topic by
He made remarks urging us all to be
Rev. T. H. Siddall.
les, at. prites which cannot fail to ~
variety of
v,
L.
W.
Raymond.
Afl
the
churches
are
remore “sociable in
i the future than in the past.
Send for Catalogue.
fully warranted.
quested to remember the gu arterly collectisn for
suit. All
A vote of thanks was given to Prairie City for
tod aid of destitute churches and forward it by.
their messenger. A 8 P. M., preaching by Bro. og
Meeting on' Tuesday evening at 7
Christian; 11 A. M., Sunday, by Bro. Dinso'clgek.
A. P. WHITING, Clerk.
gans of our Denomination, and call upon our
friends to give them a mbre hearty support. .
That, in the opinion: of this meeting, it is
the duty of all temperance men to'seek the
adoption of the ** Canada Temperance Act.”
An \d further, we Rlodgge ourselves when it is

wards defraying the expense of publishing
and mailing. Last year there seemed to

Sotices amd Bppointments,

Spintual Sngs for the Sunday Sebel”

Eight Per Cent.
INTEREST

DICKINSON,
New York.”

Maine.

mend him to all God's’ people
Christian

as

an upright

minister.

Of the Conferénce proper Rev.

N.S.

Royal

wus moderator and Rev. J. I. Porter, clerk.
The committees were as follows:
Arrangements—Rev. WW, C. oy avton, ‘Wn

YI i

F. Babcock, M. D. Me-

Gray, M.P.P., C. M. Cushing, Sen., Esq.
Temperance—Revs. T, ‘H. Siddall, T. O.

8
oe
)

DeWitt;
und B. ¥F.Kenpey, Esq.
Sabbath—Rev. B: Minard,! Elisha

1

Esq. and T. C. Crowell,
Sabl bath-school—Revs. J. F.

1
S
t

J. Fullonton, Prof.

Doltiver,

Smith,

WW.

Edugation—Revs.

EA
,

C.

Downey, Wm.

- Miflar and George W, Cox, Esq.
Missions—Revs. F. Babcock, P. M. Brown,
‘and B. G. Corvell, Esq.
ev. J. I. Porter gave an interesting account of a Visit to New Brunswick at the last
Annual Conference of the Free Christian Bap-

“~

l

Willam

tists,

Hs

£

Rev. Jos. McLeod, as delegate font the F.
C. B: Conference of N. B., gave a graphic acZcount of the position and character of his denomination, . He said they had 152 churches,

La

\

10,000 members, 40,000 adherents, 40 ministers;

.

-and-HHeentintes:— Tuerense fast year by bap=:
tism, 401; added by letter, 131; total, 622.
Average increase during the last ten years,

.

;

500 per year.

15

In 1832, the first Free

Baptist

i

Conference was heldin N. B., which consisted

:

of 2 ministers and 6 churches, .
He spoke of the leavening influences
work done by his denomination,
That

3

* moral and

socigiéreforms

they

had

ought

to exist’ between

of the
in all

Howe,

Rev.

gion with the ¥. B. church in Pageville, 0.,
Aug.13—15.
The weather being pleasant the

attendance was large, especially
The meetings of devotion

“ Mrs.. Rufus. Crowell,

more room

of Dbver;

:

For several years there has
the ‘Concord Freewill Baptist:

been a debt on
church which

was the sgurte of no

little

’

annoyance.

Some

months ago the pastor made a proposition to
the people to raise it'by
subscription as a
“ centennial offering.” The work was com-

he be-

of Barrington,

in

a

\

-

siding.

The

Secretary,

Rev. T.

H. Siddall,

vend the annual reports of the executive,
"which showed, considering thé depression of
. the times, grow ing interest in mission work.

Miss French, Rev. Joseph McLeod, G. W.
“Cox, Esq. , of Canning, Mi D. McGray, Esq,

v
con hosts

i.

wing

ra

in

with

he

Next’ session with = the Fairbanks church, |
Rapid
commencing the 1st Friday in Dec., at 2 o'clock. wus of Grand Bapidy
r
o
f
s
a
l
c
S
HIRAM CHAMPLIN, Clerk.
C2
Phillips Mi 158
;

Rock & DANE'Q. M.—Held

been converted since the Q.M.,

held at

that

expressed a desire to come

under the watch-

WM

1ts August ses-

Sunday, at 10.30,

Rev, Joseph ‘McLeod,

of |

a

wy

Bow DOIN (Me, ), Q). M.—Held/#ts Sept. S08
gion with Rev, G.W. Goulds church, Bowdoinham, Sept. 28—30.
There was a full atSiddall ¢°7.50, Rev, J. I. Smith, preached an
tendance,
The business was transacted with
Mr. A. G. Downey being
ordination sermon,
‘unanimity and pramptitude.
The social meet- ordained.
The preaching was
ings. were a SUCCESS,
. Among the resolutions were the following - eood: *, The Centennial address, by Prof. Ful
The Conionton, was able and
appropriate.
That we, continue to recognize the xr eligious
» tendered, vote of thanks. to” Prof.
Antejli
=a
Morning Star. as the: LoL

ern thn
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“ For the past few years we have
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CHEMISTS.

sold

various

Physicians

and the

“ Benson’s Capelne Porous Plaster, ig
to all others.
We consider them one of the very few reliable
Price 25 Cents,
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endorsetalent in

is for Sale by

TRY IT AND TAKE NO OTHER. ~
H. HH. WARNER, & CO.
Rochester, N.Y.
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Book, ;
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(£1.), for Sing-

JOHNSON'S _ NEW METHOD FOR SINGING
CLASSES, foots)
“7
ARLOR ORGAN INSTRUCTION
BOOK, LES
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can

a

HOME

almost at your door.

Finest Farming

Lands in

the World. Easy payments.
Long time. oz rate of interest. For terms, address
0. M. BARNES, Lansing, Mich.
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N. 'E. Conservatory Method. for Phno. a Yi
“Also sitbseribe nowfor The Musical Record;
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A cure for Indigestion

frightful,

A bubbling beverage delightful ;
A remedy for every ailment
O’er which the Bilious make beWailment.
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An anody ne and suporific,
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All People, Old

Rev.
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Aug.

28,

1880,

by

Loudrn,

N.

gard; ‘and Miss Addie

of

F. Sanborn,

Toet, 3 by Rev. “4G, C. Waterman,
Rev. E. R.
Wilkins, Mr. Ebenezer
Valorus

Boyd, both.of Fryburg:
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5, by
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" Instructor for Reed Organ. Adapted for self

euthiers use.
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BLAKE S
DOLLAR
Suits cornet and piano.

prac

cal

work.

AT
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*

Vielin and Piano Duets.
Neat 80-page collection.
Filled with gems,
$L.

‘contains a new Sacred Quastel,
Anthem of Selo for Choir use,

eich month, also 4 to 6 Secular Pieces. - Per year,
with premium, $1.60.

Send

stimp. for sample.

All sent postpaid on receipt of price.

SMITIE

& C0,

Bosion, Masi,

Juloeow

SL

Gtoew-

A

Method for Piano

).,

before paying any nmney Undonbted ¥
erence, N.Y White, Jews.er, Newack,N, iA

‘Music

BLAKE'S
DOLLA
complete
selfinstruct5 p: dapted to tesicher’s use. Ae complete work,

C4

My New Illustrated Price List describing
Waltluatt Watcl os
over 100 Gold and Silver
sent for a 80 stamp.
It te olis how 1 sen
watches to all partsof U.S.12
beexnmig 1

York.

natal

OLLA

on and

WHITE,

by mail.

and GLEE

10) pages, sacred “and secular,
new.
Biographies of forty leading comMost interesting Singin, Book ever
pub$1.
gag
?

3
Bay

hit

Per dozen $k
75 cops

AM and
mn

post-paid,

oe

and

Trios, etc.

of Musical EE an 35 Cts.
Songs
and

a. large collection of beautiful songs.

JO nN’ CHURCH

Teac hers amsure us that THE Sovbest gf Mr, Palmey’s popular Music
:

plan,

Duets,

BAILEY'S SCHO ol Home Circles. Blain, L
AMER and attractive.. 50 cts.
ERICAN Singing Book, by S. P; CHENEY. °
A
DOSEIS.

SINGIN,”
on anew

X D Fo HODGES.
BY

dw 3y. AL MH, BAILEY

brilliant pos

:

OF

The

Sample copy, 73 cts.

Glees, Quartets,

teaches

For the price of two or three Jes=
sons, you can haves, Ww. Root’s

“SCHOOL

Arr

Suceess among
gems anda few,

Su ARTEL

and COMPOSITION

mail.

MARSH

THE, UNIVERSAL od, sorbeit

cable. ¢ Palmer’s Theory of Music’ makes
it elear as the sunlight. Price, bound in cloth,
$1.00

®1.

A. WHITE.
5 nt
-

Pa

may be called a SELFINSTRUCTOR.

Societies this Season.

tf,

manner

L

first-class collection of Anthems for ‘Choirs, Conventions Lele.
75 cts. Sample copy, 63 cts.
THE
GLEE
CLUB
fer MINED
VOICES.

befogged systems are too complicated to be practi-“

BY He RR. PALMER.

our Classes and

work that

‘THOROUGH BASS, HARMONY
In a

The Sovereign
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NEW

By

Cri owning
fusic Books.
Manwnew

S.
GRADED ANTHEM

YORK.

PALMER’S

Is the ONLY

Rev. W.H.

USE.

Wide-awake
EREIGN is the
Books.
7.50
Brice,
)

CHO I

BELL,

old favorites.

THEORY OF . MUSIC

assisted by
Hoyt and Miss

Nellie M. ‘Stevens, both of 1aconia,
Trafton, Mr.

Address

_EOR MUSICIC STUDENTS.

J

26, 1830, by
Brooks, of

Lane, of Con-

Oct.

Your

© 245 Broadway,

Rev. J. C. Osgood, Mr. Edwin, E.

Me.,

Send

‘Free.

on Postal Card (0

ORANGE. JUDD. _€O.. pauses,

Pittsfield, and Miss AlmaG. Wood, of’ Pittsford,
Vt. July 18, 18%0, by Rev. J. C. Pagood, Mr.
David8. Green, of Pittsfield, and Mrs.
Addie L.

In* Brownfield,

Msc Booksfor 80-8

Single Num

Pages Illustrated Descriptions sent

‘

and’ Miss Nis

H,

$5.

“bers, 15 Cents. — One Specimen Jor 6 Cents. ,
Splendid
Premiums
to Clubs!
44

iii

Davis, both of Barnstead,N. H. June
Rev. J. C. Osgood, ‘Mr. George F.

Rogers, of Manchester, N.

and Child—m City, Val

Terms: Now to End cf 1831. $1.50 3 Three

June 13, 1880, by

John Co. Willey

‘LL persons ave hereby forbidden to- tr ust others
on my Recoutiy e xTept on my written order.
JOSEPH B. HANSON.
2440
Dover, N. He Oct. 4, 1850,

and Country. Those subscribing ‘now for Vol
40 (1881) get the Rest of
* thus: Year Free.

Copies, $4 3 Four Copies

John E. Cox, Mt. Vernon, Ind.
James Seward, Manchester, lowa.
Jas Goodwint. Brownfield, Me.
W Phillips, Westfield, Wis.

Mr.

iy

iP

Profs

Delights, ¢nd

Benefi's,

greatly

every Man, Woman,

C
L

rorwaraed.
ory

1n Pittsfield, N, I.,

the

:

;

American Agriculturist
which

BY MATL.

Osgood,

and Young, are eiecting

.

A

Sherwood

D M Somerly—E Tibbetts—S
W
Tilton—M*
Woodruff—E ~ P Woodward—W , Wallcer—F

household remedtes worthy of confidence. Thy
are syperjor to all other Porous Plasters ormedi- §
use.”

works

~

TEMPLE,

26134
?

10.00
10.00
7.00
1.50
50
5.00
5.00
100.00
300.00

Ohio

fests and

* No Remedy heretofore discovered can be ngld
for one moment in comparason with
it.”
—C. A. Harvey, D. D., Washington, D. C.

By L.0. EMERSON.

OF WORSHIP,

ing Schools.

PERKINS’

Married

io our-Readers.

“Jt has passed severe

This Great Natural Remedy

Sabbath-School

EMERSON’S VOICE

SP Crossman—A. J Eastman—J B Fenner—M C
Foster—R A
Gause—J
Goodwin—R
Hayes—A
Ter: P Miles—M D Mills—A Nutter—N Oak —.
Pinkham—E I, Preston—Z C Pogler—N M
C )¥,
Phillips—T F Ponle4 1. Russell—L Rfchartigon
—G A Russell—J
Robinson—S- Summerline—P

"

brands of Porous Plasters.

Treasurer

won

ments fron: some of the izhesl, medical

muunion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio.
)
(32638)

—

be seen at our office!
Messrs. Seabury & Johnson,
PHARMACKUTICAL

¢ ines ‘for external

S. I). Bates,

B. Lakely, Selma, Ala,

the country.” New Fork World.

Song

Books Tor Music Teachers for the Fall Cam
All-are good and practical books,
Do not
Examine -them.

7reasurer.

A, a

>

eases peculiar'to women —=Mother’s Magzine.

Tr

WHITE ROBES, (30 cts.) at once +c your Sun~
day-School., No better book exisis)
—

FIO

A

RECORD;

life.”
—E.

ELEGANT CARDS, 50 styles, Ww ith name,
hb
faken. “W.
10c. 40 Transparent 10. Stamps
“Moore, Brockport, N. Y.
?
:
1338

«

THE

,

“Tt is the remedy
that Will cure the many dis-

For Storer College. Li

BA

The Peruvian Syrup has cured thousands
who were suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, Liv

READ

SUMMIT

Post-Office’ Addresses.’
C.A. Hilton, Treasurer, North Parma, N. Y., to
whom all missicn money within the bounds of "the
Central Association should be sent.
52
Miss Lura A. Mains, Batavia, Mich.
(25t)
REV. E. N. FERNALD
(to whom all contributiens
fromthe churches for our
Set lent Societies should
-be sent) Lewiston, Me.
Allmoney congibuted for = ‘Maine State Mission should be sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,
Me.
(25122)

HORSEMEN.
Ask your merchant
m
for Henry &
Johnson's
Arnica and Oil Liniment, and
keep it always in the stable, to usein case of accident.
4140

i

B. POTTER,

Harper’s Ferry, West Va., Oct, 7,

Dr. Baxter's Mandrake Bitters act upon
the Stomach; Liver and Bowels, remove all ‘secre.
tions, purify-the Blood, and fortify the system
against disease.
N.

Pamphlets

L.

ney, Liver and Urinary Troubles
of both Male and Female. :

in one,

previous

AGENTS WANTED

Ano

eile

sung

2

:" A Positive Remedy for ALL Kid=

« It saved my

$9

Sehool

be

nionville,
26teowss

‘$1.25 PER BOTTLE!

aaa

Sa
fergie

T C Lewis int on note
Mrs E M Higgins on note
Rev 8 Curtis interest on note
Mrs PG Curtis +
¢
A F Goddard .25 and .25 :
W M Soc Litchfield Plains
Rev Ira Emery
A E Palmer
“ A Friend”
:

effective remedy.

etc.

Toi
Mich.

Bells. * octs)

est.

50

Bruce Cli (on ¢ards)

High

to

(No2 alike.)

Bros,,

CURE

No more attractive
School Song Book has for
a long time appeared.
It is ‘not graded, and
will de for any. class. Great variety of songs, subjects. selected with great skill, and music is of the

4.21
He

es

superior

or

Cinpon

‘Druggists in all Parts of the World.

1.51

| (N Now Haver NM

PERFECTLY SAFE IN ALL CASES.
For diseases
of the Throat, Lungs, Croup, Whooping Cough,
Colds ete., Downs’ Elixir is a safe, reliable and

Foi

2

and

two or four parts. Mr. Tilden’s
have been highly approved.

Money Letters Received.

EET

er Complaiit, Boils, Humork, Female

Q M

is a new

8.15

19c. -

Warner's aft
Kidney b Lie.

Managers, |

ie

Chromo & Live. Cards,

Name on,
z

ST., BOSTON.

i

C0

Blymyer Manufacturing Cou

Book with advanced elements, and a great variety

13.42
5

| W M S of Oxford Q M
Riley Center Ch
.
|
WM S of OXTord Q LTO

Business Hotes.
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12.
5.00:

Gen’l

of music, secular and sacred,

£2 er Order Committee of Arrangements —
WATERLOO Q. M.—Held ite Sept. term with
a
the Waterloo church.
It was a meeting of unCentral Association.
usual interest.
The time being -principally
Receipts for September Corvected.
spent in social and religious worship. A young
Read Eliza Duesler, instead of Dueérter.
for Mi
H Durkee
the
united with
baptized “and
was
sister
church on the Sabbath. Two rese.for oy
g Ww DE
Le
Wo.
,
Elders Norton and Hammond were with us | Fairport collection, $75.66 instead of $84.66.
2
from the Delaware & Clayton Q. -M. and we
Te
Michigan Yearly Meeting.
Elder Jenkins
were glad to welcome them.
mn.
was chosen Mes. to the'Tama Q. M. and I. W.
Receipts for September,
Drew.to the Delaware &
Clayton Q. M. B
FM.
H.M. Ed. So.

us

Eng.

608 WASHINGTON

Broadway

Surah, Beficoly Rife alarel, Fine-toned, low- JEriced, warrants
prices, ete., #ént

|

BROS.

The Welcome Chorus. “i.e.

Interspersed with services for prayer and praise.

any

place in August last, On Oct, 3; twelve ‘were
baptized, the congregations upon that day being large, and 4he communion service more
than ordinarily impressive.
Several persons

Quarterly ieetings.
ost

Frederickton, preached; § o'clock, Rev, T, 1.

iva

to correspond

M.PP., and others addressed the meeting.
ware of the church: All felt that it was a glo.
————————
a
The last named in a practical” Speech urged |L-rions-duy-for-Puley—
: a
the need of sysystematic civing:
The death of Dencon Da id Sears, of the
Meeting of. Monticello cliurch, is announced.
Saturday evening, the Annual
Michigan.
the Education Society was held, Rev. F, BubRev. T. I. Siddall explained
Rev. H, Whitcher writes that on the last
cock presiding.
day of-Sept. he had the privilege of baptizing
the object of the 1aeeting.
Rev. B." Minard made a wise and telling
four heads pf families in Clyde. He found a lit’
tle church there, a real, faithful, working band,
speech in favor of & thoroughly educated min-

ton, Me., for the Christian ministry.

‘ou

R. L. HOWARD, Rec. Sec.

hold its next annual meeting: for the election of
officers, and the transaction of other business, in
the Somerset St. church, Boston, Mass., on Thursday, Oct. 14, 1880, at 9 o'clock, AM.
}
F. WooD, Rec. “Sec.

pa

New

243
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AUSIC BOOKS for SCHOOLS.

over the’

teresting. Ministers present were Revs. J.
pastor.’ Communications may
be addressed ‘to
W. Martin,B. V. Tewksbury, T. J. Furguson,
Pulpit Supply Committee, No. ‘Barnstead, N. H.
F. Brooks, S.J. Weed and T. P. Taylor, of
Meigs.Q. M. Business was transacted in -harSunday-School Union, .
mony.
Most of the churches were represent»
The next annual meeting of the Freewill Baptist
ed. Mrs, H. J. Carr was appointed ' book “Sunday-school
Union, for the election of officers
agent for the Q. M. Revs. R, M. Cloud and F.
and transaction of other business, will be held in
Brooks were appointed to labor as evangelists, the Somerset St. charch, Boston, Mass., Oct. 14,
throuhgout the Q. M., preaching for churches "1880, at 9, A, M.
L. L. HARMON,
Rec. Séc.
Hampton, N. H., Sept. ‘23, 1880.
G39)
that are without pastoral labor and establishing _préfiching places wherever practicable.
Temperance Union.
Next session with the 2d Alexander chureh,,
The Freewill Baptist Temperance Union will
Nov. 12—14.
SIMEON J. Werb, Clerk.

| hol FERSURS
“CAPCINE
POROUS PLASTERS,

rw

av

Thee church at North Barnstead is in wantofa

When you read of, a remedy that will cure
E all diseases, bewsre of'it; but when you read
of a purely vegetable compound which claims
to cure only certain parts of the body, and fur- nishes high proof that it does this, you can
istry. Rev.J. I. Porter said he .could not un- keeping up, all. church interests without a min- safely try it and with the assurance that it will
fster, and.that God is blessing. them, -In the|. help you. This is. just. what Warner's Safe
derstand how any person can doubt, the deéand Liver ‘Curé does: © It cures all
Jos.
Rev.
.
minigtry
evening
Bro.
‘Whitcher
administered
the "Kidney
educated
an
for
mand
troubles of the lower portion of the ‘body and
sympahis
stated
address,
short
a
Lord's Supper, and 'gave- the -gandidates- the none others. It will not help the Joouiache,
McLeod, in
ear-achemor consumption, but-it will put your
right hand of fellowship.
They are planning
thies were all‘in favor of a sound and selid-edHealthy state where
to build them a chapel another year. © Bro. H. ‘body in a vigorous and
ueation, for those entering tthe Christian min‘you
can enjoy life, and appreciate its good,
pants
age
the
$nid,
Downey
Wm.
Rev,
ity,
also ‘writes that Rev. S. Bathrick, whose things. Try it.
.
240
death was announced in the
Star of last:
men in our pulpits who can present trans+ parent theught and ideas, not dreamy notions. ‘week, spent a Sabbath with him not quite two
in quite . feeble
For nien to be able to satisfy -the--demands of: months since, then being
"
the age they must be educated.
Health, and says:
“I have ever esteenféd
M.D. McGray, Esq., M. P.P., said he bad, him a sincere and true man—peculiar it is true
Bro, B's
always urged the need of havifig men in the'| —buyt ‘honest and good-hearted,”
obituary will appear goon.
oy i
mindstry. welt educated. He believed: in eduh
vation, and it had bis warmest sympathy “and
>
~
Over 2000 Druggists hav e voluntarily offersupport, He urged the, need of amply sustained their Signatures to the following, which can
ing the young faen now preparing at Lewis-

.

J

Wis., is if liberty

pleasing und interesting speech narrated the zchurch desiving a pastor, us his. present pasm|"
doings of the F. B, Foreign Mission Spciety ab & totate closes. in- December. The Scott and
the Jute Ca sonule) Conference. Miss French, | Bottonville churches will also be in want of a
retuned missionary from ‘India, made an expastor.
Address, Dea. E. A.
Duncan, or
haustive and stirring mission speech.
The
Rufus Munger, Boitonvills, hd Ashington Co.,
meeting
was a good one and doybtless was
Wis.
productivesf mitch good.
The Lord he 1s favored the Dale church with
Home and Foreign Missionary Meeting was’ a gracious revival of his work.
The church
held on kriday evening, Rev. F. Babcock Pie Tl generally has been revived and quite a number

»

- Central.

unusually in-

sion with the Rome church,
The attendance
lieved, there’ was none,
Our ainrs, purposes
was small, thé churches being only partially
menced with some fears as to the result inasand work were onc:
He said the Free Bap“represented.
The
weather
was
very unfavormuch as the-people were doing alieady nearly
able, yet the meetings were imeresting and
tist principles were popular in N. B., and toall'they thought they were able. But the re- profitalye. Revs. Johnson, Pope and Brande
day be believed were permeating not only
sponses were hearty and generous beyond expreached on the occasion.. The little church
+ their own people but were being received by
received us gladly. © They have - preaching by:
pectation.
And the result is that the ‘Whole
sister denominations.
“Bro:-Hull once in two weeks; dnd sustain a
Sabbath-school.
Some of the young ladies
Rey. J. I. Porter also reported his visit, to
own congregation, and ‘there is now not a dol= of the place have succeeded in raising a fund
the Centennial Conference of the ¥.. Baptists
and a new organ has been purchased which
lar of liability anywhere, either upon the
of the United States. Hé-spoke ‘highly of the
A reso-"
church Or society, and better than this,- some will add to the interest in the choir.
lution-was. passed bythe Conference, advising
good work done during the last fifty years,
money still remains
in the "treasury with
that special meetings be.held in each. church,
and of the interest manifested in the work of
which to commence the Second hundred years
and earnest and faithful labor, be bestowed for
Free Kaptists of Nova Scotia.
the revival of - God’s work; and that the
work.
rr
Re ‘ports from the churches were then read,
- churches respond generously to any calls for
. Pehnevivania
g
assistance that may be needed.
, showing tharked progress and increase during
Sept, 19, four followed their Tord 1in.ils
Next session with the Oregon church.
Op"the past year, 287; present membership 4,000;
ordinance
of baptism, administered
by W.
ening sermon, Friday evening, Nov. 12, by
representing 20,000 adherents.
Ministers, 19;
L. HULSE, Clerk.
Parker, pastor of Lake Pleasant “church. Rev. A. G. Brande.
_ students at Bates college belonging to Nova | There are ofhers whom we hope will soon go
Scotia preparing for- the ministry, 5.
LA¥YETTE (Wis.) Q.
M.—Held its last ‘ses“forward.
X=
sion with the Monticello .church.
Reports
The anpual Conference
sermon was deliverRE
nd
from all the churches were at hand.
All the
ed by the Rev. F. Babeorf,
v
churches
were
represented.
We
are
pained
to
Western.
Friday afternoon at 2.30,the Annual Meetnote the death of the Rev. W. A. Potter; he
ing of the Woman's Foreign Missionary Sodied in the harness.
The faithful has gone to
‘ Kansas.
-clety was Held Mrs. JioF.-8mith presiding.
be rewarded.
The Cherryyale church, in Southérn
KanNext Session with the Wayne church, Dee.
Mrs. Jus. §. C ushing, of Caledonia, Recording
sas, has secured a pastor, and there is another
3,at 71-2 r.
M., at which time an introductory
Secretary, gave an admirable report tull
of insermon
may in expected.
minister lp€ated near there,
teresting facts and
couched in chaste and
L. F. FARNHAM, Clerk.
Wisconsin.
pleasing language.
Monies collected; $350.
Rev. I’. Jaquith, Scott, Sheboygin
Co.,

-

in

h entertainment. Free return tickets

on Sabbath.| -

were

continue

the 20th. All expect
to attend will please
notify Rev. L. Given, that they may be provided

Dr.

for the vestry.
They are 'to have a large and
a small vestry and a kitchen, the whole costing abopt six hundred "dollars.
The Freewill Baptist meeting-house at Strafford Corner will be rédedicated in connection
with the New Durham Qu Muy Buesday even
ing, Oct, 26.
Sermon by Rev. E.-W.. Ricker,

taken a

us, Indeed,

A.

fice three and a half feetto make

foremost place in the Province.
He expressed
his pleasure at the success obtained in- Nova
Scotia during the past years.
He felt that we
were one people and that no sectional feeling
*

J.

M., Tuesday, Oct. 19th, #nd

| ATHRNs (0.)Q. M.—Held its August ses-

os

Bowen, Rev, J. Maringr, Rev, C. F. Penney,
Winns Q. M. — Held its last session
with the Rockdale church.
The Rockdale
and Rev. Gideon Perkins has been appointed
j.curch
during the past year, through the laby the Bowdoin Q. M. to examine
Jbhn. B.
Concord, N. H., Sept, 23, Hiso.
(3t39)
‘bore of Bro. Loseé, their pastor, has beenJordany-ot-Auburnywho-now supplies the pul-. largely blessed with revival “interest; and our
The regular session of theR. I. & MASS. Y. M.
pit of Pine St. church in Lewiston, with _refer- Q. 3M. from the commencement until the close
will be beld in Boston, Oct. 14, at 9 o’clock, A. M.,
in the Somerset St. church.
was really a feast.
ence to his ordination to the ministry.
(2839)
Next
session
with
the
¥Vaterford
church
‘Mr. John F. Waterhouse, of Rockland, has
commencing Friday evening, Nov. 5.
PROGRAMME of the Massachusetts = Quarterly
been licensed to preach by the Montville Q.
W. PARKER, Clerk.
Meeting to be holden with the Mt. Vernon church,
M.. and has received a call to settle as pastor Ld
Lowell, Mass.,, Wednesday,
October 20, -1880.
Paper by C. H. Latham, on ‘‘ The Duty of the
over the church at Edgecomb.
CUMBERLAND Q. M.—Held its last session
Church relative to the Recreation and Mental
with the 2d Buxton church.
The attendance
Ne
Tampshire.
Improvement of the Young.” Addresses by Rev.
The church atf )New arket, ov ‘er which wsa good and the meetings were interesting A. P. Tracey and.others.
and prrotitable, but the reports fromthe churetis ]
Topic: —* The Teacher and his Work.” AdRey. D.H. Adams
is. pastor, is. enjoying
es were not as tull as usual.
dresses by Rev. D. M. ‘Graham, 0. J. Randlett,
healthy prosperity. Thewsociety is just now
Next session will be held with the church at
1
Esq., and others. *
Sermon. by Rev. J. Malvern.
interested in church repairs, getting ready for White. Rock, commencing, Wednesday, Oct.
¢ Our Benevolent Work.” Addresses by Revs.
27,9
A. M. Ministers’
Conference Tuesday
“i
a winter campaign.
They have raised the edi- preceding,
C. S. Perkins, E. W. Porter and E. N. Fernald.
at 3 P.M. J. M. BAILEY, Clerk.

Weston, arid Licentiate Downey.

»

$

The Casco St. church in Portland {Fenjoying
a good religious interest.
Four
have. recently been baptized “and
vere last Sabbath |
(Oct. ¢3) received into ‘the church by the hand
of fellowship. , Rev. Mr. Louden is doing a
good work, and his influence with the young,
especially, is beeoming every day more’ apparent. The sermon last Sabbath on ¢ consecrated ambition”
was able and appropriate
‘and could not failto leave a good impression
upon the large audience present.
;
Rev. J. J. Hall, of Biddeford, has received a
call to the Court St. church in Auburn.s-=--+A
council, consisting of President Cheney, Prof.

That this Conference endorse the action taken by. the church at Kemptville with regard
to Bro. P. M. Brown, and further express our
Tull confidence in him, and cheerfully recom-

& Annual Meeting of the Maine ¥'ree Bap:
ist Home Mission Society will. be holden in yiae
Free Baptistthurch at West Waterville, at 7-30

Next session with the Franklin church, Oct.
R. MASON HIBBARD, Sec.

£5 20-31.

[S

M anager,

73

For references
WATHINS &
or
HENRY

PR

Eastern.

Conference

loans ‘without
wanted
to

CE

in Queen’s county. ~The Elders’
passed the folowing resolution :

more.

.

TOR

bes 3

The fifteenth annual Conférence of the Free
Baptists of Nova Scotia washeld at Caledonia,

a

PRODUCTIVE.

loan on first-class securi'y.
So. ., send for pamphlet to J. B.
0.,
Lawrence,
Kansas;

BILLINGS.

HUNT

LARGE AND

In ten years we have made 3,695
ie loss of
a doHar.
Funds

AND

Wiis and Churches,

PAY ABL EAT

BANK OF. COMMERCE,
NEW YORK. "©

SECURITY

HAZELTON, _

Nova Scotia Conference.

GUARANTEED:

NATIONAL

special

“Tustructions oa

given at t1ié New Hamp‘ton Commercial College:
NH Send foreirmlag :

-

=

.

~
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2
:

Fi

SEA

2

i

Bury

Immortal

r+

some one was'singing

;

of earth could turn to nought

So much of life and love and! thought.

wind.

!

one we used to love;

a

Dead warriofs in their afmor live,

——

.

LETTER

A sweet voice at the window called out

tte

TO A YOUNG

There is danger that,

pains is

was but a little child, and

| ing his. heart to her.
fe ‘I haye come from

takew

to

MOTHER.

where

amuse

so’ much

children

and exacting.” Always to receive and
never to give is as bad for children as for

distant

growin people.

To be suye, there

much they can’

do

O sheltering earth, henceforth defend

' shores of our king's country to find my
| brother and sisters, and they are not

“All thou hast garnered of my friend’

| here.

* When

| poor.

Iam

:

‘my riche§
{ them.”

Within thine all-embracing breast

Is hid one more forsaken nest,

eq

‘While in the sky, with folded wings,
The bird that left ic sits and sings.
— Scribner’ s Magazine...
EJ

‘

WAITING.

Christ never asks of us such busy labor
"As leaves no time for resting at his feet;
He

ofttimes
ple

counts

a service

He

sometimes waits ‘our sar—our
tention
That he some sweetest soon may

com-

rapt

this village

with

them,

if 1

could

they

find

‘While the stranger was ‘speaking, he
| little girl seemed to grow more and more

{ beautiful.
Her eyes shone like bits of
5 8| blue of the sky, and sent their glance into

at-

impart;

? Tis always in the time of deepest silence
Tat heart finds deepest fellowship with heart.
Wo

sometimes Wonder Way our Lord doth
place us,
‘Within a el
SO Narrow, soo chair,
That nothing we call work cap find an entrance;
There's only reom to suffer—to. endure!

him

there,

in

her

family,

ex-

can

do

for

is

even

if

troublesome and

ceeding beauty, it flashed upon him that
somewhere or other,in other years, he
must have seen that face. And then, in
a moment more, he knew that this was
the very face of the dear sister who had
died. And then she said, ‘Come with

In the family

you,

worth

and

very

is

not

what

little

in

their

celebrations

their ‘presents useless.

festivals,

let them

I shall’ never

forget

it.

The

mother's

birthday had come too soon for the child's
calculation, and there was no preparation
made.
The oldest, a sensitive, loving

found.”
She took him by tho hand and led him

child of.seven years, was overwhelmed
with grief, and sobbed, ‘‘ Mamma is al-

village,

Family Cirle.

| laborers inthe

field,

whose

see” ‘those
faces you

creey and business, a rattling of stones iin
fhe kitchen wash-basin, and much dancing

looked into so eagerly ? They sre your
brothers.”
‘But I had only one brother: 2
While he was saying this the chi’ dren

about and_shouts of “Now,
we've got something for your
Don’t Took i into

guess—oh!

began to go past to school:

WHAT A NEIGHBORLY HEART CAN.
DO.
In the days of the great King Agatios
“any wonderful things took place. Ma-

“And there,” exclaimed
companion, pointing to them,

his young

“are youf

children.”

:

|:

that

basket!

mamma,
birthday.

Now,

don’t

you never can Ruoss what dt

isl?

The next morning at breakfast there
was something on mamma's plate, “heaping up the ifm
carefully spread

The stranger was perplexed. ‘Every-.|
over it.
ny that were poor became rich; many | thing"about him seemed to swim" in the
When the Pipkin was lifted, there was
that” were rude became gentle; and morning light. The children, the young nothing but the little heap of shining
towns and villages that were almost de- women, the laborers, and the blind old | stones ; but the children were as happy
serted and in ruins were rebuilt and filled man appeared as: if"they were drawn up as if they had been gold and diamonds.
info the light.
And into the Same light Said the youngest: "+ Mamma, I picked
"witht happy, crowds.
the
beautiful form of his child sister also
Just on. the outskirts of this great
out the very prettiest, the very whitest,
king's kingdom, in a hollow among ‘passed, smiling towards her brother with and shinyest”; and the oldest added,
lofty hills, lay one. of those ruined vil- a tender grace, and singing her gentle *“ We washed them just as _carefulky last
lages. Lverything in it had a broken- song. And then everything disappear- night.”
.
down and adecaying look. The houses ed. ,
> The father said afterward :
Wien he came to himself he was still |
were old, and’ mean did bare; grass
“They came to me in the evening in
p STeV upon the streets; ‘and the inhabi- | sitting on, the stones of the brcken wall. | great glee, for now tliey had something
{ “tants were ignorant, and sad, and poor. —Thé roofless cottage was on the other for mamma, and they showed me the
One morning in early spring, astrang- side of the way, but the ditile” girl was stones, all wet and dripping in the basket
er entered this village.
It was noticed gone. And from where he sat lie could’ —about as pitiful a thing for a presen} as
that he walked from one end of the main -see neither children nor grown-up peo- could be imagined.”
streetto the other looking to this side ple of the village.
A trifle, you say, but the love and déHe was never quite certain about what light that went with that worthless little
and to that, at the houses; but more eagerly still into the faces .of the people had taken place. Sometimeshe fancied pile of stones could not be ‘zounted by dolhe had fallen asleep, and ‘had’ dreamed a lars.
who were passing by.
No wonder the mother’s eyes grew
happy dream. Sometimes it seemed as dim, as she looked from the stones hepThe laborers began to come out from
their homes to go iito the fields; the if he had seen a vision, and as ‘if the ed up on her plate to the glowing faces
stranger examined every face as it pass: beautiful child stepping down the hill- of the children, and that she carefully put
ed. A little while after the young wom- side with her song and her words of the stones away. Trifles like these are
én came out to the wells for water; the teaching had been real. But nobody else | the very dearest of treasures to a mother’s
stranger went up Jo these and questioned

them one by one. By-and-by he turned:
agide to a blind old man, who sat- at his
r to enjoy the heat of the morning
sun ; he put niuy questions to him.
But
neither the old man nor the young women’
could give him the information he wished.
A look of distress and disappointment
came into his face. The villagers saw
him turning away into a back street that

“had™ong since

“been deserted.

Then

had seen her; and the shepherds in the

heart, if some day

the

bright

eyes

that

huts did ‘not know of such a child.
But whether, what he. saw and heard

shone with delight are forever shut from
her sight, and the busy little: hands are
was real, or only a‘ dream, it was the folded still and cold.
turning-point of life to this rich stranger. ¢ You never know how long’ you and
The song-¢f the fair-haired child took” your children will have each othef. At

possession of his heart, and by means of best, they will not be little children Yaiof it God changed his heart, and made it ways. Make: the life which you live togentle and neighborly; and the light of gether ag happy andas fall of yourself
‘the neighborly heart came into

his eyes,

As possible.

If you can do but little, put

.plenty of love and sunshine into that litworld and new duties “there for himself. tle. Itis wortha great deal to have

and he saw in the

ruined

village

a new

CHARLIE - was

a Band-of-Hope boy.
mat¢s were not, and
laughed and jeered at his’ badge. The

have. But some of his

and said, ¢* Do you see that blind old man
whom you questioned?
That is yous ‘ways giving us something, and getting
up things for us, and now we have for| father.”
“But my father is dead thew many _ gotten her. Oh! dear, dear 1”
* Well, God loves patience. Souls that dwell if
“Close by stood a little’ Yasketfal | of
“7
gtillness,
| years.”
=
stones,
picked up in their afternoon ramDoing the little things or resting quite,
Without stopping to answer him, ‘the
May just as perfectly fulfil their mission,
beautiful child went on, ‘Do you see ble—just such stones as you can find in
Be just as useful in the Father’s sight,
those young women you spoke to coming any New England pasture-lot or by any
As they who grapple with somé giant evil,
from the wells with Tater? They are stone-wall. But the white, imperfect,
quartz crystals and the shining little bits
Clearing a path that every eye may see!
your sisters.”
Our Saviour cares for cheerful acquiescence,
‘ But my sisters must be old and gray- of mica seemed ‘very beautiful to the
Rather than for a busy ministry.
child. Suddenly she poticed the basket.
headed now.”
= There
was a hurried" consultation with
Then seek to please him, whatsoe’er he bids thee
And’ once mote without Tteplying ‘to
hey younger sister, a great parade of seWhether to do—to suffer—to lie still!
{ him, the child - said, “Do Fou
Twill matter little by what path he led us,
Ifin it all we soughtto do his will.
St
—Christian-at-Work:—

pedestrians, ox-carts and hach
eries'drawy

With
Dy

_one
hundred
illustration; Boston;
Lothrop & Co. 12mo, pp. 636. (81 00).

» Here

isan interesting book.

It. permits

A
:

by buftiloes, hauling . pass
engers
longings, lighter carriages with

and their be.
ladies in ¢ ful)

dress’ on the evening drive, offic
ers in uni.
form, with toilettes, costumes
and colors in.
every possible variety,”
;
The cause: of the frightful and
oft repeated
famines are due this author says,
*“ Not to

us

country and

Temembering

its

gross

idolatry

otherwise be devoted”

to the growth

of bread.

and the degradled condition of so great num- Stuffs, and supply food to thous
; in joyful tones:
ands of those: =
from
*t Look!
oh, ‘look, paps’ the sun's bers ‘of its vast population, that we arein ‘who annually perish
famine.:..The.
danger of forgetting its lofty mountains, its
‘cond cause of destitution is found: in the ex.
brightning all it can.”
grand rivers, wonderful natural scenery, state:
cessive . taxation, that ‘keeps the
laboring
“ Brightning all it can? So it is,” an» ly-temples, costly palaces and the magnificence classes, cultivat
ors especially, £0 ground down
swered papa; ‘ and you, can, be like ‘the of oriental rulers. These latter features are by poVerty, tha
y can barely live in times.
clearly b rought before the mind while there of plenty, and gh
sun, if you choose.”
;
absolutely nothing 1aiq '
are only slight allusions made to the former.
by with which Q. purchase redemption
** How, papa? Tell me how.”
from
The one hundred”illustrations add greatly to death when the famine is. upon
** By looking happy and smiling on us,
them, they
the interest of the "book, making one underhave no alternative but to die of starvation,
all day, and never letting any teartal rain |
standemore fully than a simple verbal descrip- The third cause is the lack of sufficie
nt irriga‘come into the blue of those Eyes; only be’ ‘tion could do the natural aspect of the country, | tion,
which England might surely afford to
happy and good, that is all.”
style of architecture, and the costumes of the supply in return for all the

we

something to do for somebody else. Do
not’let the doing always be on your side.
T:saw a birthday celebration ence, and

me, brother; your brother and sisters are

back into the main street’ of‘ the

Fe eudge,

¢“ As the tourks

itself; but just because it develops a generous thoughtfulness for others, éncourage
4 The next day'the music of the child's people.
them in all their little plans for other peovoice filled our ears from sunrise to dark;
We quote the description of Dharjeliog’ as
ples pleasure. Children are naturally
the little heart seemed full of light and illustrative of the-style of writing, and also as
generous, and delight to make and give
love; and when asked ‘why she was sg interesting to our readers, since it is somepresents, until they see their gifts considtimes visited by our missionaries whén
weedhappy, the answer came lenghingiy +
ered as rubbish. Probably they are; but
ing the vigor of niountain and to restore des
bilitated health;
a great deal of love can be put into very sun?
I'm Shins all I can!”
; “On the Sik-kim Hills, near the Himalayas,
common things. You keep their birth‘ And filling the house with sunshine is'the
English Sanitarium of Dharjeling. It
days. Encourage them to remember the and joy,”
answered
papa.— Sunday- is.seven thousand feet above the level of the
birthdays of the older members: of the’ ‘school Herald.
i

I was

rich now, and- would share

Bi .she stood before

="
most

left

| his very soul. As the . morning sunlight
fell on her hajr;it seemed like a crown
of gold around her head. And thenj as

:

The waiting attitude of expectation’

I

Host

and

make them happy, they may grow selfish

>
the

Roper

aaa

nears Dharjelin 1&;he
beg
imagine himself ¢ certainly
in the fashion hg
= |every part of the road is
crowded with Ponies
and

{see ‘India through the eyes of one who is
a traveler and something of an enthusiast. It is

AR
a a =

i

she

ey

: Literary Bebe,

the one you have made to them the purest

mn Sorihner’ S:

To gentle hearts, hearts gentle come.”

nl

|

| one he did not rememper to have seen
| before, the stranger could not help open:

That freely called me ahd I came,—
The breast that harbored all good-will,
The loving heart now cold and still.

Against the wintry tempest’s beat,
Against the summer’s scorching’ heats

;

That is the ‘monument of: the rich
TRUE STORIES OF:LITTLE PEOPLE. ~néither the journal of the tourist, dealing with
stranger who shared his “riches with the
the trivialities of constant occurrence, nor; on
people of the ruined" village. His name [* The day had been dark and gloomy, the other hand, the dry detailsof the compiler. the country itsel
f, nor to its nati
is unknown.
But in the histories of the when suddenly, toward /pight, the clouds ‘But it is a summary of years of experience but to three items of mismanageve inhabitants,
ment on fie
broke, and the’ sun's
rays
streamed - and observation in: that country and of wide part
of its foreign custodians, The first o
city you will find that the founder of its
through,
shedding
a
flood
of.
gelden
light
reading ip regard to its history. We are so in
these is'the enforced ¢ulture of opiu
‘prosperity is deseribed as ** the man with
m, takin
upon the whole country.
up extensive tracts of the best lands that
_| the habit of regarding India as a heathen
themneightorly hear S—Dr. Macleod.
i

she

*¢ Friend$ and brotier wouldst tho find?
Hearts of love around thee bind?
Be thyself a heart of home; _ |
= To.gentle hearts, hearts gentle come.”

{ although

The lips familiar with my name;

3

‘She was coming directly to the

_Thenshe stopped singing, and, fixing
“her eyes earnestly on him, she said,
“You are in pain, my brother?”
And
|

And there tenderly laid oon

"1

13, 1880.

day alone, but for all time. ~ Mary Blake,
ok :

. Be thyself a heart’of home

.

|

:

The hands that fondly clasped my own,—
The eyes that knew and answered mine +
‘With many a meaning, loving sign,

§y

to-~this day a

Hearts of love around thee bind?_

had hedrd—

Sacred the robe; the faded glove,

And in their relicts saint survive:

OCTOBER

“ Friend and bother wouldst thou find?

| was at his side, aud singing the Song he

And thither still my thdughts’ will tend,
As if to find my vanished friend.
Once worn by

SPAN,

in the center of itit stains

the, hills

stranger, arfd almost before he knew

“And yet that form I 'did intrust,
To kindred earth, the dust to dust,

!
:

among

feet were bare, but she stepped down:
ward as if she had wing$.. Her yellow
"| hair was blown out behind her with the

is my friend, I know

Not summers’s turf nor winter’s sfiow ,
Nor depth

ie “THE "MORNING

| behind. "Then he beheld the singer—a | granite cross with the portrait of a beau- and sweetest place on earth, you have
little girl—stepping down as if she were tiful child cut on the stely, "and under- built a few rods of dyke over against your
coming from the shepherd's huts.
Her neath, thé words of the song—
own house, and so have built not for yours INDIA. “By Fannie

“THERE, Is a NATURAL BODY.”

om KS

go

next meeting he refused to wear it.
“ Just for one hour, Charlie.”
«No.

ol

territory and treas“ure she has appropriated. in that fair land,
Despite the injustice of the compulsory
cultjvation of opium, and the large tracts of
land
thus perverted from their legitimate use,'it is
believed by competent judges that with such
Jdrrigation as could be readily supplied, this.
broad land - might stillbe made tg furnish
abundant sustenance for all its people. But
impoverished as the masses are, this great
work of irrigation could never be done by the

tax-payers, and must,

sea, and the climate is charmingly salubrious,
in contrast with the sultry atmosphere of the
plilins, the thermometer, rarely rising above
seventy, even inthe warmest months.
From

opinion

the summit, the snow-croned
w Himalayas are!

latitudes.

~The

distance of

Dharjeling

the document

of Commons

Charlie

walk

that the

prepared by the Britis®

.

4ouse

in 1872 acknowledging the obliga-

tions which India, (Burmalf, and Ceylon are

from

under to the six hundred

sad it 1s that good boys are ashamed of" Calcutta is nearly three hundred and fifty
goodness, and bad boys are
a proxd of bad- miles, part of which may be accomplished by
means of river-boats, and the’ remainder by
ness.
‘palanquin over good and safe roads, with the
They think it manly to smoke wd swear occasional help
of the palkeegharee....Dharand say bad words, and by and by will jeling occupies the summit of a ridge, frqm
drink; yet of the jeers of such boys, good which descend on either side deep, fertile
valleys, where oranges, bananas and cocoanuts
boys are afraid !

| ‘Before the next meeting
.ed up to me.
*“I shall wear my badge
I took it up.
** Pin it good and strong.
to wear it until - I go to

is several times expressed

early missionaries were oftener persecuted by
Europeans-than Hindus, but the authoBe

plainly visible;
ye scenery all around the
settlements is varied and beautiful, uniting the
delights of two zones, the lovely tropic ver-

Please, please don’t make me !” dure, and the salubrious breezes of temperate

1 let him go without it, but thought how”

if accomplished at all,

be the
Work of those who appropriate the immense-revenyes of the Indian Empire.”
In the chapter on Christian missions the

missionaries,

whose

blameless example and self. “denying labors are .
infusing new

vigor

into

the

stereotyped. life

of the great populations placed under - English
‘Tule, and are preparing

them

to

be

in every

way better men and better citizens of the great
Empire in which they dwell.

The last half of the book is devoted to abrief
grow spontaneously, and rugiar-cane Is suc- ~history of India from the earliest times to the

present.
The outlook for the future. will be
gained from the following extracts from the
to--day.”
round.” Mount Everest, the highest peak of. closing pages:
so Siuge the transfer in 1858, of the powers of
the Himalayas, is not seen from Dharjeling,
"1 am going but Mount Dhawalaghiri, twenty- eight thous- the British East India Company, tothe Crows,
bed; There, and one hundred and seventy-nine' feet in there hus been @ steady increase of ter ritory,
prosperity, and ‘commercial influence; and tohight; Mount Junno, twenty-five thousand
now!”
:
oni
day, the Auglo-Indian empire has ‘lengthened
‘
|
three
hundred
and
eleven
feet;
Kubra,
Mount
As 1 pinned it he said :
:
its cords and extended its. stakes, beyond the
twenty-four
thoukgnd
“The fellows were tickled last time, I insnrgiies Hons “and fifteen; Donkia, bounds of any former period
of its existence.
one hirndred and seveptell you. I'll show ‘em this time I aig’ Fy-six fect, and Pundeem, twenty-two thousatid senses But the most heering symptom of the
to be dared by them. Well I guess nft!" two hundred and ‘seven feet, with some seven future good rere of India, isthe inHe ‘wore it until bet d-time. As
took i or eight others, each of which rises more than creased disposition of British rulers to associate
twenty thousand
natives of character and ubility with themfect above the sea, are all
“off he said:
.
\‘« There hasn't a fellow dared me to- plainly visible from the military sanitdrium of selves, in high offices of adiinist rs GlioN ees |
That there are abuses and defects, things to be
Dh: wrjeling,
It was in the year 1835 that the
day! Yoh know Jim's always laughing English
Go wernt ne ont first projected this institudeplored; and som¢ hard to be borne, can not
at me.
Just as quick as I got my “badge
tion; and the Re jah of Sik-kim wus induced,
be denied; but there is growth, real, unques- Lo
on I went to him and said:
in consideration of the annual
* You better
tionuble progress, despite these defects: -and
payment by the
goto the Band of Hope today.’ . He English of three hundre ‘d pounds, to cede to the former xerf is gradually being developed
waited a minute, and said: «Well, I w ill, them a small tract of land suflicient for the into a freeman, with such api ations, and
erection of extensive hospitals, lodging-Bouses
aims, and longings as past ge nerations ‘never
and Mrs. D

spoke to him, and smiled,

and said she’s glad to seé him, and he
says he’s going to join it. And we went

and asked his mamma, and she is just as
glad as she can be.”
“Jam

very

glaad

val

ha

d-youhave

dared

to

do

right.”
“Yes, I've found ont how to stop ‘em ;
show you ain't afraid| of *éth—that’s the
way to do it.”
“Yes, that's the way to do it. Temper.

ance Dunner.

cessfully.cultivated ; while on the‘ top,’ fires
and thick clothing are needed almost the year

for invalids, and

Sunitary

A VISITOR to Moyamensing,

the grea,

some

a. dresmed - of,

fifteen | pire.”

even

in

She

that

years, difficulties arising between
the conrain
‘tracting parties, culminating at
length into | THE STILLWATER TRAGEDY.
open hostilities, the English being the stronger
rich, author’ of
** Majorie

side, from
thenceforth
refused to pay anHY
t
os]
por

tion of the three hundred pounds; at the same
time, laying violent bands upon a much larger
of additional
tract of land, for the erection
sanitariums, barracks, churches,ete., for which
no compensation was ever
named.
In this
case, as in a thousund others, where the strong
and

city prison in Philadelphia, tells a pathetic story.
A gang of desperate ruflians

other buildings needed: by

Commission. ' After

the weak

war

aghinst

each

othe r,

might

wis made to usurp the place of right, and the
Rajah had no alternative but to submit to the
gross “injustic e practised on hin by a professedBesides the public
ly Christian government,
buildings oWwnéd by the governmgnt in DbarJjelingy there are’ many
lowly
cottages and
elegant villas owned by officers and citizens of
These are nearly alCalcutta and elsewhere.
of the
ways occupied by the families or friends.
owners, in conRstunt rotation, one set going as
#nother tomes, even duringipi¢asant weather,
and in the hot months, when every body -leaves

grad

‘oid tm.

i

vi
By F. Be. AldDaw,” ** Phe

Queen
Houghton,»
Mifflin of& Sheba,”
Co. 12mo.etc.pp.Boston:
824. ($1.00)
The interest in this entertaining hook has
been considerably increhsed ‘by "s newspaper
story to the effect that a certsin person—wrote
to

the

authér,

usking

what

became

of

the

principal characters, Richard Shuackford aid
‘Murgaret Slocum, and received as answer the
book ** with the complimentsof Mr. und, Mrs.

Richard Shackford,”

implying

that the : novel

is a bit of the-wuthor's experience

However that may be, it 18

natural enough

to have beef real, and its’lack of startling inassociated themselves few years ago in
cidents and thrilling denouements rende Tit
Pennsyivania, for thespurpose of bre aking.
all the more probable that it is a biogr up hy.
into banks.
Their plan” was to gag or
The quiet sarcasm
occasionally cast
upon
murder the watchman before openiug the
Richard's efforts in making clay fizures or playing Robinson Crusoe favons this supposition as
vaults. A man‘hamed Watson - was the
also does the delicate regaed
with * which
leader of this’ gang, and being now under
Margaret is siways mentioned,
affrést in his cell, inquired eagerly of the |
. But aside from these conjectures, Richard
ger away, thyse mountain
Calcutta who can
visitor if a certain bank in Northumber- residences arefilled to repletipn, THe climate of and Margaret are characters worthy ths eonland, Penti., had ever been broken open,
Dbarjeling has been found s§ "highty bene ficial ception of a high-minded author, who goes be‘‘ We planned to rob that bank a year to invalids, when resorted t% in season, that yond conventionalities and touches the heart,
ago,” he 8aid, ‘“ but we couldn't do it. the number of visitors is generally limited only If real, any one may be proud to acknowledge
It was not because it/was guarded, ip..any by the measure of acc ommodatigns, AThe: them; if imaginary, they will serve the pur
pose of the better class of books, to elevate the
have several very convenient arranges
special way, for it wasn’t. But it was be-' ‘tiatives
ments for conveying the sick up and down the ideal of .integrity and honor among such ag
cause, of a litile child, Three evenings we mountains. Kirst among these is the doriie, a niuke their acquaintance. It is a singularly
were hid, waiting, ready to knock the janiz covered litter, softly cushioned, ‘muslin-cur- fascinating book he style is always charming,
tor on the head when he made his#ounds.
tained, and easy as asick-room cot) gt is | and the differgnt plines of society, from Mar"But each time he had that innocent baby borne'by ¢ bearers,” like a palanquin, without garst’s home, ‘through the Marble yards and
or fatigue to the invalid, who can sit or the Mill¢é'to:8nelling’s tavern and the homes by the hand, and ‘we'd have had to kill Jjolting
recline av most agreeable ; and unless extremeof the worst of the operatives, are placed beher too. We could n’t'do it. I'm a bad ly illaderives both pleasure and benefit from fore the reader as clearly. as though they were
“man, boss, and I'm not afraid of any man this gentle exercise;. Another native invene aspects of the actual life around him. Mr.

living.

But I could n't bring

hurt that little un.”

myself to

|,

The human instincthe
t, germ

of’ pity

they noticed that he.sat down onthe
and love, lies hid somewhere, we venture
stones of an old wall, with, his face to- Long afterwards he used to tell that: he them grow up with the habit of being
hope,4n the worst nature. Some years
to
ward a roofless cottage, which had nei- saw that day what John had seen in the happy. If this habit comes—not because
Anton Probst, a stolid German serago
| Isle of Patmos—¢ a new heaven and & every wish is gratified, but because they
© ther window, nor fire-place, nor, door.
vant, killed his employer, a farmer in
lad
ruined
the
beside
knelt
He
earth.”
new
This was the- cottage «in which’ the
are always busy at gome cheerful or helpcottage and lifted up his heart to God, fal werk, never fear that they . will grow Pennsylvania, his wife, and six children,
stranger was born, and in which he had
de “his
Ain order to rob the hause. He
_ spent his early years. "As he sat gazing and said, “O my Father, let the heart up: queralous and selfish. Children 80
of
a
a
after’
returned
but
escape,
on its ruins, the old forms he had known that was in thy Son Jesus be also in me! trained are not apt to fall into fashionable
hours, and was arrested, while ‘feeding
so well in his boyhood seemed to come AlVthat I have is Thine; from Thee it listlessness, or to give themselves up to
Help me idle grief, if disappointment and sorrow the stock. - When asked. why he came
back again. * He saw his father. warking came, to Thee it shall return.
back, he said he thought of a dalf and
o
:
come into their matprer lives.
*
among the flower-beds in the garden, to fulfil Thy will.”
some poultry that were shut up, and he
to
said
He
man.
new
Heroseup
{.
a
The effect of such a home atmosphere,
and his mother now knitting and now.
‘couldn’s bear to .think of the dumb
cooking beside the kitchen: “fire. 2, The-. “himself, “I will abide in this village, as this, is incalculable. "It not only tends
starving to death.” He had
things
very laughter of his brother and sisters and build up its ruined walls, and muke to strengthen and purify each separate inon a farm in Germany; and had
worked
as he had so often heard it long ago the people of it the sharers of my dividual in the family, but its influence is
>
still deeper
and. more ° far- reaching. had-charge of the’ live stock. In other
seemed to come back agaip and fill his wealth.”
So he abode in the Villages and he be- | Whatever tends to make our family life. words, the only. humane feeling in his
ears like a song.
And there came back
The purer and stronger, is doing the best. and. soul had been nurtured by dumb anialso the memory of a day when that came a neighbor to old and young.
og
;
his nobfest service for. society. "We women malg.
and
children,
his
became
inhabitants
laughter. was stilléd; and along with that
there.
was
it
that
.
know
to
much
is
It
brothers and sisters, and higsparents.. listen tothe growl of the storm in other
* the form of ,a beautiful sister, who on
in
that
always
remember
but
could
we
If
that day was’ carried-vut to her grave,’ Aud light arosein their dwellings, and countries ; -we tremble for our own, and
this
lingers
still
there
man.
worst’
the
id ryTears
prosperity came back ‘into their street,| feel so deeless and insignificant!
i
began to trickle down his cheeks.
divine
spark
of heavenly, tire, our,
“Brave little Holland keeps the wholé_
- And then, one. of the strarfge things I and songs to their. lips. The rich man
own lives would be “ennobled .by that,
mentioned at the outset happened.
Be- was happy, and the poor were blessed ; ‘mighty Atlantic at bay with her dyKes of
charity which our ‘Muster ‘gave t6 tHe
old agé, when young people; commonplace earth and stones and turf—
i
hind the cottage rose up the ‘great. sides Nang in"his
world to’ make it more akin to heaven.—,
of the hills among which the village was were setting out in life, and came up to mere every-day material. Take courage, Youth's Companion.
nestled Far up the huts of shepherds -him for his blessing, "he used to repeat weary mother. Your life may seem .to
could be seen like little dots scattered to them the song which the fair-haired yon not much more than a dreaty grind,
“J say, boy, what's the name of that
her ‘and there; and on the green pay child of his vision had sungto him, and, day after day; to supply the physical hill yonder?”
‘Boy: *“ Dunno.” Tourist:
wants of your ohildren but if they, grow I «Don’t know? ‘What! lived here all
Ad the stranger ‘call it ¢ the secret of a happy life.”
atures; flocks of sheep.
was gazing across the rdofless’ and brok- | Long years have passed since those up to love and honor you, because you ‘your life, and don't know the name of itp”
en walls of his early home, his ear things took place. The ruined village is "deserve their love and honor—if they go Boy:* “No, the Hill.was here afore I
prper
hy caught litter goatches of a song which | now. 8 large and prosperous city; but one from you to build up other homes Sle . goprd, »,

which consists of a

Aldrich’s'books are always in great demand

reclining cane-chair suspended by straps from
a strong, boat-shaped wooden framé, that terminates in a pole at each end. This is carried
are relieved at shoit
by four * bearers,’ who
intervals. The ‘dandy ’is especially suited,

and in high favor. That
is partly because he
does not write too much, and partly because
the last
sense.

for ascending or. de :scending mountains, in
which case it is desirable for the * team’ each
time to be'compesed of two tull and two short’

The Rosy Cross; or, Christ in the Catacombs; isthe title of a small volume deserib-

len is the bareillo-dandy,

2

ins

iar

N :

always

writes

adverb

exceedingly. well—to
in
Te

a

‘quite

use

comprehensive

men.
In going up, the short ones, of course,
ing in versé therexperiences of the early Chrisare ‘to the fore, and the arrangment is re- “tians in the catacombs of Rome. : The descrip .
versed in going down.
tion ig partly imaginative and partly real, and
‘“ There is/yet another ingenious contrivance
there are some quite-vivid passages in it. ‘There
valid - traveler,
"for the
less used than
is hardly » more thrilling chapter in early
the others, .and only brought into requisi=’ church history than that w hich-relates the territion on: very seep acclivities, or for Tadies, ble perseeutions by the éurly Europeans,and the
in localities where it would be «‘impossible
seclusion of the hunted vietims in those dark
for them” to maintain a foothold. ‘Only the underground galleries. Diagrams of the Catacombs and- of inscriptions found on some of
strongest > and most trusty bearers are employed for this variety of ton-jon, and hell the loculi appear in thé volume.
The author
wages are more than. double the amount pa (i is Rev. M.' W. Spencer. © Cross-bearing to-day
is a hight matter compared with what it was in
to the. ordinary. ¢ bearer,’ since both he fatigue
and the responsibility are proportionately augthie days that are here described.—16po. pp.
mented.
The fon-jon is merely a cane-chair 142. Buffalo, N. Y.: Bigelow Brothers.

placed oh the, back of 4 siout bearer and bound
| by means of Strong leather

straps

around

his

Over the Way, or, Ned Harris's Resolve,

arms and forehead, while h®keeps his footing
and plods patiently. ‘onward by the aid of a

is the title of a new temperance tale from &
National Temperance Society’s rooms in New

trusty staff.
York: The author is Mrs. H." J. Moore, “who
«$e Ast the ‘foreign reridences at Dharjeling
is favorably known as a writer of SundayIt is a short, simple story,
have increased in number, native villages have school literature.
Sprung up all around the settlement ; and the | told in a ‘charming way, of a widow ‘and her
population, that twenty-five
‘years ago was
son brought to poverty through drink, but at:
estimated at only five thousand, now excerds: last, through the industry of the son..and the
twenty thousand. Of these some two thous- trust of the widow, restored to afflucnce again,
apd fiving in the house ‘‘ over the way,” which
and are Europeans und their descendants; and

the rumseller had to abandon.

“the remainder are mainly Bhotitias and Lop-.

is also bound another short one,entitled Brave:

van(s.

ings

ey

a Story of Gospel

Mrs. T. M.. Grit,

Wr

*

With this story

chas, with a very small admixture of natives
from other portions of India—« biéfly those in’
the employ of , Baropesnasgsidems;, 49 serey

i " » ih

he

«*

Temperance, Written by It, a well told and: pleasV4

®

:

Wey

’

v

+

.
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their magnitude. - One changed the" face

+Orsamond Wood.
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GLANCER AT THE PAPERS.

the relation of Great Britain tothe Eastern Question: |
Ve
wi
Sngland in (he eastern question has the

.

bd

FACTS AND CURIOSITIES.
are Jews.

yo

Oberlin College retains no
uses tobacco. «

:

Parke Godwin

Cullen

young man

who

ri

3

is writing the life of William

Bryant,

© San Francisco has newspapers printed in
ten foreign languages, including. the Chinese.

A Swiss society for the preservation’ of his-

toric monuments has been formed.

Wesley wrote about six thousand

hymns, of

which not above thirty have passed

The Watchman on thé pardoning power: 2
i
We have criticised freely the abuses-of
the pardoning‘power.
We shall criticise

eral hymnology.

into gen-

Gh

California containd

a greater proportion of

foreigners than any other State in the Union—
836,393 natives and 309,889 foreign born.

¢ Alcohol will clean silver.” Yes, alcohol
them again. But the pardoning power
must not be destroyed.
Nor do we fear jell stuck to will clean all the silver you have
~—out of your pocket.
.
that it will be destroyed.
There are so

to take it

froma the hands of their rulers.

The St. Louis Globe-Democrat notices
one feature of law:
A San Francisco judge sentenced a
boy to fifteen years in State Prison for
stealing” some cigarettes from a depot
stand, and passed a Seniguce of six years
on’a prisoner who pleadéd guilty to having killed a man. The law permitted

¢

Oo

:

s

.

this, as the : theft was technicallya
second offense, while the murderer, who

was a man of education, had. never kHled a man before, and had money enough
to keep himself in cigars.
CIT

“The following telling ' paragraph we
clip from

-

the editorial columns of Zion's,

Herald :.

:

=

Cant is always contemptible.
Itwas
well rebuked by Wesley one day when
he was about to dine at a rich man’s ta- ble,

and one of his

preachers,

who

was

his fellow guest, exclaimed, ‘Oh,
Things
what a sumptuous dinner!

sir,

ares
former-

very different to what they were
There is now but little self-denial
1.

among the Methodists.”

~ed the

affectation

Wesley silenc-

of his

self-righteous

brother by pointing tothe table and

say-

ing, +‘ My brother, there is a a fine opportunity for self-denial now!” Whether

the canting brother partook or not of the
rich viands, we are not informed. - Mos
likely he did; for men who cant are usu-

ally as deficient in consistency
“ ¢erity.

as in sin-

A conscientious objector to sump-

tuous food would have said nothing, but
would hav
essed his cohvictions by
eg
I
lainest things on the tables

ay
pur

=

There

a

is somethingsin these

< Quercus”

written

for

the

words

74.

of

Christian

Weekly that is absolutely ‘worth listening
A103

p

1 take it it is a vastly more comfortable
way to live to be cheated thanto be perpetually suspicious, doubting everybody,
feeling

compelled

to

keep

watch lest some overreach you.
I have already indicated, the

a

constant

But, as
cases of

Julia

|=
|.

LYDIA E.

THIS PREPARATION RESTORES THE BLOOD TO ITS
NATURAL GONDITION, DIRECTS THE VITAL POWER
ARJGHT, STRENGTHENS THE MUSCLESOF THE UTERUS
AND LIFTS IT INTO PLACE, AND GIVES IT TONE AND
STRENGTH, 80 THAT THE CURE Is radical and en-

sex, this Compound

|

$*Yes, I am to be married, my dear friend.
The young lady is very pretty and very clev-r, yet she can not play the piano-forte; that
is her only failing.”.
* Why, I should call
that a blessing.
It is eertamly no faalt!”
“ Hear me through: She can not play«thé
piano-forte and yet she always insists on playing!”

family is the little church

in Cornish

large circle of friends.

=.

and

No, 233 Western Avenue, Lynn, Mass.

in

Christ's”

/GEO: C. “ GOODWIN & CO., Boston, General Agents
f

Ayer's Cathartic ~ Pills, ©6,000
+ For ll the purposes of a Family Physis,

years her thoughts have

For

the

last

genial Purgative yet perfected.
“Their effects
abundantly show how much
excel; all other
Pills. They are safe.and pleasant
to-take, but powerful to cure. , They purge out all the humors of
the bleod; they stimulate the sluggish or digordered organs into action; and they impart health

A colored bapker, much
alarmed by the
failure of severyl
other banks in his neighborhood, closed-hi® own establishment,
A man

knocked at the barred

door.

* Who's

est daughter

physiciiins, most eminent clergymen, and our best
citizens, send certificates of cures performed, and

% vou

more

rare

than

the

The regular tradesman with whom.
deal will not venture, for his own

interest, to
he-would

cheat

lose

you.

lle is very sure

SOLD'BY
:

your eystom.

* If the eurb-

to a member of the

English

says

in a letter

Spelling

Reform

Association:
** If I have not taken sides with
stone vender, whom yo
never saw be- | the Spelling .Réform movement, it is very
fore and will never see again, puts only probably because I was not taken hold of early
Ispell * honor’ and © faver’ without
twenty-nine of the:** thirty lemons for a enough.
u, and I nay vet come to ¢ catalog’ und
quarter” into the bag, he cheats you. to the
¢ felosofe’-~if
that is good phonography.
At
be sure; but you would be foolish to any rate I should ot care to Be an obstruclose any sleep over it. A great deal of tive (if,I could be) in the way of any well"the cheating to which my stispicious organized, scholarly attempt to reform our
English—and American—language.
It is cerfriend is exposed, or from which we may
tatnly barbarous to make ough take so many

of earth.

of Hon. Riehdid"

Pell,

‘comfort more than 1lose

in money.

Un-

he

less [ am greatly mistaken, I shall not
lose any more “money in the long run
than
The

my suspicieus
Advance

friend.

would have

us hope-

the time when all wars will be

that

abolished

is coming, apd that time may not baad far

‘in the future a% we may be
B®

Suppose:

z

tempted

)

to

Jars

As the war system among. the civiized
nations of Christendom eyer to come to an

end? . Many despair; but some, an in‘creasing number, hope.
ft all depends
upon the discovery of some better way,
and the creation of a public sentiment demanding that the old way be exchanged
for the new and better.
Much that
seems to us impossible is not so.

Many

_ things that appear far away in the dim
"and slow-coming future may .surprise the

‘ sooner than
world by coming

was sus-

pected. Victor Hugo, some fifteen years
ago, speaking of the evils of kingeraft
in Europe, said the time was not distant

when men would look around with
prise and exclaim,
‘* Why, we

surhad

forms of pronunciation as it now

does.

But

you must allow a fair.share of old square-toed..
prejudice in.their personal 'likings to old
squuare-toed people.
I hate to see my name
spelled Homes, yet 1 never pronounce the /.
I know from old Camden that its derivation is,
from the word Zelm, and 1 want the extra
letter; an
is as good as an inch in this, connections if -I may venture.a debilitated pleasan“try. There are many things I should like 104
have a glimpse of a bundred years from now,
among the rest our English spelling.
I bave
little doubt that many of the changes you comtemplate will have taken place, and
that. I
should look back upon myself in 1880 as a
hopeless bigot to superannuated notions long
since extinct.
>

Her kin®Words and cheerful deeds will

ing ;in the followings

words

© Americon Cullivator':
Probably no ome hus’

from

Hope

for Consumptives

turned

back

among the pages of history without
wishing he had witnessed some .greéat

historical epoch; and felt the vibration

of

that emotion which inspires the historian.
.. Yet the experience of every -man shows

From ofticiak. record,

ilous

crisis

at

we ‘learn

Last.

that over

would

have

been

assault of the

efienyy, especially”

where

there

existed some hereditary taint, a prompt resort:
to the same re-vitalizing agent would huve
given
a like relief and immunity.
Now it is

confidently claimed, and the claim is substantiated by the results of over twelve years’ exerience Of its use, that justsuch an agent has

rit

~ ®btuaties.
PARTICULAR
BRIEF and

NOTICE.

for the

public.”

She

bad: been

a

the

should
excess

be
over

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent hy persons who do mot patronize the Morning Star, it’
1s but just that CASH should accompany the copy
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight
wordg, VERSES are inadmissible.

A-SARGENT died at Cowlesville;
16, 1880, aged 70 years, 2 months
She

was

born

in

Saugersville,

Oneida Co., N, Y., and in carly €hildhood removed with her parents to’ Alexander,
Sho
.

dressed to Dover, N. H.
.

Terms ;—§2.00
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Postage is paid by the publisher.

For full catalogue.

address the Principal.
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AINE
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Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE
STAR is for an older class of readers than the
MYRTLE.
'S
Terms: single copy, each, 35 cents,

IRVING B. SMITH,

cal, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.
Fuil board of teachers.
Expenses.low.
s
Winter terms commences Nov. 1, 1680, and Jan.

11, 1881; Summer
K.

Bachelder,

Packages of ten or more to one ad* dress, each,
~
=
-

.

xi
85

ts

Payment always in advance, discontinued when
time expires, and no commission allowed on mon.| ey sent.
Sample copies sent free.

CENTRAL INSTITUTE. — Pittsfield,
College Preparatory, Normal, Classi-

24,1881; Spring term, April
term, June 16, 1881.
ga For Catalogue address

~~

are Sabbath-school papers, printed alternate
weeks, on superie:
per,
beautifully illustrated

for doing thorough work in Aeadlemic InstrucNo primary instruction. With three carearranged courses of study. The Classical,

Seminary and English Course.

the

A.
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Papers.

rin

of the International
and children,

are

Seri

printed

«
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or/both adults
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at

the rate of

100 copies to one address for $6.00. If the order
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Sample copies sent free.

Psalmody
.
:
is the denominational Hymn Book, exten.
1 sively used. Large boek, in8 Sep, 21:00; Mopoc.
N
co, $1.10; Morocco Gilt, 1.5%; Turkey Gilt, 2.00,
EW HAMPTON IXSTITUTION.—New Hamp-

M., Principal, or C. A. Farwell,
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Secretary.
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Rev. A. B.
principal, with eight associate

Meservey, Ph.
D.
teachery, Regular

eourses of study
for both sexes. Connected with
the Institution is the best commercial college in
New England.
Telegraphy a specialty. - Best’
teacher of Penmanship in the State. KXpenses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms
each.

Fall

Term

Begins

|

The

Postage 9 cents
postage 4 cents.

each.

The. Nacred Melody
,is a small book of 225

|
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hymns

and

3

seversl
30
A
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It

describes

with
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i

Summer Term closes June 23. Send
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Principal.”
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Expenses are moderate.

lars address
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Fall term

For particu-
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schools

or the

The

Minutes

of

the

General

Conference

are published in pamphlet form at the close
of every session, and the bound volumes embrac:
the proceedings of the first sixteen sessions,
$1.00, including postage.
<

COLLEY, Principal,
Waterbury Center, Vt.

- EBANON ACADEMY-—Pupils fitted for busi
&

eo
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August 23,

X
begins Sept. 6, 1880. Students are fitted for
teaching, for business and for college. Instructions

thorough.

Morocco,

tunes selected especially for prayer meetmmgs.
cents; postage, 2 cents.
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Winter Term begins Nov. 15 1680. Spring
Begins Jan. 31, 1881. . Summer Term begins |
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Small,

best colleges.

The Treatise
~
contams a href statement
by
the denomination,

of the doctrines
and our general

held

usages in church-building. It 1s published by authority of the General Conference.
25 cents; poss
tage, 1 cent.

ONE

Doctrinal Views
.
——is-a-small book- in Japer covels; embracing
the first 44 pages of the
Treatise.
Price 6 cents,

OF THE OLDEST AND MOST RELIABLE
REMEDIES IN THE WORLD FOR
THE CURE QF

or 50 cents per dozen, and 4 cents postage.

| Sérmons.

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,
Sore Throat, Bronchitis,

A

ters

A WELL-KNOWN
“It does not dry up
behind, as is the case
loosens it; cleanses the

PHYSICIAN WRITES:
a cough, and leave the cause
with most preparations, but
lungs ‘and allays irritation,

tention.

ing similar names. Be sure you get
DR. WISTAR’S BALSAM OF WILD CHERRY,
With the signature of “I. BUTTS ” onthe wrapper.
+50 Cents and $1.00 a Bottle.
Prepared by SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Bos-ton, Mass. - Sold by druggists and dealers’ generally,
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Religious
A. B,, Principal.

ATES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
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—For further information address the Pres.
ident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FUL.
LONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
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J. A. HOWE, Sec.
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USTIN ACADEMY.
The
fall term
begins
Aug. 24,1880.
W. H.Judkins A. M., Princ

al, with competent

nh ing and board
able rates.

assistant.

Rooms

for

in private families at
J

sell-

reason-

For further.information-address.

i
AARON-W
FOSS,
Centre Strafford, N..H., Aug. 7, 1830.

SSL vimeia COLLEGE.
now under management

with

Prof. O. G. Augir,

Sec:
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This institution is
of Rev.

wishing to attend this
Rev. D. POWELL.

D.

A.M., principal.

Augir is a graduate of Hillsdale

College.

Powell,

Prof.
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Institution “will address

Flemington,

W. Va.
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buildings

and

Music

and

Art

Admits both sexes.”

Departments.

Elective

Best of religious in.

Thorough and cheap.
Finest college
in the Northwest. © Tuition, incidental

library fees, only

$2.25 a week.

$15 a year,

Room. 40 to 75 cent

Board, $2 to

a'week,

Schol-

arship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30,
Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
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For Catalogue address,
«~ D, W. C. DURGIN, President,
Hillsdale, Mich.
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Golden

Sheaf

by

by Randall.
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request.

Price

:

of dectrinal theology, and the author’s views
gre those generally accepted by the denominations
$1.60 postage, 12 cents.
Butler's Commentary

ne

by the game author,—Prof.J.

tains

two

volumes, one

J. Butler, cone

on the

Gospels,

and the

other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians,
It is an
excellent help for Sabbath schools, and family
reading.
$1.00; postage, 12 cents, Lectures
”
ON
THE TRUTH OF THE
BIBLE;

an

excel.

°

lent book for all whe woéuld ‘‘search the Scriptures ” Twenty-two lectures on”the most im.

portant points of Bible study,
cts.
ie
:
MWinister’'s Manual,

1.00;

postage,
:

9
;

:

designed especially for ministers.

NV

Jparatory,

about» fourteen years ago and retained
his’
mlerkip to the close of lite, Grace sus.
tiined him in his last brief illness, and he

and

published sermon

Mrs. H. C. PHILLIPS, illustrating Hindo life
| and Christian expemiences of Bai, a converted
heathen,
Price po cents, postage 4 cents.
Butler's Fheolozy \
:
discusses briefly,
but clearly, all the quéstions

healthful. Expenses moderate.
| logue.
Address, D. M. BENNER,

thus removing:the cause of complaint.”

PO NOT BE DECEIVED by articles Dear.

-only

cents.’

The

_ Every affectionofthe

CONSUMPTION.

twenty-three

Baptist Minis-

Price $1.25 including postage.

at the death ot a child,

The

and

including’

containing

differentF.

Sermon by
REV. BENJAMIN RANDALL, preached in 1880,
10

THROAT, LUNGS AND CHEST,

.

volume of 300 pages,

sermons, by as many

Influenza, Asthma,
- ‘Whooping Cough,

Croup,

*

but useful

for, all

church

members.

It contains

~

Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
dccasions; Order of Exergises for ten or a dozen
different meetings; Formulas and ‘Suggestions.
Tre

Rules of Order

are

comprehensive,

and

yet

very concise and well ai1anged; stating in fifteen
pages all the important parliamentary rules of deiberative

bodies.

Price,

Flexible

Leather,

:

75

cents.
;
The Church Member's Book
ie
is a valuable little wrok, and every Christian
Jona be benefited bY reading it, 25 cts; postage .

3 cts,

:

Rules of Order.
are the same as

thase

in

the

Manual,

>

lian

3
thick

Records

.
a book of 260 pages, ‘the first 64 being Tables
| for Pagtors, Deacons, Clerks, Treasurers, Sabbath-school, Church Statisties, Resident and Non-.,
N ORTHWOOD SEMINARY-Ndrthwood Ridge: Resident Members, and about 200 pages of very
4
N. H. Three terms per year, commencing on
nice paper, for the records of the churchi- Price
the first Tuesday of Sept., Dec., and March.
J, $3,00, including postage.
x
°
H. Hutchins; A. M., Principal, with .a complete
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board of assistants.
Students fitted for business | Biographies
Geo.T.Day,
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¢
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or college. For further particulars address the
William Burr,
- - |
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0
”? 5
rincipal, or E. S. TASKER, SeergtaryDaniel Jackson, - - -.%0
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ARSONSFIELD

SEMINARY.

Parsonkfield

Me. Rev. T. F. MILLETF, Principal, with
competent assistants. College Preparatory, Normal, Classical and=8cientific courses’ ot study” for
both

sexes.

Board,

$2.50

_penses per year, $125.

per

Tooms

week.
, Total

ex-

for self boarding,

$2 to $4 per term,
Training department fof teach:
ers free. Fall term bagan August 24, 1880.
-Win- 2

* John

| Close
pages.

Stevens,

-

-

«

-
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or Open Communion
' An Experience, and an Argument.
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Price 20 cents.

Christian Baptism
:
"a book of 113 pages, Price 25 cts.;
cents.
4

postage3
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estion Books
.
Spring term, Feb. 8, [Sabbath School
sare’ for adulte and children.
;
2. For catalogue
adDr. Bull’s Cough Syrup should be kept in
47
re
ie
:
LESSONS for Every Sunday, ,18, postage ,02
every family.
A slight cough, If unchecked,
0
STORY of Jesus,
«°
oly
ST
08,
is often thé forerunner of Consumption, and
WONDERFUL Work of Jesus, 1p.
73 0
“PID
EVIELE
(
OLLEGE.—Courses
of
study,
a timely dose.of this wonderful medicine has
1
Classical, Scientific, English, and Normal.
Thongts upon Thought.
:
rescued many from an early grave.
:
For catalogue address the Secretary,
,
A small book fox young men. The, title
‘
:
M.
R.
HIATT.
describes
it,
‘Price
cents.
3
Founder of Sunday Schools, 1780.
Ridgeville, Indiana. “,
{ ]
h
h
’
:
Ws |
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2. WARKThe Great En. Vic ADE MARK
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:
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which contains a histor
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\
$500, from the origina) Painting by Romney, iw
ly and radically
Ps
ical statement, and a brief notice of our doe‘possession of Maj: Gen. Raikes, London, by Rev.
Fall term begins August 24, 1880.
} cure ‘any: and
trinal basis,ehurch polity and institutions.
ete
Fo C. Goss, 97 Varick St., New York.
‘
i A first-class ‘school.
. very ‘case . of .
Three Somplete courses of
Officially recognized . by the London Sunday
+ On Faith & Covenant it a confession of 17 ar
4» Nervous Debility
study,—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’ ‘English and
School Union,
and 8S. S. workers of Great Britain,
ticles
ot
faith
and
a
desirable
church
covenant,
.and
Weakness,
Classical. Send for Catalogue. ‘Address,
i
and circulated there among the various Sunday
. { Printing Establishment js a brief historical
.
resultof Indis~
I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,
' 8¢hools.
“
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cretion, excessor
¥
statement, &c. Published
by order of the GenLyndonville, Vt.
Endorsed by the leading clergymen of New
eral Conference, and for gratuitons distribution.
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3
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16
prepare
the
students
for
col.
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"Schools of this country:
ous system; is perfectly harmless, acts like magic,
Marriage
Certificates,
10 cts, doz.
Half Lite Size, Printed on plate paper, 22 x 28 lege. The course of study extends ‘over three
and has Veen extensively used for over thirty inches —the only large steel plate of Raikes ex- years, ofithree terms each. Expenses are moder- » Q-M.
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ter term begins Nov. 16.
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The Litile Star and Myrtle

for Catalogue to
.
REV. A. B. MESERVEY,

“safely passed.

And not this ong only. . In every subsequent

that contemporary restlts do. not make--—Mrss
Y., Aug.
80 much impression as their record. Let N.
and 27 days.

us note two: events from our day, the
.-Ciyil war and the Franco-German war.

life.

worthy member of the'Casco St. church for
many years. Few have loved the chureh of
their choice better, and very few have given
evidence of more earnest and intelligent piety.
Hef cheerful testimony in and out of the
prayer-room seemed the fruit of a devoted
Christian life. ‘ Great peace have they that’
love thy law and nothing shall %offend them,”
may be truthfully said of Sister Oliver.
JESSE H. JoNus died in Newton, Mass., at
the ange of 68 years, Sept. 20, 1880.
Bro. Jones
was a man of religious: constitution, zealous
and outspoken in his connections of right, and
an earnest advocate of temperance reform.

sixty thousand persons die annually in the ' passed icy to rest und resvard.
United States from “pulmonary consumption. jg MRS. EMILY A. STERLING died in Portland In each of these cases there was a’ first or ins
Aug. 27
;
880, after -a long
illness, aged 48
cipient stage of the disease, when al! the life- years.
e united with the Casco street KF.
forces and organic structures were yet
gnimB. chiffch about ten years ago and while in
paired by its encroachments,
If at thistime
health, was faithful to all the ordinances of
an agent had beensfound which could give to the church; active in social meetings, giving
the system a higher degree of vitulity and so always a cheerful.testimony for Christ. Her
bite it to resist the deadly assault, this perend was peace.
visit
.
«dv M. DB.

——

the

useful

tion
tion.
fully

of 10 weeks

He united with the Casco St. church Portland,

~'

ings, once I" Less than.a generation
en discovered in Compound Oxygen, the.
ago in oyr own country the institntion of use ot¥which is rapidly extending. Ifyou
‘was thought, even by some of wish to learn all about this new treatment,
slave
address Drs, Starkey & Palen, Philadelphia,
aledt statesmen; to be a 7*¢finaliour
]
Pavgand:they will promptly mail you” ‘their
ty ;” already it is gone and half-forgottén. sh "Treatise
4 on Compound
ound, Oxygen.
Uxygen.,
)
\

There is. something worth remember

SISTER HANNAH F. OLIVER died in Portland Sept. §, 1850, at the age of 67 yeurs, in
hope of a blessed immortality, leaving in the memory of a large circle of friends, the, record

and

DEALERS
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PEE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming
Co., New
“York.
This schoel was never in better condi.

Apr. T8 1881.

never

-

Will

Star.

is a large religious paper of eight pages, in its
fifty-third volume.
It is able, literary and progressive.
All
communications, should be ads

Gougatioml.

sol-

JAMES MERRILL died in Parsonsfield, Me.,
May 5, 1880, aged 72 years 3 months.
More
than 50 years have passed since he professed
faith in Christ. A companion and an only
dauglter are left to meet the realities of life.
May Grace divine be their support.
:
GEORGIE E. MORRILL died in Parsonsfield,
aged 5 years. This darling little child was
the only child of John and Mary Morrill,
Precious child taken to his’ beautiful home
above,
;
.
Cor

of a long

DRUGGISTS AND
MEDICINE.

She

a

The Morning

ST

NRA

admit he suffers, is as insignificant as
this. No, give me the unsuspicious disposition, even if it leaves me open to imposition now and then. I shall save in

i

BY

4

dier<6f the war of 1812; and was
married
to Rev. J..P. Hénderson, Nov. 2, 1854, and in
early life united with the church, of which she
has been a faithful
exemplary member
ever since, She was
nother often children,
two of whom dledin Kentucky, fgom which
State she came less than three years ago. Her
oldest daughter,
Mrs. Mary "Adelia Lyons,
died in her kind methéer’s care nearly two
months ago. Mrs. H. has not been well since
her dapghter’s death, which, for so kind a
mother, was a severe afiliction. As a wife,
Mrs. H. was one that will always be cherished.

~

ALL

TRY 11.

the hand.

Price 25 and 50c per bottle

[in advance;
$2.20
if paid
within
first thirty days, and $2.50 4f not.

1880.
Term

>

Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes

|

DR. J.C. AYER, & CO., Lowell, Mass.
Practical and Analytical Chemists.

dar”

day.’— Courier Journal.

They

they are easy to take; and being purely vegetable,

4

er.

much

Pills.

are the safest and best physic for children, because
mild as well as ages),
' Being sugar coated,

be forgotten. Asa neighbor, words are inad- |
equate to sufficiently describe her good charthe
banker.
* Open the .door!” called
suspicious man fancies. An old friend of cried
acteristics. None knew her but to love her:
the man.
* Don’t care whether the badk’s
mine-used-to-say, «I
I-am-eheated onee; [closedor not,” cried the stranger. 1 lefta | Her aged mother lived with-and survives her. |
May her future days be made happy by other
that is the other man's fault; if [ am cheatpair of new beots here vesterday, and I want
ed the second time, that is my fault, for I them.” Presently the ‘door was thrust open hands, now that her. loving Lizzie has gone
before her to that happy home whence no one
and
one
boot
pushed
out,
with
the
remark,
should not have put myselfin his pow- ‘* We is only payin’ fifty cents on the dollar to- returneth.
H. A. N.

cheating aré

of . everybody, but fordiseases. Most skillful

been more of heaven

and her Jovéd ones there than

another, $32 in one-day.

well with

“Freewill Baptist Publications,

PA.

EPHRAIM BROWN, Lowell, Mass.

and tone to the whole being. They cure not only |

PREPARED

NEW

Send 6 cts. for 200 pages.

sy; Tetter,
Tumors
* and
Salt
Rheuin,
Worms, Gout,
Neuralgia, as a Dinner Pill,
and Purifying
the Blood, are the most con-

a

SELL10

give Sole Agency of Town or County,

Rheumatism,
Eruptions and Skin Diss’
eases, Biliousness, Liver Complaint, Drop-

they are entirely harmless.

leaves a-husband aad son, who, though lonely,
In every department of industry there is a _feé] their lossto be her eternal ‘gain,
A. A. McK.
demand for labor because all are in active op- r
Sa
eration.
In some instances
wages are not
Mrs. ELizapeTn PELL, wife of Rev. J. P.
high, but thére is no doubt that the day’s
Sept.
wages will buy as much of the necessaries of Henderson, died in Winfield, Kan-as,
Mr«.* Henderson
was
life g8'it would at any time in the history of | 19, aged 43 years.
the country.—dm. Cultivator.
born in Kentucky,
and
was the
young-

* ‘He opened the door cautiously, #nd; poking’
his head in in a suggestive sort of a way, as if
there'was- more to follew, inquired, ** Is this
the rinktum?” . ‘The what, my friend?” * Is
this the rinktum—sinktum—sanktum, or some
such place where the edigors live?’
*¢ This is
the editorial room, yes, sir,come in.”
¥ No,
I guess I won’t come in, I wanted to see what
a rinktum was like, that’s all. Looks like our
old garret, only wuss.
Good day.’—Literary
World,

ED

CURING

TO

TENTS, EVERYWHERE.
one Agent made $52.50 in two days;

Costiveness, Jaundice,
Dyspepsia,
Indigestion, Dysentery,
Foul
Stomach
and
Breuth,
Headache,
Erysipelas, Piles,

df great benefits derived from these

it in

Sold by all druggists.

ACENTS@®

WANTED

Lis

and all Skin Dis

Sold everywhere at 25 cts. per bottle. §.

Sold by Druggists.

the every.day complafnts
midable and dangerous

Strain,

move ‘yellowness from skin|
and eyes. Warranted tocure.

i

No family should be without Lydia E. Pinkham’s
LIVER PILLS. They cure Constipation, Bilious.
ness, and Torpidity of the Liver, 25 cts. per box.

0,8. HASTY.

cause.

Address as above.

«2 sure cure for Wounds,

will cure the disease and re-

Mrs. Pinkham freely answers alllettersof inquiry.

Send for pamphlets.

£9

YORK.CHICAGD

BITTERS

os

Price, $1. Six Bottles to one address, $5.

MRS.A. J. LEwIs, of Mt. Pleasant, Wis,,
aged 55 years, left her earthly home for a mansion 1n heaven Feb. 7, 1880.. She bad been an.
earnest Christian ever 80 years. * Her rare intelligence, pleasing mauners, and
depth of
piety won her ‘many friends and ‘made. her

helpful

is unsurpassed.

LUIN“DORGAN

“NEW

DR. BAXTER'S MANDRAKE

Lydia E. Pi
am’s Vegetable Compound
is prepared atthe proprictorsiaboratory.

speaketh.

immediate

SHAM

For Man and Beast.

Are a symptom of frendlos,

Dyspepsia, Constipation, Bil- §
iousness,and LiverComplaint.§ |
£4:

Forthecure of Kidney Complaints of either

denominational.” Many, in | the vale of

the

MASON

- |-

NATURAL POSITION. THAT FEEEING ‘OF BEARING
DOWN, CAUSING PAIN, WEIGHT AND
BACKACHE;IS
ALWAYS PERMANENTLY CURED BY ITS USE.

ma ? ‘Chey’re wax, but they don’t’work.,”
MRS. MARY D., wife of Benj. Haley and
New York City supports 3,969 grocery daughter of Enoch and Lucy Nason, died: in
‘stores, 1,147 bakeries, 1,993 brokers, 663 prin. -Cornish, Aug.26, aged 67 years, 1-9--months
ing offices, 1,803 shoe stores, 1,332 merchant and 27 days. For almost 50,years she had been

with

Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches
Schools, Fire Alarms, Farnis, ete.
FULLY
WARRANTED.
Catalogue set Free,
VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati,
O.
.
i
;
i

[MERRY & JORNSON'S
ARNICAIESIE

It will, at all times and under all circumstances, act in harmony with the laws that

poverty have had their hearty male glad by
the kindly offices of “this Christian woman.
But ber mission work is now ende(l and from

17635

5

COMPOUND.

govern the female system.

Tke locomotive which went down with the”
Tay bridge is now running regularly between
Glasgow and Edinburgh. For three months it
lay in the bottom of the Tay, but when it was
brought up it was found uninjured,. except
the funnel, dome and weather-board, which
had to be renewed.
The nfachine®ran on its
awn wheels to Glaszow just 4s it came out of
its long bath.
3

i

yi

”

For all Female Complaints.

hus no

a faithful wife and a loving mother.
Sister
Haley was a practical Chiristiat. ‘While she
was not really sectarian, she Wwys nevertheless

:
;

A YEAR ang expenses to agents. Ontfit |
Free. Address P. O. VICKERY, Auguss,

The Positive Cure

tailoring establishments, besides 723 clothing
stores, 3.323 wine and liquor stores, -aside
from the 3,240 lagef heer saloons and some
6,000 lawyers.

Will

ready market. Send for circular and terms to the
Twombly Knitting Machine Co., 409 Wash-

Neow

PINKHAM'S.

VEGETABLE

Jetfer from there and joined the F. B. church
in Pittsfield, remaining a member¥till her
death. The earnest devotion which she mani-

henceforth

Washing-

vo

DMCOVERER

o MRS. A., wife of William B. Evans and
daughter of, John H. and Mary Fife, died in
Epsom, May 19, 1880, aged 25 years.
She experienced religion when about eleven years of
age and united with our church in Epsom.
About a year prior to her decease she took a

Left to mourn their Joss

30

ever invented.

BOSTON

in the circles and’ work.
“i
1
TT
MRs. A. 8. D. BATES,

the silent dead shé ftom

.

1yl

|:

enemies.”
She had long been presidefit of the
Aid Society of the church and is sadly missed

strictly

Address Daniel ¥. Beatty,

Machine

knit a pair of stockings with HEEL and TOE
, complete, in 20 minutes.
It will also knita great
variety of fancy. work, for*which there is always a

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY

fested in the prayer-room was daily exemplified in her Christian deportment. She suffered through lingering sickness, but through it
all she seemed perfectly resigned to
God's
“Mike, did you ever catch frogs?’
¢ Yes,
will. It was her pleasure to spend: the last
r.” “ What did you-bate with?” ¢ Bate em
wid a shtick, sor.”
‘
few weeks with hery.parents,
The last Sab
bath on earth, she sdid, was the happiest of
. The English government haye practically
her earthly lifé. She was a noble wife, dedecided to abandon Cyprus.
They have stopvoted mother, firm friend and true Christian.
ped public works and withdrawn the war ves** None knew her bat to love her, none named
sel,
;
her but to praise.”
COTTEN WARREN GREEN died in Pittsfield,
The census gives Iowa in rourd numbers
of
pneumonia, July 24, 1880, aged 45 years.
4,000 school districts,
10,000 schools, 21,000
teachers, 365,000 scholars and. a school fund of Bro. G. was a paralytic for , years, caused by
taking cold in the army. ~ He was a membér
$3,500,000.
:
5
lt
wo
of the F. B. church in Pittsfield. He had not
The Swiss Government has offered, and the been able to attend meeting for several years,
American’ Government accepted, a stone from
vetohe felt an interest in the prosperity. of
Tell’s chapel,40 be suitably
-inseribed and
Zion. The few last weeks of his life were
placed in the Washington Monument.
marked by special manifestations of God’s
‘Little Gertie went avith her motherto see power to save and comfort his’ suffering _children.
He leaves a” wife and two children
Madam Toussaud’s wax- works., After lookMay they he coming about curiously as if she weré trying to- who mourn his absence.
forted
by God's
word, * Ft is-with™ the
find out something and could not, she said:
J. C. 0.
|
*“ Why do they call them wax works, mam- ‘righteous well.

many reasons for its maintenance that
only the grossest misapplicationsof clem-

2

* Aunt

&

v

fliction, espeein
daug
, left alone
in thehome of her childhood; afid the church
It strengthens THE
BACK. AND PELVIC REfeels her. loss keenly. In.all the relations of tire.
GION; IT GIVES TONE TO THE WHOLE NERVOUS BY S«
life Sister Sargent was faithful to her trust, { TEM; IT RESTORES DISPLACED ORGANS TO THEIR

said,

327

ington St.. Boston, Mass. c

$111

a'reader of the Star almost from its first issue,
and wus deeply interested in all our benevolent work. - Her sudd@
death isa severe af-

and it was often

a,

nitting

& OCT. COUPLER,
N
4 Set Reeds, $05.
upwards sent on trial, Cata-

Maipe.

|.

own, and her heart and hand ever, ready to do
: allshe could for its prosperity, She had been

Ten per vent.of the. population of Vienna

TTT

ency can ever lead the people

logup free.

on, N.J.

al

oO
490-44

paramount advantage of being the one
“power which can put pressire on the Portc
with or without the consent.of Europe.
S49 "Phe advance of any other power bent'on
forcing the sultan to act can be stayed,
but England’s advance by. the sea can
not be, if England is determined. - It is
this which makes the pauses and : delays
of other powers -of lesser: importance
while England remains inflexible.
.

‘Pianos $125

_.

their actual occurrence:

RE

%

0
EVERYWHERE
14 STOP ORGANS, AGENTS, WANTED riers,
LEAs

LYDIAE.E. |PINKHAM,

RS. LYDIA

Fifteen years of wedded life

went by and she was left a widows:
Two
of society in the New. World, -the other years
later, in 1849, she was married to Mr.
trdnsformed an empire into a republic in John
Sargent, and came to Cowlesville to
WEDNESDAY; OCTOBER 13, 1880.
the Old World; one was accomplished live, where she had resided ‘more’ than 380)
< His four
instantly by a dash of the ‘pen, tlie other years,at the time of her deiith,
by the flashing of steel -and the thunder:| motheérless children found in her a most kind
of cannon during only a few weeks. Yet: and Taithful mother. ' Besides. these she leaves
"An educational opinion,of the Western we read the Tmancipation Proclamation in only daughter, who has cared for her, and
een Lier comfort and companion
in these
“Christian Advocate :
:
ow ‘and the report of the German mniarch to later years of her life, for again she had fasted
the
bitter
cuprof
affliction,
and
had
been
a widParis,
from
victory
to
victory,
as
we
read
No stream rises higher than its spring.
ow nearly six years. She éxperienced religion
It is, therefore, avgreat tiistake for a col- any other piece of every-day news. Had young, was baptized by Elder Cheney, one of
lege Or university to confine its selection we met such events in history we - should our early ministers, and joined the Free BapWhen she came to
of professors toits own graduates, pro-: have exclaimed: *¢ Oh, had we but lived tist church¢ in Alexander,
in those day$§!” And this brings us’ to Cowlesville, we had no church here, and she
vided better
teachers can be obtained
united with the I. B. church at Folsomdale
elsewhere.’ Students will flock ‘to the our axiom, that great events produce and was .a faithful member there 14 years.
more impression in the record than in
best teachers.
:
:
wl
then she has been, one of the .niost acthe action, and that we are more im- Since
tive and earnest members in, the Cowlesville
.pressed
by
the
history
of
events
than
by
church,
She was ‘indeed a mother in Israel.
The Springfield Republican points out
~The joys and sorrows of the church were her

OCTOBER
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Summary.

:

Benjamin

Miscellaneous.

Offenbach,

is dead.
‘The triennial

Ta
QUARTER
amas
a

achievements

C arlist

rank

:
is

favorable

for

50.cents and $1 a bottle. =

place a small quantity in a teacup,

cotton

The

Holy

‘recall thé

Ber-

See

has

papal

:

formally

nuncio

Li

threaténed

from

Paris

a.cool, dark place; keep all the
cleaning, filling and trimming

to

if the

selves,

and if it does

Three conductors

he extended the field of mathematics, he has
also resurveyed the larger part of the field, and
by the introductioh of new methods enabled

sors

of

or a lamp-trimmer, box

also a wire hairpin

The King’s Mountain |Celebration.

$300,000 and 400,000..

on the spot
near where

A very

accident

occurred

at Lavilla,

Fla., Tuesday.-

Mrs.

The New

William Clark, the wife of a leading business
man, was in the dining-room with her three
children, dinner having just been served, aud
Mrs. Clark was filling the reservoir of a gasoline
stove.
Suddenly
tbe gasoline - ignited."
.
there was a loud explosion, filling the

with flames.

terribly

!
The

burned,

mother

and

the

latter

soon

|

||

1a dispateh from St Michael,

Azores,

as

it is

un-American

: and contemptible.
They blundered in solidifying at all. They blundered still more in the
meuns adopted to seepre an undesirable result.
They binder pling und only to their own
harm, in continuing
a policy of proscription.
They need
more manure and deeper ploughing, und less politics to the acre. They need a
new spirit for the new times.
They need t
become Americanized.
And America stan
for freedom, education, fair play and a fair
chance for every than, and the greatest good of
the greatest number.— Boston Herald. .

Secretary Schurz hus returned
!

ton.

Lp

J

to Washing-

Hayti will be admitttd in-

d Ti is reported that
to the postal union,

Two masked men stopped a coach near Lake

2 City, Col., Thursday, and robbed the mail.
The Park-street spinning company’s

. Heywood,

Eng.,

has been burned.
7

containing
=

Germany will refuse to give

fj.

San

good apples in making

cidef and

have first-olass vinegar.

Don’t neglect

40,000
;

any

mill * at

spindles,
en

assistance

A

important

tween,

'Peun.,

late

Saturday

night

Constant
the ground

near

then

sugar

;

!

of cattle of

.|

will
of

at

1,909,"

778.
After securing their” abundant
ducers of the conntry will have
Thanksgiving.
Sa 1

my
ITC

SQ
00

3

as

and is laying its
it can find.

The

oa

H
vicr

crops the progood cause for
Se

$3
a
Iau

LOPS

it
IU

hands on all’ the
‘

Cain

3s
3:
anon

surplus

labor

front wall of a flouring mill at-New

Al

bany, Ind., fell
outward
recently,
bushels of wheat went into the street.

and

, Science-and experience both

mutton

declare

50,000

to

be the best and cheapest of meat, and yet a foolish
.
custom bas decided in favor of pork:
A
Col. Littler, of Davenport, Iowa, estimates the
amount of butter now made in creameries in that
State at 50,000,000 pound per annum.
-

/

eo from New South Wales, has

been . arrested

for.a $4,000 forgery in Sydney, and $5,750 vas
. recovered.
:
%
.

«President Salomon, of Hayti, has been preted by President Guzman Blancojof Vevez

1

f with medal bearing the image of Bolivar
as a token of friendship. It Is the highest dis-

‘tinction that can be conferred
by Venezuela. ‘The false work of the new bridge at Chippe-

wa Falls, Wis., was broken Friday by a heavy
timber falling, ad six men were thrown into
the river;
William Broy(n
died from
his inju° ries
and the rest were re:
Sorin,
To
ST

without serious

on every side.

One

in Guilford, Ct., has a regular

field-day once a year, when the ladies (no gentleman allowed)-turn out and take up the village
reen, though the gentlemen are allowed to help
n planting trees.

»

We have not only a greater variety of fruits
than any other country ,but our ¢limate gives them
to us in successiongmwhich adds. greatly to their
value, and to the comfort, health and enjoyment

orchards and fruits.

The Federal government owns 5,500,000 acres of
land in Mississippi.
. &
d
;
of way. An inquest resulted in a complete
The yield of this year’s gugar crops in Gaba has
exoneration of the
company.~—=A
London “been about 545,400 tons agaist, 680,000 tons last
despatch to the New York World ‘avers that, year,showing a decrease of about20 per cent. The
the British government will vot recede from
total €xports. from-all
ports on the -island from
its position.on the Eastern question, no matter
January
1 to July 31 to
Europe were 90,673 boxes
what the other powers may conclude to do,
and 35,757 hogsheads against 199 209 boxes and

English cabinet fivor an immediate

advance

esides destroying many valuable plantations
in-the northern part” of / Peru.
The reported

destruction of the Chilian man-of-war Covadonga is confirmed by Lima advices of the
13th ultimo. The efforts of Mitrister Christiun“J°C¥ to estublish peace

between

the

wilk evidently be of no avail,

deterinined to_cantinue

the

helligérents

as// both

struggle

seem

to

the

‘bitfer' end,——No syndicate has yet been
formed in Paris for the promotion of the
Panama

canal

scheme,~—One

derers of the American

of the

missionary

mur-

has been’

condemed to death gt Constahtinopie,
and
two others settenced to fifteen yeurs penal

servitude.’

»

:

:

152,929 hogsheads

last

year.

The

exports

to the

United States were 66,413 boxes and 553,203 hogsheads against 91,810 hoxes and 625,677 hogsheads
last year. "The stocks in all ports
of the island,
July 31, were 138,961 boxes and RL find hogsheads,
against. 117,406.H boxes a d 96,228
“hogsheads- last

year.
PR

J

¢

.

Take Care of ‘the Children.

;

The system,of the child takes in the seeds of
disease more readily than the Sault, therefore
parents should exercise great care, ahd not
allow a Cough or Cold to run until the seeds
of Catarrh, Asthma, Bronchitis and Consump-.

tion are sown in the kystem.
Dr. N.
G.
White's Pulmopary Elixir is a remedy well

adnpted-to these diseases in children, and
should be used freely on the first appearance

of a Counh.or Cold.

A

The habit SfiTuuning over
corrected with Lyon’s Patent

:

boots or shoes
Heed Stiffeners,

wr

My life was daved by Warner's Safe Kidney

| and Liver Cure.—E. B. Lakely, Selma, Ala.
fd

aded
or
falling hair,
QUICKLY
CHANGING

perspiration,

scratéhing, very

WHITE

dis-

HAIR

to

and
MORE
GRAY
OR

its natural

youthful

Prepared

only

by

:

|

highest pefection :and ‘beauty.
DANDRUFF
quickly and permanently removed.

For Discasea

have in 15

contained

in DAY’S

confidence

of

the

medical

eae

One of the best of the many

Sv

sel s

IIL

Your Tad.is
unis

KIDNEY

PAD

00., Toledo; 0.

enmESamm

Sold by B. F. RACKLEY, Dover, N. H.GEO, C. GOODWIN & CO., GexErAL MENTS,
STON.

by the use of

a0

|

Elegant, All New, Chromo and

no hwo alike.

Name nicely prin ted, 10c.

|

soap.

Card

-2b36eow

possible, should read the new Agricultural
Book
advertised in anothér column by J. C. McCurdy
& Co.
The. uniferm excellence of the publica-

will be a Standard work.
Competant erities pronounce it the best work of its kind, apd Jmany
practical farmers have given it unqualified praise.

THE

MARKETS.

RR
wie

3
“Boston

Se w—

Produce

Reportédby HILTON BROS

-

&

CO.,

Commiséion

ACCORDING

For

#

and

lots

or any- number at the

prices

have

~RYE., The sales have been in small lots at 95
93¢ ¥ bu.
.
2
;

BUTTER.

The Butter market has passed through

unsatisfactory

week,

Trade

has

CO,,

Paint,

is

at 26 a 28c. - Fine fresh

BETTER

been

Jane
12mo,
cloth
by.

Sold-

CHEESE,

tendency.

sales mostly at 17 @ 20c & 1h. Only a
brands are worth 22¢,- The demand
alittle Thursday and Friday, but sales
at concessions from #agt week's price.
The market has

been dull

with a weak

Sales of cheice factory have been made

at 13 @l3l; cA?1b, but it is hard to get over 13¢ at
the close. Frir to good range from 11 @ 12%c 4 1,
but ver little merchantable Cheese is offering
under l2e,
:
©
Wow
i

. EGGS,

The market for Eggs

sales of Eastern at20 @ 21c; ol

holds, fifm,
York

and:

folios (six of vocal and six of instrumental), dich portfolio
containing from nine to fourteen complete pieces. Tho

ortfolios are beautifully ornamented in colors and by
ll-page engravings—19
different engravings—makin
them exceedingly attractive for the ao hiv,
stand.
Price, 50 cents each, or the twélve for #500. “The most
desirable collection that has yet appeared.” Boston ‘Ga:
\ zette. To induce musicians
one. portfolio (only
ly one) 10; for “ole ig
.,
Stamps
Ail taken.
gery

with
Ver

monjat 20 ¢ 2)c, and Canada at 20 @ 21 ct dozen.

- BEANS. - The market has rulsd steady for Ped,
with sales of Western and Northern at $i 75@$1 90
¥ bu, the outside for extra hand picked. Mediums | Address ‘R, Weshioppel, Ho, 60 ible House,
!
ae

atthe roaus, and prices
Rose can not be quoted
tral stock is selling at
dre moving fairly ae 45

ONIONS.

The market

is

pretty

with sales at $3 00 to $3 25% bhi.

wel supplied,

Pplied,

GREEN APPLES. The expot demand contin:
ues, brisk, with ‘shipments this week
of
38,000 bbls, Prices are unchanged:
of hous

BEST.
AN THE

|,

rule low.
Best Aroostook
over 666 and Maine Cen50c
bu.
Northern Rose
@ 60c.
Sweets have been

Selling at $1 75 for Norfolks and $2. 75%. bbl tor
e seys.
we
pane

York

| Tt39eow

are selling freely at &1 40 @ $1 60 # bu including
choice new hand picked at $1565 @ $1 60. Yellow
Eyes continue dull, and $24 bu is an exireme
price foyf best improved,
i
i
PEAS. There has been a fair demand for Canada at steady prices. ,Green Peas continue dull
and, weak,
“Tp
;
POTATOEB. There is a liberal dup ly of Potatoes

WORLD
for

Hand
AND. 0
MACHINE

|

OPTOMAUL

HABIT

Done “fil 6° write DR.
2

Be

po

Theology,

in

on

Department

Lb)

A

the

the International
L. FLoop,

Lessons,

A. M., Editor.

Subscription Price,
| Five Bithscriptions at one time,
$1.00 may
ger sums

be remitted in

P.O.

2

$1.00
450

be remitted at Publisher's risk.

should

in

Country, (Normal Out-

The Look Up Legion ets., etc,
THEODORE

com-

to be “found

Lar-

Money

Or-

ders or Draft on New York, exchange paid by
sender.
4
ge
3.Please do not send chacks on distant banks.
Addres,

M. BAILEY,

.

«

Publisher,.

v

READY.

INDIA,
5

-~

oir

< ‘BY FANNY ROPER FEUDGE.~
;

-12mo.

100

630

Full Page

:

Iljustrations.

PRICE,

$1.50.

BOSTON :.

D. LOTHROP
20

Pages.

& CO., Publishers.

Landscape, Chromo Cards, ete., name on,
10c. 20 Gilt- Edge Cards, 10¢. CLINTON &
. 13tdleow
North Haven, Ct.

THE MORNING STAR
TERMS:

$2.00

per year,

advance ; Py if i)
days, and $2.50 if not.

if paid. strictly in *

within

the, first

thirty

For 25 cents received we will send the Star

‘three months on

trial. .

Each subscriber will please notice the date
"and

of payment on the label of his paper,

not

allow it to be in arrears.
.
The: Star is not discontinued when the time
bersong Teunless.
paid
is
it
which
expires for

Jquestit; and it is di gcontinued
been more than oné'year in

when it. has
, after due

notice
and, time shall have been given.
:
REMITTANCES must be made ig, mon
ey-ordersor bank-checks if possible, ‘ofiin a
Tegisiered letter and at our risk and expense.

In writing to this office, persons will please

designate thei” STATE, as well as town, iu
give both the c(d and new address when they ..
:
"| order a change m’the d irection of gale, paper
‘Sewing.
[4
. The Star
goes to press Tuesday
y
CURED at home, privately, sind communications for insertion ought to be‘

at low rates. 4,000 curéd

Quincy; Mich.
id !

publication

on
LY

By request, Frantz “Abt, the eminent
composer, recently selected from Litolff’s German. Establishment (the greatFINE
est music publishervin the world), 148
leces of music as representative of the
4
est music by the greatest coWiposers of
CR Germanys
8 Germany stands first in
musie,
t! is collection is, indeed, 3 Fare
one.
Hach
piece is a gem,
Printe
Litolff, on fine paper, full fire, givin, foh German any
English words.
he collection
is divided into twelve port-

in yery light supply and mostly all engaged before
arrival,
Ladle packed Western comes
-in rather

Natural

NOW

Taylor's Health Book,64 pages, la
50 illustrations, strongly bound in
and boards, with a loop to bang ftup
Insimple language it tells children:

4

.

'18teow16

Ia

the promotion

CHAUTAUQUAN will contain the mast

lines, Notes

4t30%eow

made

to

of Science,

Sunday-gchaql

any

&e,

:

devofed

Special Scientific Lectures,
Reading from Standard Authors.
- THE

help with perfect safe-

sion,

:

Organ of the

Studies
in

plete

(and old folks) all about themselves, best

dairy lots command 28 @ 84¢, but these have been
poor, with
few fancy
started up
have been

Sci-

or Side,or

DRUGGISTS.

.

Magazine,

“The Worla

liberal

St, Basten,

Statuary,

ALL

0

per hun.
hundred,

With

BY

Made ouly by ROBINSON BROS. &

Winthrop square,

light and medium stock has accumulated, with a
further decline in prices.For most of the New York

creameriesare slow

NEUTRIZIA

without abrasion of the skin, .

| History of the World,
Anclent Classics,

$10 and

for Cleaning And polishing Sil.
Ware and for
Window Glass, Miretc.” It is much more conventhan piste owders, and may be

fine House

everywhere,

sales of ay impostance for some days.

another

15 Hawley

cleaning

Middlings range from $19 @ $21 # ton. . 0

Bulbs

Ha it contains nothing that can possibly injure
¢ finest plate or jewelry, or even the most uelicate skin. It 1s far superior to any other seap for

EED.
There is a. steady market forsShorts,
with sales at #18 4 81850 ¥ ton.
Fine Feed an

This articleis quiet but steady and

at #8,

price.

used-even by inexperienced

4

BARLEY.

aul

Made expréssly
ver and Plated
rors, Marble, Tin,
ient and effective

The demand

:

bes

Headaches,

The following studies of the C. L.S. C, for 1830 Pp
and 1881 will be published in this Magazine

BINDEXICAL SILVER SOAPR

been at 45 @ 49¢; No 2 white at 43; and No 2 mix-

runs on the better grades.

300,000

same

2

Chonboagus Literary and Scientific Circe,

BB. T. WELLS,

|*

bushels for the week
The marketis steady and
firm with a good demand and siocks are still quiet

ed and No 3 white at 40 @ 4l¢ gu.

>

. A Monthly

Catalogue of varieties.

continue to be well sustained.Supplies continue to | =

"The sales of No 1 and extra while

of

Hyacinths

SOLD

discounts on large quantities. Send for our’ 40-page

be taken as fast as received for export and consumption, and we quote the range of prices from
56 @ 59¢ ¥ bu for ‘mixed and yellow, including
high mixed Corn at 56% @ 57c¥ i
:
OATS.
The receipts of Oats have
been 87.750
reduced.

importations

AND

A EDISON

Pain in Back

of True Culture.

a

#12 per hundred; Tulips at $2 and $3
dred; Crocus at 50 cents, $1 and $2 per

and choice.
;
BUCKWHEAT FLOUR. This article is dull and
prices are nominal. We quote $2 75 @ $3 100 ths.
The demand has been good

My Fall

3

now at hand.” 1 offer

at £1 50 @ $5 25 ¥ bbl for common and choice.
OAT MEAL.
There is a steady demand for Oat
Meal, with sales at 85 @ £650
bbl for common

CORN.

1

.

for Corn

The sales hdve been in small

5

=

Q

THE CHAUTAUQUAN.

FOR SPRING FLOWERS.

bbl,

fine at $350 @ $3 76. ¥ bLI.
RYEFLOUR.

OMPin

Gout,

:

~ GRocus,

J.
|”

ol

© Price $1.00 per Bottle.
:
PREPARED BY
The Menlo Park’ Manufacturing Co. -.

ULIPS,

|
|
|
|
|

the latter price an outside figureforfavoritebrands,
In Minuesota extras the sales have been at $H
a
$6 50 ¥ bbl, including choice bakers brands: Wisconsin extras at $4 25 @$5 0p; and Western saperCORN MEAL.
Ther®:is a good demand
Meal, with sales $2 50 4 bbl.

DEVISED

Polyform will give prompt relief.

* Winter wheat patents

a &350

many ©

wherever pain exists,

range from $6 @ 87 50, and the best brands have:
been in steady demand.
Illinois ang
St Louis
winter wheats have been selling at $6950 @ €8 25,
choice Brands selling at #3 @ 525% bbl.
Winter
wheat patents range from £6 @ 87 50, and the best
brands have been in steady demand.
Illinois and
St Louis winter wheats have been selling at 5 50
4 #6 25, and the best brands are contracted for
ahead at. $6 @ $6 25; Indiana rangestrom £325
a

$6; and Ohio and Michigan at 85

FORMULA

as Rheumatism,

atica,

ing off in the exports, now some 15,600,000 bushels
less than last year since the first ot September,
and present prices of Flour are as low as supplies
can be laid down here The sales of spring wheat
selling at §g @ #8 25 4 bb.

JO

THOMAS
such

brands

the

THE PREPARATION
POLYFORM 18 MADE

USED BY MYRELF.

confined

6 50 @ #8 25, choice

than

MENLO PARK, N.J.
I CERTIFY THAT
KNOWN AS EDISON'S

mostly to well known (and favorite brands; and
others not so well’ known are difficult to place at
a satisfactory price.
The trade appear to be running almost exclusively on the best grades of
Flour and this demand for'léading brands is what
keeps up the tone of the market.
New spring Pa.
tent are slow in coming forward, but spring wheat
extras have been arriving more freely.
Wheat.
continues
to keep up notwithstanding the *fall-

Patents have beeb*at

be. adduced

certificate of Prof. Edison, who authorizes the pub.
lication of the following *
i

|

are

The cures performed by his gifts’of Polyform became80 celebrated
and tha demand upon his time

No higher testiffony could

BOSTON, Saturday, Oct..2, 1380.
Fr.our.
There 1s no change in Flour since our |
last. The demand for all desirable brands;of wif- |
ter wheats and favorite Patents keeps up with the
supply, and stocks do not accumulate.
Favorige | °brands of winter wheat Illinois and St Loglis have
to be contracied for ahead, as there
is no stock
for immediate delivery, and
choice spring and
winter wheaf Patents are scarce and taken as fast

The sales hpwever,

POLYFORM.

Gratified with the result upon himself, ho tested
his discovery upon others who suffered from nervous
pain, and in every case the relief was perfect.

‘antrophy of this course,

|

Merchants and dealers in butter, cheese
and
eggs,
beans, dried apples, &c.
Cellar
No
3 |
Quincy Market, Boston.
.

as they arrive.

To his discovery Prof, Edison gave the name

The number.of.semarkable cures, and the suffer.
' ing Polyform has saved, attest the wisdom and phil

|

Report.

Trials and experiments followed thisd:
* ation until he at last produced a compound which,
by application, entirely subdued all pain and allowed

and attention so great, Prof, Edison finally yielded
to the solicitation of those who knew the merits of
his preparation and allowed a company to be formed
for the manufacture and sale of Polyform under bis
supervision.

|
||

~

cation, cure him of his distress
and at same time not
be injurious to his system.
!
io?

ATISM,

tlions’of this firm is a sufficient guarantee that. this

=

relief, and produced nervousness,

his system to recuperate, and throw off the disease.
E

KIDNEYS, .
EPSIA,
TARRH, and d all SKIN and BLOOD
j diseases.
Entirely Vegetable, In|
j Jornal and exiernal se. The won.
onan
erful
cures it haseflec
he past
20 years, FOR SO SMALL AN AMOUNT OF MONEY hos
ca
opposition to its sale. Sentby express to all parts
ofthe Us: On Tecei nt of$1 per bottle, and money returned
Inevéry case ot failure. Send for Pamphlet.
Sold every
hi
H.'D, FOWLE, Chemust, Boston, Mass.

«

|
1

the

;

A

only temporary

loss of appetite, &c. He now sought for s combin.
ation of such remedies as would, by outward appli-

Scroll. Cards,

present tinie is JAMES PYLE’S “ PEARLINE,” of | |
Which it is said that it is the best washing com|
pound yet introduced, and almost perfect as sav- | §
LY

had taken all the well known sedatives, which gave
;

NIWAR
A
ONE BOTTLE a
Periect cure tor all the worst forms
of

a

convinced that he must become his own physician
and seek, by expertments, for the desired relief. He

remarkable cures sent free. Writo for it.” Address,
DAY

inventions

|

every day cay and
and £ gives

$L.0, Our book, “How a Life was Saved,” civiag they
history
of this new discovery, and a large recond of most

profession

Price, 35 and 75 cents.

of

POLYFORM.

:

(extra size), $3.00 ; Child's
Pad (for incontinenceof urinc),

New Lungs can not be made by medicines,
or the skill of physicians, but the old ones can

ing in labor, time and

~ PROF. EDISON'S

:

on receipt of the price—Regular Pad, $2.00; Special Pad)

bi

Lungs.

:

6t1l lam

For sale by druggists, or sent by mail (free of postage)

Kip-

and countless sufferers who have used it.

be strengthened and preserved

;

DR. A. J. STONER, Deeatur,
doing
great good here. It sells every

Its reliable character, desirable quali-

‘the

MANUFACTORIES AND SALESROOMS :
114 & 116 Southampton Row, London.
37 Boulevard Haussmann, Paris, France,
35 Barclay St, & 40 Park Place, N. Y.

ARY ORGANS and NERVOUS SYSTEM.
“1
CHAS. DAVIS, 124 ‘Myrtle Street, Boston:
have now used DAY’S KIDNEY PAD thirty days, and it has
done me more good than any remedy I gver.tried.” . ’
R. BISHOP; Spencer,
0.—" Tho doctors had given
me up with what they called Bright’s disease, and two of
your Pads have entirely cured me.”
LARIMORE & DEAN, Pruggists, Niles, ‘Mich.

\

5

is

{+ Bold by all Druggists, $1.25 Per Bottle,

of the KIDNEYS, BLADDER, URIN

d

Success.

i
i

ty, and intluce luxuriant growth, and its occasion. ©
al use is all that is needed: to preserve it in its

Dr.

:

te

. IT IS NOT A DYE.

.
-

+A Noble Record: near Half d®0®iury,
Established 1832.
Improved 1879.
The nature of the great improvemeni is
in its wonderful life-giving properties i

Cure.

selling freely at 30 @ 32¢, but only the very best,
brands will command the outside price. Summer”

a

Huir
(lair Resto
IXeStorer.

105,000. tierces
in Chicago
is

ways to eat, sleep, sit, walk, dress, bathe;
fu about the hair, teeth, nails, and a thousnd other things
necessary to know to and Vermont straight dairies coming in 25¢ 4b is
DOCTOR
romote long lifegpealth and happiness,
a full selling price;
dnd forced sales would not reang it up where children can consult it,
of the people.
:
alize over 23 @ 24c. The quality of summer made
Refer them to it in answer to their inquiries,or to show them
stock is not up to the requirements of the trade or
Towa remits the taxes far five and ten years
the reasons for your advice. It almost guarantees them
ood looks and good health, * It is the best book of the
respectively, on land pianted to fruit and fruit '| ‘exporters, and it is dificult to sell except at con— Hall's Journal of Health. Sent by
which will bring it under the, cost of | find ever written."
trees, Ibis said to have been the direct means of cessions,
oleomargaring. Fresh made ereameries have beens! matt for two silver dimes, or seven 3c stamps, Address,
clothing more than 75,000 acres in that State with
R. W. Shoppell, No. 60 Bible Hoase, New York.

that

of the fleet on Coustantingple, but it is a- question whether the other powers will assent to
this plan. This intelligence, however, is contradicted
by later news from’ London.
Noth-

PAD.

upon

:

1880, in Illineis, gives the

all ages in the State

WORLD'S

A

man,

Farmers who want to make-money a# rdpidly as

Er

The last census, May,
number

be-

of the

stamps:

covery of the vegetable

a /fish-

crop

Mrs. S.A. Allens

also very much smaller than last year.

The sciences of-medieine-atid Chemistry have
never produced so valuable a remedy for the

you

the passenger train, which had been detained,
had not arrived, as the latter had the right

members

postage

Remarkable

“|

ANOTABLE EVENT

It requires only & few applications to restor
gray hair to its youthful color and lustrous bean.

:
to-go

_

‘SWAYNE’S / LHEALIRG OINTMENT” is a pleas
ant, sure cure.
Also for Tetfer, Itch, Salt Rheum,
Scald Head, Erysipelas, Barber’s Itch, Blotches,

NEY

cutting off just below the surface
will in time eradicate poison-ivy:

cent,

Conn, causing the death of the conductor of
the freight train’ and of the engineers
and
firemen
of the two trains.’ The aceident was
due to the freight conductor taking his train

Tt is also stated that'some

like

| Admiration

outside

‘COLOR and BEAUTY.

ville Post.

The average percentage of sugar in the French
beet is 11 1.4; in the German'aud American 13 per

Willimantic,

out-of Willimanti¢ without ascertaining

are moisture,

and

the

steady with sales
of
mess.at §950@ 1050,

ber
1, was 14,000 tierces against
same month last year.
The stock

Another Candidate.
J
By a large majority the people of the United
States have declared their faith in KidneyWort as a remedy for all the diseases of the
kidneys and livér. Some, bowever, have disliked the trouble of preparing it from the dry
form.
For such a new candidate appears in
the. shape of Kidney-Wortin Liquid Form.
It is very concentrated,
is ‘easily taken and is
equally efficient as the dry.
Try it.—ZLowuis-

What has becom of that great corn boom—100
bushels per acre—we used to hear so much of ?

by which twenty-four persons were killed and
ninetecn fatally injured.
In addition to this
number many were slightly ‘wounded.—A
passenger and a freight tran
on the New
York & New
England Rajlroad came into

night

by half a

every

command

{ressing; particularly: at night, as if pin worms
were crawling in and about the rectum; the pwri-g

cent

Have you cleared the fence corners and road-*
sides ot all bushes, brambles and like nuisances ?

two sections of an accommodation train,

collision ' Friday

and

Swaine & Son, 330 North Sixth Street, Philadel.
phia, Pa. to whom letters should be addressed.’
Sold ‘by all prominent druggists.
1y41

be twenty per cent. less this year than last.

at the Twenty-eight streét crossing

in Pittsburg,

profit”

the ' very - best

:

SMOKED Hams.
There is a steady demand,
with sales-of City and Western at 10 @ He #1, as
to size and suaity. Some, fgincy * Western command 11 { # 1b.
WE
LARD. There is a yey Afirm feeling .in Lard,
with sales at 8% @ 9c
th, including Western
and City. The stock of Lar d in New York, Octo|

to

that

all Sealy, Crusty, Cutaneous Eruptipns. Price, 50
cents. ‘3 boxgs for $1.23...Sent by mailto any.address on receipt of
p#ice in currency, or three

and

- .*

fall work

It is estimated that the Cuban

collision occurred on the Pennsylvania

Railroad

rely.

Se&@dvertisément.

and the market

vate parts are ‘sometimes affected iif allowed to
continue very sSérious results may follow,
¢ DR.

ing or,attend a political meeting.

says:

* to coercive measures against Turkey, unless
all the powers participate in them.
:
“The coroner’s jury decides that the Hudson
ing has yet been definitely settled, ‘and, the
River. tunnel cqmpany were not to blame for powers are still hesitating, I'he Porte, mean_ the accident whereby 20 lives were lost.
time, shows no signs of
yiélding.—The
* J.T. Evans recently arrived at San Francis *Chilians have bombarded Chorillas and Arcon,

4

Wi

The symptoms

extend my thanks to all of you for the very
cordial reception accorded to me. to-day, and
Every dairyman should bear this in mind, that
states
that
accorded as I understand’ it ‘to. the regiment | a Constantinople dispatch says,
poor butter or cheese is always the first to feel
|
the
Porte;
in
yielding
to
theg@bntinued
pressure
which I bad the honor to first command.
exercised by the powers, has resolved to deal
the effects of a dull market.
The best products
‘What has been said has been so much personwith all the pending questions and will en- are always imquired for, even on the poorest
al to myself that it would-be impossible for me
deavor to induce the Albanians to surrender
xp
i
markets,
es
\ >
to say anything in regard to it, except to deny
Dulcigno.
As regards Greece the. Porte. pro«Reports of the corditionof ~the torn crop "frof’t
it. (Laughter.) To some remarks that have been
poses a frontier line running north of Volo and
200 counties of the Northwest
show
that the
made by the gentleman delivering the welcomsouth of Larissa, Metzovo and Janina,
and
ing address, and particular]y toward the close,
terminating at the. mouth of the river Arta. effect ofthe drought has been greatly exaggeratI most thoroughly and cordially subscribe. And
ed.
>
The reforms already promised.will be introthal¥isto thi fact that we want this whole naduced in:Asia Minor in three months.
: The
Water
slightly
acidified with nitric acid is retion to be a homogeneous people, all strong to reformsin Europe will be carried out as far
rival eachother in prosperity,in developing their
as is compatible with the integrity of the commended’ for soaking seeds; a very little ammonia added to the water greatly accelerates
relative. sections and upnolding under one
empire.
Foreign bondholders will be invited
common flag, otie commonvinstitution, that of to send delegates to Constantinople to arrive
germination.
:
freedom to all without regard to race, color,
t an arrangement by which certain revenues
The two common practice of covering lawns
section, religion or nationality.
(Applause.)
may be assigned for the payment of interest on
with manure in the autumn, making them look
And I belieVe tirat result is to
yfork out; -how
the bonds.
The Porte, asa condition of these
like BATY yards: in most cases does more harm
I don’t exactly see, but that'it%will be worked
than good.
;
reforms, insists upon the abandonmentof the
out in some way I am perfectly contident, and
naval demonstration.—The
Iondon
Daily
The cavalcade of cattle, all ‘prize animals and
the day will come when we will hear nothing
News, in a leading editorial says: ‘We underabotit sections, but we will striveto rival each stand that a Turkish note was represented to “100in number, at our State Fair, is said to have
excelled anything of the kind ever before seen in
other as good citizens in upholding one comthe ambassadors, Monday, which containsjno
this country.
mon flag of the sections.”
Geng
Logan then
reasonable or practical proposals, but merely a
Arthur Fee, of Plymouth Cogsla, expects to
spoke, after which veterans and ctowds of visthinly disguised defiance of the authority of
itors sat down
te a hard tack dinner.
shear, next season, 10,000 sheep. - It is stated on
Europe.
We believe he note only proposes
good authority that there are upwards of 20,000 in
'| the cession of the terrfory awarded to' Monroscription in Politics.
that county.
temegro, on he ial
‘ms
that the nayal demonstration shall immediately’ cease, and not be
For very heavy machinery, or for gedring, talWe say to oly
Southern friends, with peragain employed to enforce the demands of the
low and black lead, rubbed up together, is the
fect good feeling but great plainness, that their
:| powers. ’
:
.
:
-best lybricant, and alee the best for wagon and
. political course is & mistake, a suicidal blunRe
carriage ‘axles during the hot weather.
“Latest News.
V
der, from every point of view. Their intolerVillage improvement societies are springéhg up

dnce is 88 unnecessary

wil

intense itching, increased bg

.

se

“Joss; insurante $96,000.”
:
The vote sommunicated tothe ambassadors,

~

three’

liberal

and extra plate at $11 @ $11 50 ¥ hbl,

ties and masterly curative power have deeply won

How about the poultry for Thanksgiving
Christmas? -

| ‘The British steamers Stag, from New Orleans
| for Marseilles; Robinia, from New Orleans
| for Havre, and Benalla, from New ‘Orleans for
*l:Bayonne, were wrecked inside the harbor durEE
I.
R§
| img. a aecent hurricane... The Robinia was a
Reunion of Gen. Grant's Regiment.
screw steamer of 1,181 tons’ burden; built at
Fully 20,000 people-attended at Decatur, Ill, New Castle in 1876; owned by J. Robinson &
Co. of Northshield; cargo 89,616 bushels of
Thursday, the reunion of Gen. Gragt’s old regwheat in bulk.
The Stag was a screw steamer
iment, The general was eseorted to the fair- 1 of 1,006 tons’ burden; built in Sunderland in
grounds by a long procession, and’ “eloquently | 1874 ;*iso*owned by S. Robinson & Co; cargo
The Benalla
welconfed by Gen. Jesse H. Moore.
He re- | 76,903 bushels of wheat in bulk.
| vas a smaller steamer of 786 tons’ burden;
plied: “Mr.
President and speakers,
and | cargo 57,000 bushels of wheat in - bulk. It ds
“» comrades of the 21st Illinois® volunteers -and
said the ‘instirance on the cargoes is divided
between American and English officers. The
glacon County Veteran Association, I feel
in deep water andis a total
much at a loss to say anything further than to- ' Robinia foundered

“

Journal

Itching Piles—Symptoms

ence of others.
Favorable reports from ntost of the State Local
Fairs already held.
7

St Louis was robbed early Thursday morning
of money, watches and other articles valued at
$8000 to $4,000, $1,000 of the money belonging
to M: C. Irish, proprietor of the hotel,and the.
remainder of the property yto guestsof thehouse. John Slater,. night porter, who- has
served a termat the: Joliet (Ill.) penitentiary,
is supposed to be the thief, us he is missing.
The safe was left open Wednesday night by
|| mistake.
4,
|
Rugby, Tom - Hughes's new. settlement in
| ‘Tennessee, was formally dedicated, Tuésday,
|
| the. exercises being opened, wifh impressive
| religipus services conducted by Bishop Quin+ tard, of Tennessee, and Rev. H. H. Snedd, of
Chattanpogn.
A poem: was read by Miss L.
Virginia French, and addresses were made by
Tom Hughes Cyrus Clark, manager of the
oy,
er 0. P. Temple, of Knoxville,
L.
Dana Horton, of Pomeroy, O., and Franklin
W. Smith, of Boston.
1'he attendance was
large.
mae
.

in

Rheumatism,’

Power of Medicine, have been cured

excellent

Book knowledge is a knowledge of the experi-

at

Fever

many chronic

are

BEEF." The markeg is
Western mess and. ‘extra

Adamsow’s Botanic Balsam, a sure cure for
House or put under cover all implements not in
ise
re
et ee
et
i a
Coughs; Colds; Asthma; and all diseases of the

died,

. whilethere is little hope for Mrs. Clark.
less
A safé in the office of the Western hotel

Rheumatic

woman and child.

Keep adding refuse to the compost heayy It pays.

ron
were

and children

‘hours.

only

7c ¥ Ib for Catawbas.

Sales at 18 @ 20¢ ¥ 1b in the comb,

$1950# bbl, and backs’ command
$20. - Mess
Pork is in fair demand at $16 @ 16 50 ¥ bbl.

Rheuma=-

Is*the Country All Right?! Orange Judd
Co. Bay** Yes,” giving good reasons for it. ‘Their

York State Fair proved a great suc-

cess.

with

treatment of Kidney diseaseas the accidental dis.’
Su

Suffolk County Fair, at Riverhead, this week.
Take godd care of your stock about these days.

a

T.

3

afllicted

Receipts

rice.
:
* vi,
:
e
YHax AND STRAW. - Choice
Eastern: and Northern Hay continues jn domap with sales at $19 @
$21 ¥ ton, the outside for extra. .Ordinary grades
command $17 @ 19 # toi. Rye Straw has been
selling at $24 @ $25 ¥ ton.
Cok
La
PORK. There continues to be a scarcity of
Boston clear, and: prices are very firm at $19 @

dozen bottles.
Clarke’s Rheumatic Elixir is sold
by all respectable druggists.
$1.00 per bottle, six
for $5.00."
Send for circular to the proprietor,
West Buxton, Me!
©"
es
“1yd4leow

GARDEN BREVITIES.

General Prosperity is the best candidate.
Save all corn-stalks carefully for your stock.

hundred workmen

There was

a reunion of States on Wedne&day;
nof
than ten thousand people gathered on’ the
ground.
At eleven o’clock
the
assembled
“military paraded on the battle-ground in lieu
of the promised illustration of the plan of battle, which bad been abandoned to the disappointment of a large assembly to witness the
feature of the day. - General Hunt of the United States army was in cogpamand. = Senators
Vance ,of North Carolina, Butler,of Soutl¥*Carolina,and the Hon. John W. Daniel, of Virginia, the centennial orator, arrived.
The centennial celebration of the battle of King’s Mountain, N. C,, ‘closed Thursday, 12,000 peopte being present. ° A sunrise salute was fired, and
later Gen. Howard, of the United States army,
reviewed the troops present.
At the speaker’s
* stand an improvised choir sang 8 lyric written
by Mrs. Clara Dargan McLean of Yorkvile, S.
C., and set to musfe by Prof. E.
Lineback,
_ of Salem, N.'C.; an ode written for the occasion by Paul A. Hayne, of South Carolina, was
redd-by Col. Charles C. Jones of Augusta, Ga.,
and Daniel Snow delivered an oration.
The
_unveiling of the monument
by four young
‘women, supported by Govs. Jarvis. of North
Carolina, Halliday, of Virginia, and Jeter, of
South Carolina, and Gen. Campbell, of Tennessee, followed.
In the evening there was a
dress parade and a grand pyrotechnié display.

eR

sad

suburb of Jacksonville,

people were present.
Speeches were made by
Daniel G. Fowl, of North Carolina,
Gov.
—Jeter;of Seuth Carolina, Rev. Di E. But-|
ler, of Georgia, Judge Nixon Vahdyke,
of
Tennessee, Gen. S. W.. Williams, of Arkansas,

SR

Four

the

open the

( From the Ghristian at Work.) ,

are thrown out of employment by the fire.

“» Ferguson, the British commander, fell. The
associition had cleared off 25 acres on the battle-field for ‘the present occasion, and 2,000

and L. M. McMill, of Mississippi,

FARM AND

Mass., were destroyed by fire Wednesday after«
noon, the property. loss aggregating between

of B.

*

tor those

tour days, and

soap,

Camp & Walker’s steam saw-mill, near Sushis successors to cover more ground in Jess ‘|
water, being careful that none of the bronze. or
wis burned
| time than was previously possible, * This is ‘pénstion bridge, Minneapolis,
When
Wednesday evening. Toss $75,000.
aE
; gliding comes in contact with the soda.
shown even in his elementary treatises;
in his
the wick becomes too short to carry up the kerotreatise on analytical mechanics of 1857, and in
Disastrous floods in Rohilennd, Bengal (In-. sene, and you have not time to put ina new wiek
his ¢ Linear Associative Algebra”
of 1870. | dia), bave destroyed many lives and’ greatly | apiece of cotton Fag pinned on below - will prove
Had he chosen to publish a selected edition of
injured the crops.
Tita
a good feeder.
If a hole is broken in a glass
his mathematical works satisfactory ;to him- |
chimney, paste on a piece of paper,
and
Henry ;Brytin, Jr., a merchant of Birself, there is reason to believe that for. centu- |
it will: answer its
purpose until you
get a
ries to come the world would not willingly let | mingham, England. ,and Bombaftdnd Calcutta,
new chimney.
When
the burners of lamps bethem die. The layman’s impression that a sci- | India, has failed; with $750,000 Liabilities.
come gummy and prevent the wicks moving free
ence as precise and formal as mathematics is
|
American Minister” Lowell will, Fovember
1y, boil them up in suds over the fire a short
time, and they will become entirely clean and
hi ,delivers the opening addrees of th¥ session
| 0 of the’ Edinburgh philosophical institution for work wll: Lanips may become incrusted in®
| for 1880 and 1881.
A
side with settlings from the oil, and ordinary
cleaning will not remove it. Take soap-suds and
most uniform result of having felt! the.
living
The reunion of General Grant's old regfinent
pulse of everlasting truths. Nor has Professor the 21st Illinois, occurred at - Decatur, Illinois, till the lamp about one-third full, then’ put in a
Peirce’s life been spent in learned retirement. | Wednesday, and was attended by about 150 little sharp sand, and shake vigorously. A few
" He was among the teachers at Round Hill; || menabers, General Grant. being one of the
minutes will remove every particle of seftlings.
sinee-1831 he has been one of the bright, par- | number.
Always fill the lamps every day and in the day2
* ticular stars of Harvard college; the Harvard
time; never fill a lamp after dark, near a lighted
Observatory was founded through his help; be |
The Cincinnati musjcal festival for May lamp;
never light an almost, empty lamp, as the
wasaext to, Baché the strongest man connect1882, organized Monday night. . The chorus
empty space is nearly always filled with a very
ed with the United States coast survey;
he
[J
In putting out.a lamp, turn the
helped in making the American Ephemeris an meeting, presided over by Theodore Thomas, “explosive gas.
was attended by 600 persons.e
authority rarely challenged; he contributed to
flame down low, and wave a fan, book, or paper
*, the transactions of the National Academy, the
The wreck of the steamer Narraganset. has
acress the top of the chimney. Blowing down a
American Academy, and other learned sociechimney is very dangerous when a lamp is nearly
been sold for $10,000. , United States Commis
ties; and he was of valué wherésoever he
chose to mingle with his fellow-citizens. For sioner Lyman, appointed receiver, has paid empty and turned up high. Neyer start a fire
Ah
:
out $1,500 to claimants for losses, and the bal- with the oil.
as was his science, true and pure, so was the
ance Will be banded over to the Narraganset
man.—Boston Advertiser.

~The three days’ celebration of the centennial
- of the battle of King’s Mountain, at King’s

four

vent in the burner. “When lamps need - an extra
cleaning, add one tablespoon soda to a quart of

3
ok
mills in Lowell,

Crocus, advertisement

eabeilas and 6 @

HONEY.

but

“Bt

for Jears had defied the skill of the Physician

cloths and towels;

with which to keep:

for

is rather quiet.

Complaints.

tism or Neuralgia : Clarke’s Rheumatic Elixir
cures the worst cases of Neuralgiain ‘from two to

old wait:

of wicks,

washing soda’ jand several soft’

the Kansas Pacific ‘railroad have been arrested
at Denver, Loi, for selling bogus tickets.

OWRETS.
:
The Chase & Franklin

Facts

er (to hold th¢ things), a lamp-filler; pair of seis-

anda baggage-master

and

Lung

i$ called to the. Hya-

Mr. Wells.

articles used tor
lamps by them-

For these purposes 'provide an

. GRAPES, &c. There continués to be a large
supply of grapes and prices are steady at 3 @ be

Wells; of Boston. Those who visited the Boston
Public Garden in the Spring of'1879 and ’80. ‘need
only to be told that the bulbs were.furnished by

:

religious decrees are enforoed,

noullis, Euler and Laplace.’ For "not only has

Mountain, N. C., began Tuesday
where the battle was fought, and

cinth, Tulip

not easily ignite.when brought in contact with a
| lighted taper or match, it is good; poor oil will
The Newfoundland authorities are investi- ignite instantly. Keep oil in a ten-gallon ean with
a faucet at the lower part, 80 as to draw off into
gating the recent outrages oun American fishing
a smaller can or lamp-filler; set the large cay in
vessels,
FLL

plants;

and

? Attention of our readers

Bool, are worth repeating here.
ee
If you use oil, buy the best kerosene. To test it,

;

L]

sumption, and all Throat

- Kerosene 18 so generally used that the following
hints concerning it, from the Buckeye
Cookery

France

|

Have Wistar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry
always at hand. - It cures Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Whooping Cough, Croup, Influenza, Con-

KEROSENE.

chief, |

}

ad Domestic,

Boral

of

is rising’ satisfactorily and

the weather in Egypt

with

of the

Si
elections t hroughout

The river Nile

If Newton aud Gauss

late Professof Peirce’s merits will

died

:

“occur November 7.

are the greatest of modern mathematicians, the
marvelous

composer,

Raymon Tristany, the famous

Peirce.

American mathematicigns, and the historic
transition from the illustrious Nathaniel ~“Bowditch to the present géneration of mathemati‘cal minds.
And among these, the son of the
deceased, Mr. Charles Sanders Peirce, is not
so much the rising hope as he is the worthy

- the

French

gout of the heart.

The death of Professor Benjamin Peirce is a
great national loss, fof he ‘was the Nestor of

heir of great traditions.

the

i

in 10

MARS,

13tlseow

here on Saturday

Address

revious, ,

}

Rev,
I' Db. STEWART,
;
DOVER.
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